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MARK TOWNLEY
SOLAR OBSERVER

Mark tells  
us how to 
view and 
image the 
Sun in three 

wavelengths: white light, 
hydrogen-alpha and 
calcium K. Page 32

PAUL SUTHERLAND
ASTRONOMY WRITER

Paul looks  
at how our 
perspective 
of Venus has 
changed 

over the years, and the 
future missions to Earth’s 
inhospitable twin. Page 69

This month’s 
contributors 
include...

If you could go anywhere in the Solar System, where would it be?CHRIS LINTOTT
SKY AT NIGHT PRESENTER

Chris 
explains 
why the 
presence  
of water 

around black holes is 
giving scientists some 
worrying insights. Page 14

Sky at Night LOTS OF WAYS TO ENJOY THE NIGHT SKY...

PODCAST 

The BBC Sky at Night 
Magazine team discuss 
the latest astro news in 
our monthly podcast

TWITTER 

Follow @skyatnightmag 
to keep up with the 
latest space stories and 
tell us what you think

ONLINE 

Visit our website for 
reviews, competitions, 
astrophotos, observing 
guides and our forum

TELEVISION 
The Sky at Night takes 
a break to make way 
for 2016 Olympics 
coverage – see page 19

iPAD 

Get each month’s  
issue on your iPad, 
now with bonus video 
and extra images

FACEBOOK 

All the details of our 
latest issue, plus news 
from the magazine and 
updates to our website

Picture this: a future 
in which our economy 
has expanded to 
encompass the Solar 
System. Mining and 
production takes 
place across the 
vastness of space  
– and so does leisure. 
On page 37 you’ll find 

what the best of these interplanetary holidays 
might look like as Rob Banino applies some 
creative thinking to what we know about each 
destination to imagine what might be possible!

We look at one destination, Venus, from a 
more scientific footing on page 69. Here Paul 
Sutherland examines what the next robotic 
mission to this hellish world might look like 
and why it’s important to understand this 
planet’s runaway greenhouse effect and its 
implications for planet Earth. And on page 74 
we go behind the scenes at the UK Astronomy 
Technology Centre, where instruments for 
missions including JWST are designed, where 
Paul Cockburn discovers the close relationship 
between astronomers and engineers.

The technology developed for space 
missions trickles down to uses here on Earth, 
and that’s just the case with the kit on review 
this month. Starting on page 89 we review a 
fully self-contained CCD camera – a first for 
us – from Astrel Instruments, Bresser’s latest 
Maksutov-Cassegrain Go-To scope and a 
new sharp focus refractor from Altair Astro.

ANDRÁS PAPP
AWARD-WINNING IMAGER 

IAPY 2015 
Our Moon 
category 
champion 
András 

explains how he edited 
his lunar shots into an 
award winner. Page 84

Fitted with a solar filter this last piece of  
kit would be great for viewing the Sun. This 
option is just one that Mark Townley looks  
at on page 32. Here he covers the hidden 
detail that white light, calcium K and 
hydrogen-alpha reveal on the Sun, and the 
best way to image and view it all in safety. 

Enjoy the issue!

PS Next issue goes on sale 25 August

Chris Bramley Editor
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UNCOVERING THE 
SECRETS OF VENUS
This month we speak to Dr James Green, 
director of planetary science at NASA, to  
learn more about the exploration of Venus.  
He reveals what we know about the planet’s 
volcanoes, its scorching surface temperature 
and crushing atmosphere, and NASA’s future 
missions to explore the planet in detail.

SKY AT NIGHT EPISODE
Chris and Maggie turn their attention to 
M51, the Whirlpool Galaxy, in June’s 
episode. They explore how radio and 
space telescopes help uncover the secrets 
of the galaxy, while Pete Lawrence reveals 
how you can view its magnificent spiral 
from your own back garden.

HOW ELECTRIC WINDS 
CAN STRIP A PLANET

NASA’s Glyn 
Collinson explains 
how Venus’s 
electric field may 
be responsible  
for generating its 
dry, inhospitable 
conditions.

TIM PEAKE: BACK ON 
SOLID GROUND

The UK astronaut 
looks back on his 
journey into 
space in a video 
interview and 
post-landing 
news conference, 
courtesy of ESA.

We abide by IPSO’s rules and regulations. To give feedback about our magazines, please visit 
immediate.co.uk, email editorialcomplaints@immediate.co.uk or write to The Editor, BBC Sky at 
Night Magazine, Immediate Media Co., Tower House, Fairfax Street, Bristol, BS1 3BN.

VIRTUAL 
PLANETARIUM
With Paul Abel and Pete Lawrence

Take a tour of August’s night-sky 
highlights with Paul and Pete.
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More stunning space images

YOUR BONUS CONTENT

A lonesome galaxy provides the ideal conditions for 

astronomers to study how star formation occurs in isolation

HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE, 10 JUNE 2016 

space

When we think of galaxies, what springs to 
mind is probably an object with a well-
defined structure, like a spiral. Galaxy UGC 
4879, however, appears as a chaotic smudge 
of stars against the inky blackness of space.

This galaxy is what is known as an irregular 
dwarf galaxy: an allusion to its messy shape 
and relatively small size. While the irregular 
structure of these galactic curiosities is usually 
considered a result of their interaction with 
other massive objects in space, UGC 4879 is 
actually very isolated. In fact, there are about 

2.3 million lightyears between it and fellow 
irregular galaxy Leo A, its closest neighbour. 
This is about the same distance between the 
Milky Way and the Andromeda Galaxy.

Because of its isolation, the galaxy has not 
interacted with any others, making it an ideal 
object for astronomers to study in order to 
learn more about how star formation occurs 
naturally. So far, we know that a burst of star 
formation happened in UGC 4879 during the 
first four billion years after the Big Bang, but 
things went quiet for about nine billion years 

thereafter. Then, one billion years ago, the 
galaxy experienced another boost and began 
creating stars at a fierce rate. The reasons 
remain unknown, and astronomers continue 
to study UGC 4879 in the hope of learning 
more about how star formation occurs 
throughout the Universe.

Lost in
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W Full Moon 

from the ISS

JEFF WILLIAMS,  
21 JUNE 2016 

NASA astronaut Jeff 
Williams took over 
command of the 
International Space 
Station on 17 June, 
just before the Soyuz 
capsule carrying 
former commander 
Tim Kopra, British 
astronaut Tim Peake 
and cosmonaut Yuri 
Malenchenko left for 
Earth. Four days 
later, Williams 
managed to grab 
this photo of a full 
Moon as the space 
station was passing 
over western China.

Jupiter X

VERY LARGE 
TELESCOPE,  
27 JUNE 2016

NASA’s Juno 
spacecraft arrived  
at Jupiter in July, 
beginning a new 
mission to study the 
gas giant. Ahead of 
its arrival, ESO’s 
Very Large Telescope 
captured this 
infrared image of its 
stormy atmosphere, 
showing cool gas 
clouds in bright 
yellow and white. 
The image was 
created by stacking 
several thousand 
video frames.
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Rethinking 

Hubble’s 

constant X

HUBBLE SPACE 
TELESCOPE,  
2 JUNE 2016  

UGC 9391 is a spiral 
galaxy and one of 
19 recently used by 
astronomers to 
recalculate the rate 
of expansion of the 
Universe. This galaxy 
contains many 
Cepheid variable 
stars, which pulsate 
regularly according 
to their brightness. 
Astronomers can 
measure these 
pulsations, compare 
them to the stars’ 
apparent brightness 
as seen from Earth 
and thereby calculate 
how far away it is. 
Using this method, 
astronomers are  
able to conclude  
that the Universe is 
expanding between 
five and nine per 
cent faster than 
previously thought.

S Saturn’s ringed shadow

CASSINI SPACECRAFT, 20 JUNE 2016 

Saturn’s rings cast a distinct shadow on the southern half of the planet, 
visible in this image just above the rings themselves, but also appear to 
be throwing the tip of the southern hemisphere into complete darkness. 
At the very north of the planet, Saturn’s ‘hexagon’ can be seen as a 
dark grey shape. This feature is a cloud formation thought to be 
caused by jet streams similar to those found on Earth.

T Defrosting dunes

MARS RECONNAISSANCE ORBITER, 7 JUNE 2016 

Carbon dioxide ice covering the sand dunes of Mars begins to defrost 
in late winter sunlight, causing spots to form where pressurised gas 
escapes from below the surface.
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The latest astronomy and space  

news written by Elizabeth Pearson
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new astronomy research papers
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VENUS’S ATMOSPHERE WAS stripped of water 
and oxygen by a strong electric field, according 
to a new study. “It’s amazing and shocking,” says 
Glyn Collinson, from NASA’s Goddard Space 
Flight Center. “We never dreamt an electric 
wind could be so powerful that it can suck 
oxygen right out of an atmosphere into space.”

The strength of Venus’s field is huge – five 
times greater than that found around the Earth, 
despite the planet being a similar size and density. 

“We don’t really know why it is so much 
stronger at Venus than Earth,” says Collinson. 
“But we think it might have something to do 
with Venus being closer to the Sun and the 
ultraviolet sunlight being twice as bright.”

The electric field may explain the planet’s 
missing water and oxygen. The surface is so  
hot that any water would instantly boil away 
and be observable in the atmosphere, but  
little has been found. 

It was thought that as water vapour rose  
up through Venus’s atmosphere it was split  
by sunlight into hydrogen and oxygen. The 
lighter hydrogen escaped easily, but the  
oxygen should have remained behind in the 
atmosphere. Its absence had puzzled 
astronomers but it now appears that the  
oxygen was captured and carried away into  
deep space by the electric field.

The discovery could help researchers  
explain how other planets such as Mars lost 
their water and atmosphere.

“Even a weak electric wind could still play  
a role in water and atmospheric loss at any 
planet. It could act like a conveyor belt, moving 
ions higher in the ionosphere where other 
effects from the solar wind could carry  
them away,” says Alex Glocer, also from  
NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center.
> See Comment, right

The cause of Venus’s water loss may have been discovered

Venus’s 

atmosphere 

stripped by

ELECTRIC WIND

It turns out that Venus is 
even less forgiving for life 

that we previously thought

To make this difficult 
measurement, the Venus 
Express spacecraft 
needed to be in  
precisely the right place  
at a time when the  
solar wind was quiet  
and the atmosphere  
could be observed in an 
undisturbed state. That’s 
only happened once so 
far during the mission.

The result, though,  
was no fluke, with 
consistently high field 
strengths indicated by 
other measurements.  
If the cause really is the 
proximity of Venus to  
the Sun, we will need  
to rethink our ideas  
about what makes a 
habitable planet.

No-one in their right 
minds would describe 
hellish Venus as a 
candidate for life now,  
but it now seems that  
if Earth were a little  
closer to the Sun it too 
might have lost all of  
its water in a similar 
process. The habitable 
zone – the region around 
a star where a planet 
might have the ingredients 
for life – just got a  
little smaller. 
CHRIS LINTOTT co-presents 
The Sky at Night 
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WAVES WASH OUT 
RADIATION BELTS  
Waves of plasma observed 

sweeping through Earth’s 

magnetosphere temporarily 

created a third region of 

intense radiation around 

our planet, it has been 

revealed. Normally Earth 

is surrounded by two Van 

Allen belts, bands of high- 

energy particles trapped 

by the planet’s magnetic 

field. But a third belt was 

seen in 2013, lasting for a 

few weeks. The radiation 

within the belts can 

severely damage satellites 

that pass through them, 

making understanding  

the region’s ebb and  

flow vital to protecting  

probes and satellites.

A HUGE DARK spot has been seen in  
Neptune’s southern hemisphere, the first  
such sighting in the 21st century. The spot is 
believed to be a giant anticyclonic vortex  
and its existence was confirmed in May.

The dark vortex was first uncovered using  
the Hubble Space Telescope as part of its  
Outer Planet Atmospheres Legacy (OPAL) 
programme, which annually maps the outer 
planets to track long-term changes. It was  
first spotted in September 2015, then followed 
up earlier this year with a second image  
taken using Hubble’s Wide Field Camera 3. 
Combining the two observations, researchers 
were able to confirm the presence of a storm 
roughly 4,800km across. 

Indicators that a storm was brewing on 
Neptune had been seen for many months 
previous to that. In July 2015 astronomers,  
both amateur and professional, saw white 
clouds forming in the planet’s upper 
atmosphere. They believed these to be the  
bright ‘companion clouds’ that usually 
accompany high-pressure systems, such as  
dark vortices, on Neptune. 

These companion clouds occur because  
dark vortices coast through the atmosphere  

like a huge, lens-shaped gaseous mountain.  
As it moves through the atmosphere, normal  
air flow is forced up over the spot, causing it  
to cool. As it does gases in the atmosphere  
such as methane freeze and form highly 
reflective clouds.

Similar dark vortices were first seen on  
the planet in 1989 during the Voyager 2 flyby, 
then again in 1994 by Hubble. On each occasion 
the spots disappeared after a few years.

Though similar storms are well known on 
Jupiter, those on Neptune have several marked 
differences. As well as being shorter-lived they 
meander across the planet in terms of latitude, 
vary in size and shape, and have been known  
to speed up and slow down over time.

It’s currently unknown why these spots 
 on Neptune are so different to Jupiter’s  
storms, what spurs them to change over time,  
or what causes the vortices to form in the  
first place. Astronomers will continue to 
monitor the latest storm in the hopes of 
answering these questions, as well as gaining  
a deeper understanding of the structure  
and dynamics of the atmosphere that  
surrounds them.  
http://hubblesite.org
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NEWS IN

BRIEF 

FASTEST BROWN 
DWARF EVER SEEN 
The most rapidly rotating 

brown dwarf ever seen 

has been detected. By 

measuring radio pulses 

emitted by the ultra-cool 

‘failed star’ WISEPC 

J112254.73+255021.5, 

researchers were able to 

calculate that it spins once 

every 17 to 51 minutes. Even 

the longest estimate is 

faster than any previously 

observed brown dwarf. 

“The radio flaring and rapid 

rotation of J1122+25 can 

reveal a lot about the 

origin and evolution of the 

magnetic fields of brown 

dwarfs,” says Matthew 

Route from Purdue University.

The gas giant’s storms are much more varied than those on Jupiter

NEPTUNE

NEW 
DARK VORTEX

It’s thought the white clouds 
witnessed in 2015 were a 

prelude to the dark vortex

SEEN ON
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TIM PEAKE RETURNS TO EARTH

AFTER SERVING ON the International Space 

Station for 186 days, UK astronaut Tim Peake  

has safely returned to Earth. The Soyuz capsule 

carrying Peake undocked from the ISS on 18 June, 

taking around six hours to reach the ground. 

“The descent is really exciting,” said Peake.  

“You can’t help the boy inside you who is enjoying 

the ride back from space.”

After touching down in Kazakhstan, Peake 

struggled at first with the return to gravity. Initially 

referring to the experience as ‘the worst hangover 

ever’, he went on to make a rapid recovery and just 

three days later voiced his desire to return to space.

“I would do it again in a heartbeat. Working  

and living on board the ISS is the best place you 

Juno reaches Jupiter

NASA’S JUNO SPACECRAFT manoeuvred into 

orbit around Jupiter on 4 July after a near 

five-year voyage across 2.8 billion km. Over the 

next 20 months the probe will orbit the planet  

37 times, passing as close as 5,000km above  

the cloud tops.

“Juno is poised to go closer to Jupiter than 

any spacecraft ever before to unlock the 

mysteries of what lies within,” says Diane 

Brown, Juno’s programme executive.

The mission will map the planet’s 

gravitational and magnetic profiles, and 

peel back its layers to see what lies beneath 

Jupiter’s thick clouds. By doing so the team 

hopes to understand the gas giant’s structure 

and origins. Since it is thought that the gas giant 

was the first to form and its gravitational 

influence still dominates the Solar System, 

understanding how Jupiter formed is key to 

understanding the rest of the planets.

https://www.missionjuno.swri.edu

OPALS IN SPACE 
A fragment of opal has 
been discovered in an 
Antarctic meteorite 
originating from an 
asteroid. Evidence suggests 
that the mineral formed 
on the asteroid’s surface, 
making this the first time 
opal has been discovered 
being formed in deep space. 
As the mineral contains 30 
per cent water, it suggests 
that meteorites delivered 
water to the space rock’s 
surface in the early Solar 
System. “This is more 
evidence that meteorites 
and asteroids can carry 
large amounts of water 
ice,” says Hillary Downes 
from Birkbeck College.

X-RAYING A 
BLACK HOLE 
A black hole feasting  
on a passing star has 
allowed observers a  
first look at the region 
around these usually 
invisible objects.
Supermassive black hole 
Swift J1644+57 was 
spotted just as it began to 
shred material from a 
nearby star. This feeding 
frenzy created a flash of 
X-rays that bounced 
around the black hole’s 
accretion disc. This light 
acted like a camera flash, 
illuminating the disc and 
letting astronomers create 
the first map of the region 
around a black hole.

NEWS IN

BRIEF The craft will peer beneath the planet’s thick clouds

could possibly wish to be,” said Peake. For the  

three weeks following his landing, Peake remained 

at the European Astronaut Centre in Cologne  

for his recovery. While there, researchers  

monitored the effects of his time in space on his 

health so they can use the information to help 

future astronauts.

https://principia.org.uk

Þ Hubble spotted this vibrant Jovian aurora in  
June; Juno will study the solar wind behind it

Þ Peake offers a smile and wave to the waiting media 
after landing, all while enduring an epic ‘hangover’

Þ The capsule carrying Peake, Tim Kopra and Yuri 
Malenchenko returned to terra firma on 18 June
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� Water is already vital 
for life as we know it; 
could it also change our 
understanding of the 
relationship between black 
holes and their galaxies?

A

stronomers studying the supermassive 

black holes that exist at the centre of 

galaxies believe they may play an 

important role in controlling star 

formation throughout it. The challenge is to track 

what they’re doing. You can’t view a black hole 

directly, and so astronomers are reduced to looking 

at their effects on surrounding matter.

For example, to measure the mass of a black hole 

we can look at how its gravity affects what’s close by. 

Normally this is done by measuring how fast the 

stars in the centre of the galaxy are orbiting; the 

faster they move (or technically, the larger the 

velocity dispersion, which is the range of speeds at 

which they move) the deeper the gravitational well 

and hence the more massive the black hole.

Because we are able to watch individual stars 

move at the centre of the Milky Way, we can get  

a pretty good idea of its mass. In more distant 

galaxies, that’s impossible. The stars that contribute 

to the measurements we can make are farther  

away from the centre of their galaxies, making  

for less accurate readings. 

What we need are observations of material close 

to the black hole, and a paper from Jenny Greene of 

Princeton University and colleagues provides just 

that. Using radio telescope observations of nearby 

galaxies and the regions around their central 

supermassive black holes, they picked out the glow 

from water ‘megamasers’ that surround them.

A megamaser occurs only in a specific set of 

circumstances. When cold gas is excited, molecules 

of water can amplify light just as atoms in a laser do. 

Rather than a laser beam, the result is a bright radio 

beacon, which can be easily detected at great 

distances – allowing us to measure black hole 

masses in galaxies as far away as the Virgo cluster.

The results are surprising. The new measurements 

give black hole masses that are typically much lighter 

than have been found through less direct methods.

The team go on to look at several of the well-

known relationships between black hole mass and 

the properties of a galaxy. I think most people 

would tell you that the bigger the galaxy, the bigger 

the black hole, but here galaxies of the same overall 

mass as the Milky Way might harbour a black  

hole of a million solar masses, or even a billion  

solar mass behemoth. There’s also no clear link 

between star formation in the galaxies and the  

mass of their black holes. 

These results are surprising to say the least. So 

what’s going on? The obvious thing to do is to try 

and compare to a population of galaxies where 

masers aren’t visible, in case there’s something 

special about galaxies which host such luminous 

features. There is a difference between the two, and 

the authors suggest an explanation. 

Big black holes might mean a large disc, and a 

large disc might mean more masers. That seems 

reasonable to me, and we need more observations. 

Luckily, ALMA – the world-beating array in Chile’s 

Atacama Desert – will help, and the next generation 

of optical telescopes will help too. In the meantime, 

the fact that these results are so different will  

cause an awful lot of discussion and worry.  

Galaxies have a few mysteries yet.

CHRIS LINTOTT is an 
astrophysicist and  
co-presenter of The Sky  

at Night on BBC TV.  
He is also the director  
of the Zooniverse project.

CHRIS LINTOTT was reading… Megamaser disks reveal a 

broad distribution of black hole mass in spiral galaxies 
by Jenny E Greene et al  
Read it online at https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.00018

Our experts examine the 
hottest new research

Black watering holes

Radio waves created by water around black  
holes could help measure their mass

CUTTING

EDGE

“That these results 

are so different  

will cause an awful 

lot of discussion 

and worry”
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August 1986
During The Sky at Night on 17 
August 1986, the team looked at the 
closest planet to the Sun, Mercury. At 
the time one of the planet’s largest 
mysteries were the hints of a magnetic 
field Mariner 10 had detected when 
it orbited Mercury in 1974. It’s 
though that such fields are driven by 
molten cores, but the planet is so 
small its centre should have cooled 
and solidified long ago. 

In 2008, Earth-based radar 
observations showed that Mercury 

More gravitational waves found

PLUTO MAY HOST SUBSURFACE OCEAN

This second detection by LIGO was much clearer than the first in 2015

A LIQUID OCEAN may exist beneath the icy 
crust of dwarf planet Pluto. The latest images  
sent back from NASA’s New Horizons probe  
show 4km-deep fault lines that stretch out for 
hundreds of kilometres across the surface, 
indicating the dwarf planet expanded in the  
past. However, if Pluto had completely frozen 
over it would have shrunk instead.

“A subsurface ocean that was slowly freezing  
over would cause this kind of expansion,”  
says Noah Hammond from Brown University.

It is thought that radioactive elements in  
Pluto’s crust could be heating the ice and  
melting it, allowing such an ocean to exist so  
far from the Sun. 
www.pluto.jhuapl.edu

ONLY A FEW months after the first detection  
of gravitational waves, the Laser Interferometer 
Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) has  
made a second. The waves, detected on  
26 December 2015, were formed by the collision 
between two black holes weighing eight and  
14 solar masses. This was much lighter than the 
bodies in the previous detection, meaning they 
rotated about each other slower and gave a  
longer, clearer signal. 

“This detection corroborates our previous one,” 
says Richard O’Shaughnessy of the Rochester 
Institute of Technology. “We can now demonstrate 
with complete confidence that it wasn’t a fluke 
because we saw something again.” 
www.rit.edu

Looking back
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The cracks New Horizons has seen on Pluto suggest 
there is activity beneath the dwarf planet’s surface

was gently rocking, suggesting that 
the core was at least partially 
molten. This, together with 
measurements taken by the 2007 
Messenger probe, led researchers to 
believe that a type of ‘iron snow’ 
was forming in the outer core and 
falling inwards. This motion was 
helping to keep the core melted and 
generating the magnetic field.

For more details about how to  
see Mercury this month, turn to  
the Sky Guide on page 52.

BABY PLANET 
SPOTTED 
The youngest fully formed 
planet ever seen has been 
found. Gas giant K2-33b 
is a mere 5-10 million years 
into its life cycle, whereas 
most other known planets 
are billions of years old. 
The infant planet will  
allow researchers to study 
these vital early years  
of planetary formation. 

K2-33b is surprisingly 
close to its star, completing 
an orbit once every five 
days. According to current 
theories of planet 
formation, gas giants have 
to form much further out, 
migrating inwards later in 
life. Either this drifting 
happens much faster than 
previously assumed, or 
planets form in a very 
different way to how  
we currently think they do. 

NEWS IN

BRIEF 

DRONES TO TRACK 
LIGHT POLLUTION 
A fleet of robots may soon 
be monitoring our skies for 
light pollution. Nottingham 
Trent University has 
developed drones kitted 
out with sky quality 
meters, allowing 
researchers to monitor 
light levels even in hard  
to reach areas of forest 
and wilderness. 

� The waves, ripples in the fabric of spacetime, were 
spawned when the two black holes merged 

� Mariner 10 and Messenger are the 
only probes to visit Mercury so far
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O
ne of the greatest challenges in exploring 

the Solar System is trying to properly 

understand how the alien landscapes we 

observe have formed, often under very 

different environmental conditions than found on 

Earth. For example, across large areas of Mars we 

can see features known as transverse Aeolian ridges 

(TARs). These look ripple-like and wind-blown 

sediments are obviously involved, but they are 

clearly different from simple sand dunes. Unlike 

sand dunes, transverse Aeolian ridges have 

symmetrical, triangular, profiles. 

To try to understand how these Martian 

landforms are created, we’d ideally like to find 

examples of similar terrains on Earth so we can 

study them up close; the problem is that geoscientists 

have mostly drawn a blank; conditions here don’t 

generally seem to produce close analogues to these 

Martian features. But now Mohammad Foroutan  

at the University of Calgary in Alberta and Jim 

Zimbelman at the Smithsonian Institution in 

Washington DC think they have found the first 

features on Earth that closely resemble Martian 

TARs, in the Lut Desert in southeast Iran. 

The hyper arid Lut Desert was already known  

for some remarkable features. Persistent wind 

erodes the rocks in the west of the desert, carving 

out elongated ‘yardangs’ that are over 100km long. 

This wind-blown sediment is carried across the 

desert, where it is 

deposited in the east to 

create mega-yardangs, 

some of the tallest sand 

dunes in the world, up to 

around 300m high. And 

in-between these and the 

depositional site of the 

huge sand dunes lies a 

unique region covering 

about 250km

2

 where 

Foroutan and 

Zimbelman have found 

TAR-like landforms. 

These features  

have a symmetry, crest 

sharpness and length 

that are very similar  

to the Martian TARs, 

and so Foroutan and Zimbelman are confident  

that these rare features on Earth are indeed  

formed through the same process as the ones  

that are so common on Mars. The region also 

contains other surface features familiar from  

Mars, such as dust devil tracks.

The curious thing is that the TARs on Mars seem 

to be inactive – they are not being formed anew or 

moving under environmental conditions today. We 

can see that the TARs are often broken by dark 

dunes or impact craters, and so have not been 

refreshed recently. The formation of these TARs 

must depend on the Martian climate and wind 

regime, but we don’t fully understand what they are 

made up of, what processes control their formation 

and activity, or why they form where they do. 

So by studying this little pocket of Mars on Earth, 

a 250km

2

 patch of the Lut desert, Foroutan and 

Zimbelman hope to be able to work out exactly 

what processes created the TARs on the Martian 

surface, and so how the environmental conditions 

on Mars have changed in the past to stall the 

continued creation of these curious features. 

LEWIS DARTNELL was reading… Mega-ripples in Iran:  
A new analog for transverse aeolian ridges on Mars  
by M Foroutan, J R Zimbelman et al  

Read it online at http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/
article/pii/S0019103516300215

Our experts examine the 
hottest new research

The dunes of Mars, on Earth
A dry desert in Iran might be a close analogy  

for parts of the Martian surface

CUTTING

EDGE

“The curious thing 
is the TARs on Mars 
seem to be inactive 
– they are not being 
formed anew”

LEWIS DARTNELL is an 

astrobiologist at the 

University of Kent and  

the author of The 
Knowledge: How to 
Rebuild our World  
from Scratch (www. 

the-knowledge.org)

MARS

N N

EARTH

50m50m

 

� The TARs found in the 
Nili Patera on Mars (left) 
show a clear resemblance 
to the formations found in 
the Lut Desert (right)
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Situated adjacent to Llangorse Lake in the heart of the 
Brecon Beacons National Park. Surrounded by stunning 

scenery,  the Caravan and Camp Site o�ers many 
opportunities for those interested in outdoor activities.

Tel: 01874 658226  Email: reception@llangorselake.co.uk

Web: www.llangorselake.co.uk  

Bring your tent, tourer or treat yourselves to one of our modern 
hire caravans with central heating. Boat/kayak hire available.
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Our pick of the best events from around the UK

What’s on

Solarsphere 2016

Penmaenau Farm, Builth Wells, Wales, 12-15 August
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MORE LISTINGS ONLINE

Visit our website at www.
skyatnightmagazine.com/
whats-on for the full list of  
this month’s events from 
around the country. 

To ensure that your talks, 
observing evenings and star 
parties are included, please 
submit your event by filling 
in the submission form at the 
bottom of the page.

What Saved Apollo 13?
Orpington Astronomical Society, BEECHE,  
Farnborough, Kent, 25 August, 7.30pm

Dr Nigel Bannister  
is a senior lecturer  
at the University  
of Leicester with 
experience  
working on 
spaceflights for 
NASA and ESA.  
In this talk, he  
looks at the ill-fated  
Apollo 13 flight  

to the Moon, what went wrong and how NASA space 
scientists worked together to help bring their astronauts 
home. Admission is free. 
www.orpington-astronomy.org.uk

Kew Observatory
Northamptonshire Natural History Society, Humfrey 
Rooms, Castilian Terrace, Northampton, 8 August, 7.30pm

The King’s Observatory, 
formerly known as Kew 
Observatory, is a  
Grade I listed building 
built in 1769 on the 
instruction of King 
George III. Dr Lee 
Macdonald of the  
British Astronomical 

Association is an expert in its history and in this lecture 
he reveals the important role it has played in the 
development of British astronomy.  
www.nnhs.info

Solarsphere returns to the Welsh 
countryside this month for a long 
weekend of astronomy talks, workshops, 
lectures and dark-sky observing. 

There will be regular solar observing 
and guided astronomy sessions running 
through the weekend and observing  
is planned for each night, with both 
seasoned astronomers and complete 
beginners welcome to take part.  
Young children are also catered for  
with workshops and face painting 
running during the day.

Speakers at Solarsphere 2016 include 
BBC Sky at Night Magazine reviews 
editor Paul Money, astronomy author 

Will Gater, Jodrell Bank’s Dr Megan 
Argo and astronomer Nigel Henbest. 
The Cosmos Planetarium team are also 
returning this year with their mobile 
planetarium show, bringing the wonders 
of the Universe to life.

Entry to the festival includes camping, 
on-site catering and entertainment. Non 
astronomical events will be hosted 
indoors, making sure light pollution does 
not disrupt the observing sessions taking 
place throughout the weekend.

Tickets are £45 for adults, £20 for 
those aged 13-16 and free for under-13s. 
For more information, go online.
www.solarsphere.events

The Sky at Night will be taking a 
break this month to make way 
for the BBC’s coverage of the Rio 
2016 Olympics, returning to our 
screens in September. For an up 
to date programme schedule, 
plus classic clips and practical 
astronomy guides, visit  
www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/
b006mk7h

IN AUGUST

Þ Beyond observing, Solarsphere offers expert talks and events with kids in mind

Perseid Meteor Watching
Scottish Dark Sky Observatory, Dalmellington, 
Ayrshire, 10-13 August, 10pm

Join the observatory for a 
lesson in meteor watching at 
the peak of Perseid season. 
The Perseid meteor shower 
occurs on August every year as 
Earth passes through debris 
from comet Swift-Tuttle, and the 

Scottish Dark Sky Observatory will be opening its doors 
for an introductory talk, a stargazing guide, meteor 
observing and a telescope tour. Tickets are £12 for 
adults and £8 concessions.  
www.scottishdarkskyobservatory.co.uk

PICK OF THE MONTH

Digital Theatre
Armagh Planetarium, Northern Ireland, 
throughout August

Three new digital theatre 
shows have been added 
to Armagh Planetarium’s 
programme for August. 
We Are Stars is an 
animated film exploring 
what the cosmos is made 

of; Astronaut George is a free show for 
toddlers that introduces the planets of  
the Solar System; and Black Holes 
explores the latest theories about the  
most destructive objects in the Universe.  
www.armaghplanet.com/events
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T

o me, Jupiter 

has always 

seemed to be 

our big 

brother in space: 300 

times more massive than 

Earth and more than 

1,300 times the volume, 

it mops up some of the 

rocky, icy detritus left 

over from the formation 

of the Solar System 

which might otherwise 

be headed our way. But 

despite our many years 

of studying the planet, 

there is still a lot that we 

do not know about it: 

how was it formed, what 

is its composition, why 

does it have such a strong magnetic field 

and does it have a solid core?

We can study Jupiter from Earth and we 

get some fantastic pictures of its dynamic, 

turbulent weather system this way. With 

different parts of the electromagnetic 

spectrum we can analyse different layers. 

Optical images shows us the cloud tops, 

infrared images let us peer below that top 

layer to see some of the energy driving the 

energetic weather below the clouds. But, 

nonetheless, from Earth our observations 

of the planet are limited. 

Spacecraft have also taken images  

while using Jupiter for a gravity assist  

to their onward journey to the outer Solar 

System, and these images have revealed  

the complexity of Jupiter’s weather, but  

not enabled us to probe deeper.N
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The Sky at Night presenter explains why we should 
be excited about the arrival of Juno at Jupiter

The first mission that got us close to 

Jupiter was Galileo. It was equipped with 

an array of sensors covering the visible, 

infrared, microwave and ultraviolet  

parts of the spectrum, as well as a particle 

detector and a magnetosphere. Even its 

death (it was directed into the planet’s 

atmosphere) enabled us to establish the 

presence of water in the lower parts of  

the atmosphere, but not in the quantities 

we anticipated.

The advances of Juno

With Juno we are getting up close and 

personal to Jupiter in an orbit which,  

at closest approach, will get to within 

5,000km of the cloud tops. From this new 

vantage point we can use the spacecraft’s 

amazing suite of sensors to analyse the 

planet for as long as Juno 

can survive Jupiter’s 

crippling radiation. 

Microwave detectors 

will allow us to look for 

the presence of water, 

ammonia and other 

molecules below the 

clouds, getting us a little 

deeper into the planet. 

Juno’s high energy 

particle monitor, JEDI, 

will give us some insight 

into the magnificent 

aurora that Jupiter has 

and its high gain antenna 

will communicate with 

Earth and also measure 

Doppler shifts in the 

frequencies received, 

using this to map Jupiter’s gravity and 

possibly give us an understanding of  

how the planet was formed.

Over the next 20 months Juno will be 

acquiring data that will help answer the 

fundamental questions that scientists 

studying Jupiter have posed over the years. 

But these questions go much further than 

just an understanding of Jupiter: by 

understanding how the planet was formed 

and the material that it is made of, we 

discover more about how the Solar System 

was formed. And in our current era of 

exoplanet detection, this comprehension 

of Solar System formation can be applied 

far out into the Galaxy.

Maggie Aderin-Pocock is a space scientist 

and co-presenter of The Sky at Night

with Maggie Aderin-Pocock

S

Galileo returned remarkably  

detailed images of Jupiter’s  

cloud tops, but Juno will  

peer beneath them



Online Postgraduate
Diploma in Astronomy
Distance learning at its best
Starts 2016 – apply now

01904 328482 • lifelonglearning@york.ac.uk 

www.york.ac.uk/lifelonglearning/astronomy

The Centre for Lifelong Learning at the University of York 
recently launched its postgraduate diploma in astronomy, 
delivered online via distance learning and led by Dr Alex Brown. 
Bringing together students from across the globe to explore 
the shared wonder of the night sky, the programme will give 
students a solid foundation of knowledge which will allow them 
to undertake their own research. We’ll explore radio astronomy 
through the infra-red and into the visible before travelling to 
ever-increasing energies of radiation to x-rays and gamma-rays, 
before concluding with neutrino, cosmic ray and gravity wave 
astronomy – time will also be spent considering the lives and 
deaths of stars. This exciting two-year, part-time programme 
starts again in September 2016, and is aimed at home astronomers 
and the academically inclined. Applications are being taken now.
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I
t’s been a while since we visited  

a particularly congested zone  

of the Galaxy and so I’m off to  

the constellation of Cancer to 

explore the marvellous star cluster M67, 

some 2,500 lightyears away from Earth.

M67 has an impressive beauty, and you 

have to wonder what euphoria Charles 

Messier himself must have felt upon 

discovering it. It is a busy clump of more 

than 500 stars with a radius of 10 

lightyears. I think of the M67 cluster of 

stars as a cosmic Ormskirk or Reigate: 

large and imposing but compact enough 

for our senses to grasp comfortably.

M67 is certainly a tremendous sight 

from Earth through binoculars or a small 

telescope, but right now I’m steering the 

Perihelion in to take a closer study of this 

remarkable member of the Milky Way.

There’s a fascinating star here by the 

name of YBP 1194. It is almost identical 

to our Sun: the same temperature, mass, 

size, chemical composition and even age. 

A star like this would certainly provide a 

stable environment for any Earth-like 

worlds orbiting it. YBP 1194 gives the 

reassuringly familiar sense of being our 

solar twin.

It was once believed exoplanets would 

be unlikely to form in dense clusters like 

M67. Such closely gathered stars could 

have gravitational influences that could 

send any exoplanets into wildly 

haphazard orbits like balls shooting 

around inside a pinball machine. But the 

discovery of three planets in this 

cluster has disproved that idea.

I take the Perihelion to one of 

them, YBP 1194b, a magnificent 

hot Jupiter in a close and fast orbit, 

shooting around the star at a 

distance of 9.5 million km in only 

6.9 days. This world powers through 

its orbital track with immense urgency.

Parking above a steadfast, Io-like  

moon orbiting this world that’s a third 

the size of Jupiter, gives a fantastic view. 

The Perihelion’s heat shields need to be 

set to maximum as the parent  

star is so near. Fiercely imposing, it  

fills the vast majority of the sky.

An alien dusk deepens as we steer  

to the moon’s night side and the 

incandescent glow of YBP 1194 

mercifully eases. From our vantage  

point deep within the densely packed 

cluster, the wealth of 500 stars increases 

to a beautiful luminosity. 

As so many stars in M67 are red giants, 

the peppering of red celestial specks 

shimmering like hot copper through this 

sky is one of the most charming I’ve ever 

seen, one where countless new asterisms 

could be imagined. The spread of red 

giants glows like a massive outbreak of 

stelliferous measles. Stelliferous measles! 

I do hope that was once a catchphrase for 

an eccentric Victorian scientist.

Jon Culshaw is a comedian, impressionist 

and guest on The Sky at Night

EXOPLANET EXCURSIONS AUGUST 23

Jon heads for the star most like our own, but an Earth-like world eludes him

EX  PLANET
JON CULSHAW’S

EXCURSIONS
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MESSAGE OF THE MONTH 
The rival to Mars became my rival to Saturn

EMAILS • LETTERS • TWEETS • FACEBOOK
The ‘Message of the Month’ 
writer will receive four top 
titles courtesy of astronomy 
publisher Philips: Robin 
Scagell’s Complete Guide 

to Stargazing, Sir Patrick 
Moore’s The Night Sky, 
Robin Scagell and David 
Frydman’s Stargazing with 

Binoculars and Heather 
Couper and Nigel 
Henbest’s Stargazing 2016

This month’s 
top prize: four 
Philip’s books

Gravitational headache
As a relative newcomer to astronomy I find the 

magazine a great source of entertainment and 

education. The articles in the May issue about 

gravitational waves (pages 21 & 78) did just that. But  

I have a great difficulty in understanding spacetime 

– can you explain how scientists pinpointed the 

cause to a galaxy 1.5 billion lightyears away?

Peter Millward, via email

I’m told by our news editor that the frequency of the 

signal showed researchers what the mass of the object 

was and how strong its signal should be. Comparing 

that to how strong the signal actually was let them 

work out how far it must have travelled. – Ed

Riddle me this
If we are capable of photographing galaxies that  

are 10 billion lightyears from Earth, and detecting 

and photographing possible supernovas 3.8 billion 

lightyears away, why can’t we find and photograph a 

possible ninth planet within our own Solar System?

Derek Summers, Cardiff

It’s down to brightness, Derek. Supernovae and 

galaxies are some of the most energetic objects in the 

Universe. Planet Nine doesn’t shine on its own and 

is so far from the Sun it reflects little of its light. – Ed

Have your say at twitter.
com/skyatnightmag  
and facebook.com/
skyatnightmagazine

@skyatnightmag asked:  
What more could we  
do to protect Earth  
from asteroids?

@albertfeynman Put an 
orbiting barrier 8,000 
miles up and nudge the 
asteroid/comet away  
by collision

@Smith1989James  
Could we not build a 
giant trampoline?

Paul Jones Altering  
course only option remote 
devices should be made 
and designed right now

Alan Bickerstaff Free 
Kevlar umbrellas for 
everyone? 

@steve_trow We could 
just duck?

SOCIAL 
MEDIA

WHAT YOU’VE BEEN SAYING 
ON TWITTER AND FACEBOOK

Simple pleasures
I thought you 

might be interested 

in one of my  

latest efforts at 

astrophotography 

using my very basic 

setup, which proves 

that, even with 

small systems and free software, pictures can be 

very satisfying. I’ve owned my Sky-Watcher 127 

Supatrak telescope for just over a year and I was 

keen to get photos of the planets I could see. Using a 

24mm Baader Hyperion eyepiece to give me the 

highest light level throughput, I attached my old 

Sony HD video camera to the lens using Baader 

adaptors, and zoomed onto the planet to take short 

videos about three minutes in length. I then 

processed these with PIPP, AutoStakkert and 

RegiStax6 before a final touch up with Photoshop.

As well as Saturn I have taken pictures of  

Jupiter and Mars. I managed to get a picture of 

Jupiter with Io and Europa in transit, which was 

particularly pleasing.

Robert Aiken, via email

To capture the Cassini Division is really good going. 

Well done Robert! – Ed

As a new subscriber can I say a big thank you to 

Paul Money for his article in your June edition, ‘The 

magic of Saturn’ (page 39). I had been struggling to 

locate Saturn in the evening sky with my 6-inch 

reflector, but I soon realised after reading his article 

that I was probably looking at Antares by mistake. 

So imagine my joy on 4 June when I was able to see 

what was definitely the planet! It was so helpful to 

have an article like this to give me a hand. Thank 

you for your interesting magazine, I have recently 

sent in my subscription form, so look 

forward to not missing any editions.

Christine Osborne, Boston

Delighted that you’ve located Saturn, Christine. 

Long may your passion for astronomy continue 

with us! – Ed

Saturn Mars

AntaresSaturn remains close to 
Mars and Antares this 
month – find out more in 
the Sky Guide on page 47

 
 
Robert’s final Saturn image
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This month’s pick of your very best astrophotos

Hotshots A gallery 

containing these 

and more of your 

stunning images

YOUR 

BONUS 

CONTENT

Carlos says: “I took this image under a 
beautiful rural sky in Carrancas, about  
five hours drive from Rio de Janeiro.  
I established myself at a mountain range  
as it was the darkest place I could find.  
At night a bit of wind hindered my 
productivity, but I managed to get the  
capture and I’m pleased with the results.  
I’ll probably try the same target with a 
200mm lens, aiming for the same angle  
of view through a mosaic.” 

Equipment: Modified Canon EOS 6D 
DSLR camera, Canon 100mm lens, 
Sky-Watcher Star Adventurer mount.

BBC Sky at Night Magazine says:  
“This image has it all: bright blue 
stars, planets, nebulae, swirls of  
dark cosmic gas and dust. The 
Universe is a lively, energetic place  
teeming with activity, and Carlos has 
managed to capture this essence perfectly.”

About Carlos: ”I began taking 
astrophotos in early 2015  
and was amazed at what  
I could capture just by pointing  
my camera towards the skies.  
As the late Carl Sagan said, 
‘Astronomy is a humbling and 
character-building experience’,

and it is my belief that it should be  
taught as a prime subject in schools  
all over the world.”

S Mars and Saturn in Ophiuchus

CARLOS FAIRBAIRN, MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL, 10 APRIL 2016  

PHOTO
OF THE
MONTH
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T Saturn

RONALD PIACENTI JUNIOR, BRASÍLIA, 
BRAZIL, 31 MAY 2016

Ronald says: “I took this picture because Saturn 
was at opposition and I saw the opportunity 
to make a beautiful record. The greatest 
problem was some atmospheric turbulence, 
which I thought might compromise the image.”

Equipment: ZWO ASI120MC camera, 
Celestron C6 XLT telescope, Sky-Watcher 
HEQ5 Pro SynScan mount.

S Fly me to the Moon

PAUL GAVEY, GUERNSEY, 15 MAY 2016 

Paul says: “I have been trying to catch  
an aeroplane flying in front of the Moon  
for many years, but they always seem to 
completely miss it. I’m happy with the 
composition and the jet almost appears  
to be banking over towards the Moon. I’m 
now trying to get a photo of a jet flying in 
front of the Sun, but this may take a while!”

Equipment: Canon EOS 5D MkII DSLR camera, 
Canon 200-400mm lens.

S The Milky Way

DAVE WALKER, LA PALMA, 9 MAY 2016

Dave says: “While on holiday in La Palma, I would wake up at 4am most mornings in hope of 
catching the Milky Way going overhead, but often it was too cloudy. My patience finally paid 
off with this shot. The sky was so bright with stars I could see in the dark by their light.”

Equipment: Canon EOS 60D DSLR camera, Samyang 14mm lens.

S Mars at opposition

MATT WATSON, SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA,  
20 MAY 2016 

Matt says: “It’s a genuine test of equipment  
to capture Mars’s subtle surface features  
and delicate atmospheric conditions, but  
there is the added incentive of Mars only 
coming to opposition about every two years, 
with a relatively narrow window to see it  
at its fullest.”

Equipment: ZWO ASI174MM monochrome 
camera, Takahashi Mewlon 250CRS telescope, 
Losmandy G-11 equatorial mount.
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S The Iris Nebula

MARK GRIFFITH, WILTSHIRE, 5 MAY 2016 

Mark says: “I wanted to capture as 
much detail of the reflection nebula and the 
faint dusk lanes surrounding this object as 
possible. I usually get poor results with 
refection nebulae from my light-polluted 
garden, but this one always works out well.”

Equipment: Atik 383L+ camera, Teleskop 
Service 12-inch Ritchey-Chrétien,  
Sky-Watcher EQ8 PRO equatorial mount.

NGC 6188 X

SHAWN NIELSEN, SIDING SPRING 
OBSERVATORY, AUSTRALIA, 30 MAY 2016 

Shawn says: “I created an account with 
iTelescope, and chose NGC 6188 after 

researching deep-sky objects in the southern 
hemisphere that were slightly unusual.”

Equipment: SBIG STL-11000M CCD  
camera, Takahashi FSQ106-ED  

refractor, Paramount ME mount.
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ENTER TO WIN A PRIZE!
We’ve joined forces with Altair Astro UK to offer  
the winner of next month’s Hotshots an Altair Astro 

Planet-Killer 685nm Premium IR Pass Filter with AR Coating, designed to deliver sharper lunar  
and planetary images with mono CCD or CMOS cameras. www.altairastro.com • 01263 731505

Email your pictures to us at hotshots@skyatnightmagazine.com or enter online.   
For terms and conditions visit www.immediate.co.uk/terms-and-conditions

£45
WORTH 

S NGC 2903

RON BRECHER, ONTARIO, CANADA, 7 MAY 2016

Ron says: “NGC 2903 was one of the first galaxies I tried to image 
when I started astrophotography so I was eager to revisit this target 
with more experience and better equipment.”

Equipment: SBIG STL-11000M CCD camera, ASA 10-inch Newtonian 
astrograph, Paramount MX mount.

W The Moon

MICHAEL TEMPAN, LANCASHIRE, 15 MAY 2016 

Michael says: “It occurred to me that the Moon might be an interesting 
target for the HDR technique. On my first attempt the Moon was almost 
full and did not have the extremes of light and dark I wanted. I thought 
I might achieve better results around the first or last quarters.”

Equipment: Canon EOS 600D DSLR camera, Celestron NexStar telescope.

W ISS over 

Ribblehead 

Viaduct

PETE COLLINS, 
YORKSHIRE DALES,  
2 JUNE 2016 

Pete says: “I wanted 
to try to capture the 
track of the ISS with 
Saturn, Mars and 
Jupiter also in the 
frame. Having an 
interesting foreground, 
three planets in  
view, and Tim Peake 
still on board made  
it special.”

Equipment: Canon 
EOS 6D DSLR 
camera, Samyang 
14mm lens.



It’s easy for amateur 

astronomers to view the 

Sun in three remarkably 

different guises: white 

light, calcium K and 

hydrogen-alpha

LAYERS
With such a wide variety of telescopes, cameras and filters 

available, anyone can capture breathtaking images of our 

host star in different wavelengths, writes Mark Townley

PEELING BACK THE

O
bserving and imaging the  

Sun has never been easier  

or more accessible, thanks  

to an increasing number  

of solar telescopes and filter systems. 

This kit isolates specific wavelengths  

of light coming from the Sun – white 

light, calcium K or hydrogen-alpha  

– at the same time as blocking the other 

wavelengths, making solar observing 

safe and easy. Here we look at what these 

three different views will show you of 

the Sun’s internal structure and features, 

things that would be otherwise hidden by 

our star’s overwhelming brightness. 
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� A typical white light setup: a Sky-Watcher ED80 Pro apo refractor, 

Lunt solar wedge and a PGR Chameleon 3 camera

What you can see
When observing in white light you are 

actually viewing a range of wavelengths 

across the visual spectrum. This allows 

you to see a layer of the Sun called the 

photosphere, where you can observe 

familiar sunspots, the darker and cooler 

regions where magnetic field lines are 

concentrated. With their darker central 

umbra and lighter surrounding penumbra, 

sunspots are the easiest feature to see. 

Smaller dark spots without developed 

umbra and penumbra are known as pores. 

In active regions we can observe faculae: 

brighter patches best seen from an oblique 

angle near the limb of the Sun where limb 

darkening allows them to stand out easier. 

Through larger apertures and at higher 

magnifications polygonal granules are 

visible, which are giant convective cells of 

plasma. Solar transits, where an object 

passes in front of the Sun, can also be seen. 

Commonly these are birds or planes, but 

on rare occasions the International Space 

Station will also pass over.

WHITE LIGHT

How to see it
Any telescope can observe the Sun in white light by using a suitable 

front-mounted glass or solar film filter. Be sure to get these from a 

dedicated astronomy retailer rather than attempting to improvise 

a filter yourself – the safety of your eyes is paramount. A green or 

continuum filter at the eyepiece end will allow a higher contrast 

view or image to be achieved by reducing the effects of the poor 

daytime seeing. For the highest contrast view, a Herschel wedge 

used in conjunction with a continuum filter, an ultraviolet/

infrared-cut filter and a refractor is the best option.

Imaging the Sun in white light is easy and a wide range of 
cameras can be used. With a dedicated solar filter over the  
front of your telescope, results can be captured and viewed 
instantly by holding a camera phone or compact camera afocal 
to the eyepiece, with a DSLR camera at prime focus or even by 
projecting the image of the Sun onto a white screen. The best 
results are achieved using a Herschel wedge and digital CCD 
camera, where many hundreds of individual frames are captured 
in video format. Using freely available software that can be 
downloaded from the internet, such as RegiStax or Autostakkert, 
the sharpest frames are automatically selected and digitally 
stacked into one final image with less noise and better quality 
than the individual frames. This can then be coloured to  
individual taste using freeware such as GIMP. 

IMAGING ADVICE

 

 

 

 

White light reveals  

sunspots, including their  

umbra and penumbra,  

along with brighter faculae

� Autostakkert automatically selects the best frames from a  

large imaging run to produce a final image of higher quality

>
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Listen to an episode of BBC Radio 4’s In Our Time 
in which Melvyn Bragg and guests discuss the 
science of the Sun at www.bbc.co.uk/
programmes/b048nlfb

CALCIUM K
What you can see
When we observe the Sun in calcium K 

light we are viewing our star at 393nm, 

the ultraviolet end of the spectrum. This 

reveals the solar chromosphere, a layer 

some 1,000km above the photosphere at a 

temperature of about 12,000 Kelvin.

Most people struggle to see anything at 

this wavelength visually, so it is better 

suited to imaging. Some of the features 

seen in white light are visible, such as 

sunspots with their associated umbra and 

penumbra, and also faculae, but now we 

can also see the bright white plage; areas 

of hot, magnetically frothy plasma that 

extend upwards above the photospheric 

faculae. In calcium K, the influence 

of magnetic fields gives a bright white 

appearance, with the exception of the very 

strong magnetic fields around sunspots, 

which appear dark. Rarely, solar flares can 

be seen in calcium K, and rarer still are darker 

filaments, which can be seen on the disc.

How to see it
Observing or imaging in calcium K requires a refractor, and 

better results are achieved with longer focal ratio scopes as they 

are less susceptible to spherical aberration, which can cause a 

softening of the image at calcium K wavelengths, particularly 

in budget telescopes. A calcium K filter is needed and a number 

of different sizes are available from Lunt, plus a blocking filter. 

Be sure to check with your dealer which size of blocking filter is 

best suited to your telescope. If observing visually it is best to try 

different eyepieces from your collection as the coatings on these 

can affect light transmission and image brightness.

Calcium K imaging is a form of narrowband imaging, as  
only a very narrow spike of light at a certain target wavelength  
or colour is allowed to pass through the filter. A mono CCD or 
CMOS camera is the best choice for capturing images; with a 
colour camera, only a quarter of the Bayer matrix (the blue 
component in this case) that covers a colour chip would be 
utilised, resulting in a loss of image resolution. Freeware  
program FireCapture is a great choice for capturing images.  
Try to keep exposure times fast, as shorter calcium K wavelengths 
are more susceptible to poor seeing and shorter exposure times 
allow the moments of best seeing to be captured. Use the 
histogram function in the capture software to avoid overexposing 
the image and losing precious detail.

IMAGING ADVICE

Þ A Lunt B1800 calcium K filter on a Sky-Watcher Evostar ED80  
Pro apo refractor and Pentax Zoom eyepiece

Þ FireCapture offers a wide range of intuitive and easy to use 
features to make capturing images as easy as possible
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At the calcium K wavelength,  
brighter areas known as  
plage can often be seen  
around sunspots
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Hydrogen-alpha gives the best all-round 
views of the Sun, being easy to see in the 
eyepiece and showing an ever-changing 
view of various features that never ceases 
to amaze: from flame-like prominences on 
the limb to long, snaking dark filaments 
that hover above the disc, both of which 

are clouds of plasma held aloft by intense 
magnetic fields. Again we are looking into 
the Sun’s chromosphere in this 
wavelength, albeit at a slightly different 
temperature and height above the 
photosphere than calcium K. Sunspots and 
the bright plage around active regions are 

still visible, with solar flares noticeably 
brightening and then fading over a period 
of minutes to hours. In the best conditions 
a layer of spicules can be seen around  
the solar limb; a fine layer of dancing, 
hair-like jets of hot plasma that shoot  
out of the chromosphere.

HYDROGEN-ALPHA

How to see it
Hydrogen-alpha 
offers the largest 
choice of equipment 
available to suit all 
budgets, from front-
mounted etalon 
filters that fit on 
existing refractors 
or compound 
telescopes used in 
conjunction with  
a blocking filter,  
to dedicated 
hydrogen-alpha 
telescopes or rear 
mounted filters 
that go before an 
eyepiece or camera. 

Options such as double stacking during processing provide higher 
contrast views. The different sizes of blocking filters can seem 
bewildering to a novice, so it is best to seek advice from your 
local astronomical society or dealer to see if you can try different 
options before buying.

As in calcium K imaging, it is better to image with a mono  
CCD or CMOS camera to get the best results. Often early in  
the morning is the ideal time to image; before the heat of the day 
builds and makes the seeing conditions blur the finer details. 
Always make sure you have a crisp focus by observing the limb  
or a high contrast feature like a sunspot or a dark filament. 
Exposure times can take a while to master in hydrogen-alpha,  
as too much can make the prominences on the limb stand out,  
but at the same time can wash out disc detail. Conversely, too  
little exposure can give nice contrast on the disc, but then the 
prominences are underexposed. Capture separate images of  
the disc and prominences then combine them into a composite  
to get the best of both worlds.

IMAGING ADVICE

What you can see

Þ A Sky-Watcher ED80 Pro apo refractor plus 
a Daystar Quark hydrogen-alpha eyepiece filter 
provides detailed and high contrast views

 
< Freeware 
ImPPG allows 
complete 
flexibility with 
sharpening and 
other post 
processing 
activities at all 
solar 
wavelengths

Are you a solar imager? Be sure to enter 
your best images into next year’s Insight 
Astronomy Photographer of the Year 
competition. Keep an eye out for entry 
details at www.rmg.co.uk/discover/
astronomy-photographer-competition

ABOUT THE WRITER
Mark Townley is solar 

astrophotographer and  

expert on solar telescopes, 

outreach and all things  

concerning our host star.

 
The Sun is much more dynamic in  
hydrogen-alpha than white light;  

here we see a filament stretching from  
the sunspot group for over one million km,  
as well as a large prominence on the limb

S
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The Universe is a beautiful place and 
amateur astronomers across the world 
are producing wonderful images of its 
most stunning celestial objects. Immerse 
yourself in the wonder of the night sky  
with this new album, featuring more  
than 150 of these amazing photos, plus 
expert imaging tutorials covering the 
most popular targets.

Plus – subscribers to BBC Sky at Night 
Magazine receive FREE UK P&P*!

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY 
www.buysubscriptions.com/hotshots   

Alternatively call 0844 844 0254† and quote ‘SKYHA16’
†Calls will cost 7p per minute plus your telephone company’s access charge. Lines are open 8am-8pm weekdays & 9am-1pm Saturday.

*Subscribers to BBC Sky at Night Magazine receive FREE UK POSTAGE on this special edition. Prices including postage are: £11.49 for all other UK residents, 
£12.99 for Europe and £13.49 for Rest of World. Please allow up to 28 days for delivery.

Stunning astrophotography covering 
nightscapes, aurorae, the Sun, the  
Moon, planets, nebulae and galaxies

Learn how to take better photos and 
process them to perfection with dedicated 
imaging tutorials from the experts

See the most treasured objects in the  
night sky captured in all their glory  
– as well as many lesser-known targets 

FROM THE MAKERS OF

ONLY

£9.99

INC P&P*



T
he dawn of commercial 

spaceflight is already 

beginning to illuminate the 

horizon. Building on the work 

of government agencies, entrepreneurs 

such as Elon Musk, Richard Branson, Jeff 

Bezos and Peter Diamandis are ushering 

in an era of extraterrestrial enterprise. 

It’s looking increasingly likely that 

expeditions to the other bodies in the 

Solar System will play a part in humanity’s 

Solar System tourism is only a matter of time. Rob Banino  

discovers the off-world adventures that lie in wait

SYSTEM

TRAVEL THE

SOLAR

ABOUT THE WRITER

Rob Banino has spent the 
past 12 years working  
as a journalist and editor.  
He has also worked for 
our sister science title, 
BBC Focus.

future. And given the private-sector basis 

of those expeditions, it’s not a stretch to 

imagine that off-world colonies and 

industrial complexes will follow.

But wherever people work they need 

time off, and when the capability of 

interplanetary travel becomes a reality  

it will bring a Solar System full of 

remarkable holiday destinations with it. 

Where could you visit? What could you 

do? And what would you see on such 

trips? Flick through the travel brochure 

that follows to see just what extraordinary 

experiences could lie in store.
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W TRITON 
A MOON LIKE NO OTHER
ATTRACTION: GEYSERS, CRYOVOLCANOES 
AND TECTONIC ACTIVITY
Venture all the way out to Neptune and a 
truly incredible destination awaits travellers  

in the shape of the ice giant’s moon, Triton. 
Although it’s accurate to describe Triton as  
a moon, at 2,700km in diameter it is larger 
than all five major dwarf planets. It’s thought 
that Triton originated as a body entirely 
unrelated to its current planetary partner and 
sat in the Kuiper Belt before being captured 
by Neptune, which it now orbits in a 
retrograde motion – the only large moon in 
the Solar System to do so.

Triton’s size and reverse orbit aren’t the 
only things that have captured imaginations.  

It also happens to be one of the most 
geologically active moons, and that activity 
manifests in astounding ways. Peppered 
across Triton’s icy surface are cryovolcanoes 
that erupt with frozen nitrogen and methane, 
and geysers that spew nitrogen gas and  
dust kilometres up into its thin atmosphere  
for years at a time. Such rampant geological 
and tectonic activity has, unsurprisingly, made 
Triton a hotspot for long-haul spacefarers 
keen to see the most amazing sights the Solar 
System has to offer. 

S VENUS 
FLY THE VENUSIAN SKIES
ATTRACTION: GLIDING, PARAGLIDING 
AND WINGSUIT FLIGHTS
Gaze up into the heavens from Earth and 
you’ll often see the gleaming beacon of 
Venus, with its thick clouds of sulphuric acid 

that shroud the planet below. Hidden under 
that cloud cover is a scorchingly hot desert 
where temperatures reach around 460°C, 
interspersed with hundreds of giant volcanoes. 

The surface of Venus is a high-pressure 
environment, in every sense – the atmospheric 
pressure is 92 times that of Earth – equivalent 
to being 1km underwater on our planet. But 
the surface isn’t what interests the pilots that 
visit Venus; they come to fly in its dense,  
96 per cent carbon-dioxide skies.

Located on the slopes of Maxwell Montes 
is the Avicenna Flight Center. The peak of  

this 11km mountain is the highest point  
on the Venusian surface and its flanks  
– where the elevation permits slightly more 
accommodating temperatures – provide a 
base from which all manner of aircraft can 
take to skies. Here are launch facilities for 
gliders, wingsuits and small electric-motored 
aircraft, which can all be taken out to explore 
the Ishtar Terra mountain ranges and 
surrounding volcanic plains. 

For the quieter days, a Zeppelin tour of  
the planet’s major sights will show you just 
how different ‘Earth’s twin’ really is. 
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S THE MOON 
RELAX IN VIEW OF HOME
ATTRACTION: LUXURY SPA CENTRE AND 

LOW-GRAVITY GOLF COURSE

Earth’s nearest neighbour is the ideal location 
for a quick break. Only a short hop from our 
home planet, regular flights to the Moon 

depart from all of Earth’s major spaceports. So 
why not get away from it all and spend a few 
days unwinding on our orbiting companion?

As humanity’s first off-world destination, the 
Moon has been welcoming visitors since NASA’s 
Apollo 11 mission landed there in 1969. Its 
proximity has seen it become the Solar 
System’s most-visited location and the site of 
the longest established and most luxurious 
colony – the Buzz Aldrin Lunar Complex. 

Here, in the Sea of Tranquility, you can 
relax and unwind in the fully catered retreat 
and enjoy the many facilities it has to offer. 

The entire lodge is safely ensconced beneath 
a layer of lunar rock, but panoramic viewing 
ports allow you to enjoy spa treatments while 
watching planet Earth slowly rotating above 
the stark landscape. 

More intrepid visitors can venture out  
for hikes in the surrounding highlands or  
to explore the original landing site where  
Neil Armstrong uttered those immortal words. 
Alternatively, you can work on your swing  
at the Alan Shepard Low Gravity Golf Club, 
which is home to some of the longest  
fairways in the sport.

MERCURY X
A PLANET OF EXTREMES
ATTRACTION: DOWNHILL MOUNTAIN BIKE 

AND TRACK-SKI TRAILS

The smallest of the eight planets in the Solar 
System and the closest to the Sun, Mercury is 

a world of extremes. Temperatures range from 
427°C during the day to –173°C at night  
and, due to its slow rotation, one day here 
lasts as long as 59 on Earth. This is the place 
to come to test your limits.

Mercury’s Gassendi Resort is the Solar 
System’s number-one draw for daredevils 
looking for big descents and big thrills on  
skis or two wheels. The many impact craters 
and kilometres of irregular lobate scarps 
provide a vast range of runs for adventurous 
souls to carve down. And with gravity that’s 

only 38 per cent as strong as it is on Earth, it’s 
easier than ever to pull off some incredible air. 

All the resort’s runs are serviced by lifts  
to get you to the official starting points and  
all routes are graded from blue to black to 
ensure you find those most suited to your 
abilities. With conditions like this, it’s no 
wonder Mercury has become the home  
for the annual Low-Gravity Aerial Acrobatic 
Championship, where you can see the 
System’s very best skiers and riders  
display their stunt skills.
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W MARS
THE HIGHEST HEIGHTS
ATTRACTION: ROCK CLIMBING  

AND MOUNTAINEERING

Climbers in search of a challenge make a 
beeline for Mars. If you’ve conquered K2 and 
scaled Everest, then you’ll find the next peaks 

you’ll want to reach on the Red Planet: it is  
the home of Olympus Mons, the highest 
summit of any planet in the Solar System.

The top of Everest sits 8.8km above Earth’s 
sea level but even this lofty height is dwarfed 
by Olympus Mons. The summit of this gigantic 
shield volcano stands 22km above the 
Martian surface – almost three times higher 
than Earth’s tallest mountain. 

All climbing expeditions begin at the 
Percival Lowell staging ground, located 
1,200km southeast of towering Olympus on 
the edge of the Tharsis Plateau. From there a 

shuttle flight will bring you, your guide  
and supplies to Olympus Mons’s basecamp  
to begin your multi-day ascent.

Not only does the Percival Lowell  
staging ground provide shelter from the  
dust storms and seasonal temperature 
variations (–140°C to 30°C) it also puts 
climbers within range of the Tharsis Trio:  
Arsia Mons, Pavonis Mons and Ascraeus 
Mons. With peaks of 17.5km, 14km and 
18km respectively, each of them will test  
the mettle of any climber looking to take  
the art of the ascent to new levels.

S JUPITER 
GAZE INTO THE EYE  
OF THE STORM
ATTRACTION: CLOUD SAFARIS

Travellers with a penchant for witnessing the 
awesome power of nature should book a 

cloud safari aboard the Aryabhata today. 
Embark on this space liner and you’ll sail 
across the skies to Jupiter, our largest planet 
and home to the most distinct and violent 
atmospheric phenomena known to humankind.

Upon reaching the gas giant, the 
Aryabhata follows an orbital path that allows 
passengers to take in the breathtaking views 
of the swirling maelstrom that makes up 
Jupiter’s atmosphere. You’ll get to see the 
ammonia and sulphur cloud belts that give the 
planet its striped appearance and the storms 
that rage at their boundaries.

Thanks to Jupiter’s rapid rotation (it completes 
a full spin on its axis every 10 hours), the full 
majesty of this planet will pass before your 
eyes as you float by. During this time Jupiter’s 
most famous feature – the Great Red Spot – will 
swing into view, giving you an unprecedented 
perspective on the tempest that’s been raging 
since at least 1665 and is big enough to 
engulf three Earths. Before setting off on the 
return leg of your cruise, the Aryabhata pays 
a visit to the four Galilean moons (Io, Europa, 
Ganymede and Callisto), the largest of the  
67 natural satellites orbiting Jupiter.
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URANUS X 
A WINTER BREAK 
WITH A DIFFERENCE
ATTRACTION: LONG-HAUL LUXURY CRUISE

A trip to Uranus is an expedition to the 
ultimate winter wonderland. Temperatures 

within its atmosphere can reach as low as 
–224°C, and although its vastness and 
composition mean that Uranus is classified as 
one of the four gas giants, it’s more accurate 
to describe it as an ice giant.

You can experience the extremes of  
this sub-Arctic world aboard the luxury 
long-haul cruise ship John Flamsteed. Your 
voyage will take you into low orbit around  
this pale-blue world to see the peculiar 
combination of Uranus’s retrograde rotation 
and almost perpendicular axial tilt. The 
vessel’s proximity to the planet enables  

you to glimpse through the bands of cloud  
in its upper atmosphere to see the icy 
methane crystals that form within and  
absorb red wavelengths of light. 

You’ll also be able to get a close  
look at the dust particles that form the  
13 faint rings floating around Uranus’s 
near-vertical equator. But the stirring  
vistas don’t end there, as before setting  
course for home John Flamsteed journeys  
past some of the 27 moons that orbit the  
ice giant, all of which are named after 
Shakespearean characters.

URANUS X 
A WINTER BREAK 
WITH A DIFFERENCE
ATTRACTION: LONG-HAUL LUXURY CRUISE

A trip to Uranus is an expedition to the 
ultimate winter wonderland. Temperatures 

within its atmosphere can reach as low as 
–224°C, and although its vastness and 
composition mean that Uranus is classified as 
one of the four gas giants, it’s more accurate 
to describe it as an ice giant.

You can experience the extremes of  
this sub-Arctic world aboard the luxury 
long-haul cruise ship John Flamsteed. Your 
voyage will take you into low orbit around  
this pale-blue world to see the peculiar 
combination of Uranus’s retrograde rotation 
and almost perpendicular axial tilt. The 
vessel’s proximity to the planet enables  

you to glimpse through the bands of cloud  
in its upper atmosphere to see the icy 
methane crystals that form within and  
absorb red wavelengths of light. 

You’ll also be able to get a close  
look at the dust particles that form the  
13 faint rings floating around Uranus’s 
near-vertical equator. But the stirring  
vistas don’t end there, as before setting  
course for home John Flamsteed journeys  
past some of the 27 moons that orbit the  
ice giant, all of which are named after 
Shakespearean characters.

S SATURN
THE MOST FAMOUS 
PLANET OF THEM ALL 
ATTRACTION: ICE BOULDERING IN THE RINGS

Saturn is a cornucopia of attractions. Top of 
the list has to be the ring system that encircles 
the gas giant, nine distinct bands of ice and 
debris with a combined diameter of more 
than 120,000km. From the Christiaan 
Huygens holiday complex stationed in 
permanent orbit, visitors can observe the rings 
at close range. More adventurous souls can 
charter small shuttlecraft to venture out into 
the rings to view them from the inside or to 
sample the many rock and ice bouldering 
routes dotted throughout. There’s a maximum S

of 20m of ascent here, but the challenges the 
routes present and views they offer are like 
nothing else in the Solar System. 

The rings are far from the only wonders 
here. There’s the transfixingly geometrical 
hexagonal cloud formation that persists at 
Saturn’s north pole and, of course, the 62 
known moons that orbit the planet. Among 
them you’ll find Enceladus – with its geysers 
and ice volcanoes – and Titan, which is 
shrouded in thick orange cloud, under which 
the ground is drenched in methane rain. 
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The peak of last year’s Perseid meteor shower 

was perfectly timed around new Moon, but the 

weather wasn’t great. This year the Moon is in  

a bright waxing gibbous phase, but it will set at 

just the right time, giving us another opportunity 

to see what this popular shower has to offer. 

Fingers crossed for better conditions this year.

August
The Sky Guide

Pete Lawrence is an 

expert astronomer  

and astrophotographer 

with a particular 

interest in digital 

imaging. As well as 

writing The Sky 
Guide, he appears on 

The Sky at Night each 

month on BBC Four. 

Written by 

Pete Lawrence
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This icon indicates a good photo opportunity

Your guide to the night sky this month

TUESDAY

Mercury reaches 
greatest eastern 
elongation this 

evening, when it will appear 
separated from the Sun by 27º. 
Despite this, Mercury’s position 
relative to the horizon after sunset  
is not ideal. See page 52.

16

W MONDAY�

Early August marks 
the tail end of the 

noctilucent cloud season.  
If there are any displays, they 
should be visible 90-120 minutes 
after sunset low in the northwest  
or a similar time before sunrise  
low in the northeast.

The Northern Capricornid meteor 
shower reaches its peak. 

1
TUESDAY X�

The dark skies 
around new 

Moon are an ideal time 
to catch a glimpse of our 
Galaxy’s core. From a dark 
location, look just to the west of 
south around midnight to see the 
magnificent Milky Way flowing 
down through the Teapot 
asterism in Sagittarius.

2

SATURDAY

Pallas reaches 
opposition on 
20 August. 

Appearing at mag. +9.2, the  
minor planet is located in the 
constellation of Pegasus, but is  
just about to hop over the border 
into Equuleus. See page 51.

20

W WEDNESDAY�

The Moon-free 
period at the start 

of August is an ideal time 
to catch some wonderful summer 
deep-sky objects. Top sights include 
the Dumbbell Nebula in Vulpecula 
(M27), the North America Nebula 
in Cygnus (NGC 7000) and the 
Ring Nebula in Lyra (M57). 

3

THURSDAY

This evening’s 
waxing gibbous 
Moon (60% lit)

forms an equilateral triangle  
with planets Mars and Saturn  
as darkness falls. Look for this 
wonderful example of celestial 
geometry low in the south-
southwest from around  
21:30 BST (20:30 UT).

11

FRIDAY

The 96%-lit 
waning gibbous 
Moon will be 

close to mag. +4.2 Phi (q) Aquarii 
this evening. From the centre of 
the UK, the star appears to be  
just 4 arcminutes north of the 
Moon’s northern limb at  
22:50 BST (21:50 UT).

19

WEDNESDAY X

Minor planet 
Pallas makes 

a close pass of the 
globular cluster M15 from 10-15 
August. Closest approach is on 
12/13 August, when it will be 
approximately 1º from the cluster’s 
centre. See page 51.

10

FRIDAY

Check out this 
month’s Moonwatch 

target, crater Helicon.  
It lies close to the beautiful Sinus Iridum  
– the Bay of Rainbows. The Moon’s evening 
terminator approaches it this morning and 
tomorrow morning. Turn to page 59.

26

THURSDAY�

The elusive planet 
Mercury is 1.75º 

northeast of the waxing 
crescent Moon (4% lit) this evening. 
Look out for the pairing 20 minutes 
after sunset very low in the west. 
Brilliant Venus is 8.5º to the right  
of Mercury as seen from the UK  
at this time. 

4

MONDAY�

The bright star  
5º below tonight’s 

32%-lit waxing  
crescent Moon is mag. +1.0 Spica 
(Alpha (_) Virginis).

8
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HOW TO TELL WHAT EQUIPMENT YOU’LL NEED

Getting started  
in astronomy
If you’re new to astronomy, you’ll find 

two essential reads on our website. Visit 

http://bit.ly/10_Lessons for our 10-step 

guide to getting started and http://bit.ly/

First_Tel for advice on choosing a scope.

NAKED EYE
Allow 20 minutes for your eyes to become dark-adapted 

BINOCULARS
10x50 recommended 

SMALL/MEDIUM SCOPE
Reflector/SCT under 6 inches, refractor under 4 inches

LARGE SCOPE
Reflector/SCT over 6 inches, refractor over 4 inches

PHOTO OPPORTUNITY
Use a CCD, planetary camera or standard DSLR 

Need to know

The terms and symbols used in The Sky Guide

UNIVERSAL TIME (UT) AND BRITISH SUMMER TIME (BST)
Universal Time (UT) is the standard time used by astronomers around 

the world. British Summer Time (BST) is one hour ahead of UT.

RA (RIGHT ASCENSION) AND DEC. (DECLINATION) 
These coordinates are the night sky’s equivalent of longitude and 

latitude, describing where an object lies on the celestial ‘globe’. 

Pete Lawrence “Last year was perfect for 

the Perseids but wouldn’t you know it, the 

weather got in the way! This year there  

is a bit of Moon to cause interference  

early on, but after that the view should be good” 

 

Stephen Tonkin “The greenest object in the 

heavens, planetary nebula NGC 6572,  

is now conveniently placed as twilight 

ends. Although tiny, it has a high surface 

brightness, making it easy for small apertures” 

 

Paul Money “I’ll be following Mars as it 

moves through Scorpius this month; it will 

be close to globular clusters M80 on the 

17/18th and M4 on the 20/21st” 

What the team will be 

observing in August 

WEDNESDAY X

Mars  

is 1.75º 

north of 

Antares, the red supergiant  

star that marks the heart of 

Scorpius. During this close 

approach, Antares, Mars and 

Saturn appear in a line.  

See page 52. 

24

W SATURDAY

The 

bright 

planets  

Jupiter and Venus appear less 

than 9 arcminutes apart this 

evening. Both can be seen low  

in the west after sunset. 

27

W FRIDAY�

The bright planet 

Jupiter is 4º east 

of this evening’s waxing 

crescent Moon (9% lit). You can 

see them together low in the 

west, 40 minutes after sunset.

5
SATURDAY�

The Moon is badly placed 

in its early phases at this 

time of year: bad news 

for Moon watchers, but great news 

for deep-sky hunters. Take advantage 

of this window to follow our 

deep-sky tour. See page 56.

The Southern Iota Aquariid meteor 

shower reaches its peak.

6

W FRIDAY

Yesterday’s Moon, 

Mars and Saturn 

triangle turns into 

a straight line tonight; the Moon  

is now 69% lit.

The annual Perseid meteor 

shower reaches its peak 

today. See page 50. 

12

WEDNESDAY

There’s a  

chance to see  

 a thin (1% lit)  

lunar crescent 45 minutes before 

sunrise. Look for this sliver of Moon 

low in the east.

31
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3 top sights

Perseids 2016

MENTION AUGUST TO an 
astronomer and meteors are 
very likely to spring to mind. 
The reason for this is that it’s 
in August that one of the  
most reliable of the annual 
meteor showers reaches its 
peak – the Perseids. 

There are two natural 
hurdles to watching a meteor 
shower, the Moon and the 
weather. Last year, the Moon 
was virtually new during the 
peak period but for many the 
weather wasn’t ideal. 

This year the Moon’s phase 
isn’t as good as it was in 2015, 
but the low altitude of the fuller 
phases means that it does set 
at a reasonable time, giving 
plenty of opportunities to 
enjoy the shower. On the night 
of 11/12 August the Moon sets 
around 00:30 BST (23:30 UT 
on the 11th). This leaves the 
best part of the shower, running 
up to the activity peak, visible 
in a moonless sky. Moonset 
occurs at 01:00 BST (00:00 UT) 
on the night of 13/14 August 
and 01:46 BST (00:46 UT) on 
14/15 August. 

The shower is active from  
17 July to 24 August, but for 

most of this period rates are 
low. Activity typically rises to 
a relatively sharp peak over two 
or three days before falling off 
in a similar manner. This year 
maximum rates are expected 
between 14:00-16:30 BST 

calculations suggest we will 
encounter the densest part of 
the stream in the early hours 
of 12 August, from 01:00 
-05:00 BST (00:00-04:00 UT). 
So it really is all to play for.

Your best chance of  
seeing a Perseid will be from 
midnight through to dawn  
on the 10/11, 11/12, 12/13 and 
13/14 August, although the 
odd bright event may occur  
at any time during the activity 
period. Give yourself at least 
20 minutes in total darkness 
so your eyes dark adapt 
properly. The best direction  
to look is 60º up, typically 
60-100º away from the radiant 
position. However, in practice 
as long as you are looking up 
at about 60º altitude, any 
direction is fine. 
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WHEN: 17 July to 24 August, with highest activity on nights of 10/11-13/14 August 

NEED TO KNOW!
The zenithal hourly rate of 

a meteor shower is the expected 

number of meteors seen under 

perfect conditions with the radiant 

point of the shower overhead.

DON’T 

MISS…

(13:00-15:30 UT) on 12 August, 
which is of course during 
daylight for the UK. However, 
there are predictions for 
enhanced off-peak activity 
this year too. One forecast 
suggests we’ll cross part of a 
stream that has been shifted 
closer to Earth’s orbit by 
gravitational influence from 
Jupiter. This may cause an 
elevated peak ZHR of around 
150-160 this year. 

Earth is predicted to 
encounter a stream of smaller 
particles around 23:30 BST 
(22:30 UT) on 11 August, 
possibly creating a small rise 
in the number of meteors 
seen. Fifty minutes later, 
brighter trails may occur as 
we encounter a stream of 
larger particles. Other 

skyatnightmagazine.com 2016

The path of the Perseid radiant; 
this year there are interesting 

predictions for off-peak activity 

Þ A colourful Perseid meteor trail close to the Andromeda Galaxy
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Dusk planets

WHEN: All month, from 20 minutes after sunset

THERE’S A LOVELY showing 
of planets low in the west after 
sunset this month. On the 1st, 
look out for mag. –3.8 Venus 
above the west-northwest 
horizon, 20 minutes after 
sunset. You’ll need a flat 
horizon as it’ll only be 3º up at 
this time. Nearly 30º east is 
dimmer Jupiter, though at 
mag. –1.6 it will still be fairly 
easy to see. Roughly one-
quarter the way from Venus 
towards Jupiter is mag. 0.0 
Mercury, the hardest of the 
three to make out. 

The arrangement remains 
like this over the next few 
evenings, with the distance 
between Venus and Jupiter 
decreasing slightly. Mercury 
moves farther from Venus and 
drops south of the Venus-
Jupiter line. A waxing crescent 
Moon (4% lit) sits 1.75º below 
Mercury on the evening of  
4 August, moving closer to 

Jupiter on 5 and 6 August, 
when it’s increased phase  
– 9% on the 5th and 15% on 
the 6th – makes it easier to see 
against the evening twilight. 

MINOR PLANET PALLAS reaches 

opposition on 22 August. It achieves  

a peak magnitude of +9.2 – making  

it a viable binocular or small telescope 

target. This month it moves from a 

position 3º north of mag. +2.4 Enif 

(Epsilon (¡) Pegasi), arcing southwest 

into the rather dim constellation of 

Equuleus, the Foal.

Along the way, it passes a little over 1º 

from the centre of globular cluster M15. 

Pallas is close to the cluster between 

10-16 August, with closest approach on 

the 13th. The Moon should allow 

observation and imaging up to the 17th. 

If the weather is clear, a series of 

drawings or images taken on consecutive 

nights should reveal the presence of a 

moving dot of light – this will be Pallas. 

M15 sits off the nose of Pegasus. The 

trick to navigating Pegasus is to realise  

it only represents the head, torso and 

front legs of the mythological flying 

horse and that it’s upside down as seen 

from the UK. Mag. +3.5 Baham (Theta 

(e) Pegasi) marks the top of the horse’s 

head which, from the UK, is also the 

lowest point of the pattern of Pegasus. 

Enif is 7º northwest of Baham. Extend a 

line from Baham through Enif for a little 

over half that distance again and you’ll 

arrive at M15. Under dark skies mag. +6.2 

M15 may just be visible to the naked eye. 

Pallas at opposition near M15 

WHEN: 1-17 August

PEGASUS

EQUULEUS

Enif

Baham

Kitalpha

e

¡

_

`

b a

i

M15

1 Aug

Pallas

3 Aug1 

Postion of Pallas marked at 5 day intervals at 00:00 UT 

Stars shown to mag. +9.5

 Venus and Jupiter continue 
to close in on each other, while 
Mercury drops ever lower; it  
is lost from view mid-month 
onwards. On 24 August, 

Venus and Jupiter are just 3º 
apart, heralding a very close 
approach. On 27 August the 
two planets will appear just 
over 8 arcminutes apart.

Jupiter

Mercury, Venus, Jupiter and 
the crescent Moon on 4 August, 
approximately 20 minutes after  
sunset; inset, Venus and Jupiter  
through a telescope on the 27th 

Venus

Jupiter

Mercury
Venus

Moon

W

Position of Pallas marked at five-day intervals 
at 00:00 UT; stars shown down to mag. +9.5
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The apparent diameter of Mars is now 
shrinking noticeably as the end of the 
current apparition approaches. At the 
start of August the planet appears  
13 arcseconds across, but by the end  
will have reduced to just 11 arcseconds, 
a decrease of 26%. Its 
brightness is also on the 
decline, falling from 
mag. –0.8 on 1 August 
to –0.3 on the 31st. 

At the start of 
the month Mars 
is on the border 
between Scorpius 
and Libra. It 
makes a rapid 
dash eastward, 
passing through the 
northern part of 
Scorpius. Towards the 
end of the month, 
the planet’s low 
altitude, coupled 

The phase and relative sizes of the planets this month. Each planet is shown with south at the top, to show its orientation through a telescope

THE PLANETS IN AUGUST

MARS 
15 August

JUPITER 
15 August

SATURN  
15 August

URANUS 
15 August 
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The planets

with it being west of the meridian as 
the sky darkens, will make 

telescopic observations 
rather challenging. 

However, the reason 
we’ve picked it out 
this month is its 
location close  
to its celestial 
rival, the red 
supergiant  
star Antares. 

This star  
marks the heart  

of Scorpius and 
appears to the naked 

eye with a gorgeous 
orange hue, very 
similar to that of 

MARS 

BEST TIME TO SEE: 1 August,  

21:00 BST (20:00 UT)

ALTITUDE: 11º 

LOCATION: Libra

DIRECTION: South-southwest

FEATURES: Dark albedo markings, 

polar caps, atmospheric clouds

EQUIPMENT: 8-inch telescope

VENUS 
15 August

MERCURY 
15 August

MERCURY 
1 August

NEPTUNE 
15 August

PICK OF THE MONTH

MERCURY 
31 August

Þ The Red Planet is zipping east across Scorpius, forming a line with Antares and Saturn on the 24th

Mars. This is where its name comes  
from – Antares literally means ‘rival of 
Mars’. On the nights of 23-25 August, 
Mars will pass 2º to the north of Antares, 
giving a great opportunity for a direct 
visual comparison. 

On this occasion, Mars will outshine  
its rival, hanging on to enough brilliance 
to appear 3.6 times brighter than Antares.  
The closest approach occurs on the 
evening of 24 August. On this date 
Antares, Mars and Saturn will form a 
distinctive straight line which should  
be visible from about 21:00 BST (20:00 
UT) as the sky is darkening. Look for 
them low in the south-southwest.  
Orange Antares and yellow Saturn  
should appear very close in brightness 
around this time. 

Þ The close pass of Mars and its rival offer a 
fine chance for you to compare their similarity

Mars

Antares



NEPTUNE

BEST TIME TO SEE: 31 August, 
01:20 BST (00:20 UT)
ALTITUDE: 28º 
LOCATION: Aquarius
DIRECTION: South
Neptune is at opposition at 
the start of next month and so 
is well presented at the moment, 
managing to culminate for all 
but the first few days of August 
in darkness. It is 40 arcminutes 
south of mag. +3.7 Lambda  
(h) Aquarii. Of all the main 
planets, Neptune is the only 
one that definitely requires 
optical aid, such as a pair of 
binoculars, to show its dim 
mag. +7.8 dot. 

URANUS

BEST TIME TO SEE: 31 August, 
04:00 BST (03:00 UT)
ALTITUDE: 45º 
LOCATION: Pisces
DIRECTION: South
As the nights get longer, 
Uranus is able to make it to its 
highest point in the sky in 
darkness by the end of the 
month. The mag. +5.8 planet 
is in Pisces, 2.5º north of mag. 
+4.8 Mu (+) Piscium, placing 
it within the constellation’s 
main ‘V’ pattern. In theory it 
should be possible to identify 
Uranus without optical aid, 
but it does require good 
eyesight and a dark sky. Look 
for it approximately one-third 
the way from mag. +4.3 
Omicron (k) Piscium towards 
mag. +4.3 Epsilon (¡) Piscium.

SATURN

BEST TIME TO SEE: 1 August, 
22:30 BST (21:30 UT)
ALTITUDE: 14º 
LOCATION: Ophiuchus
DIRECTION: South-southwest
Beautiful Saturn remains on 
view throughout the month, 
but for those of us living in 
the UK it is very low down at 
present and this will make 
getting a clear view of it that 
much harder. It appears at mag. 
+0.4 with a definite yellow 
colour. If the atmosphere is 
stable, a telescope will show its 

rings well. The planet is 
currently tilted over by 26º, 
giving us a good view of the 
globe’s northern hemisphere 
and the north face of the 
rings. A good number of 
bright moons are also visible 
through a small telescope. 

JUPITER

BEST TIME TO SEE: 27 August, 
20 minutes after sunset
ALTITUDE: 3º (low) 
LOCATION: Virgo
DIRECTION: West
Jupiter is now too close to the 
Sun for serious observation, 
but it does have an encounter 
with Venus on the 27th. Mag. 
–1.7 Jupiter and –3.9 Venus 
can be seen just 3º above the 
western horizon approximately 
20 minutes after sunset. They 
will appear around 8 arcminutes 
apart at this time, equivalent 
to one-quarter the apparent 
diameter of the Moon. 

VENUS

BEST TIME TO SEE: 27 August, 
20 minutes after sunset
ALTITUDE: 3º (low) 
LOCATION: Virgo
DIRECTION: West
Venus is gradually pulling away 
from the Sun but remains low 
in the western part of the sky 
after sunset. This bright planet 
has a close encounter with 
Jupiter on the 27th – see above. 

MERCURY

BEST TIME TO SEE: 4 August, 
20 minutes after sunset
ALTITUDE: 3º (low) 
LOCATION: Leo
DIRECTION: West
Mercury is an evening object 
and reaches greatest eastern 
elongation on the 16th. However, 
its position in the sky isn’t great 
and the planet remains low 
after sunset. Mercury, Venus 
and Jupiter are in the same 
part of the sky for the first half 
of August, but Mercury is likely 
to be lost from view after the 
17th. A slender crescent Moon 
(4% lit) sits 1.75º southwest of 
mag. +0.1 Mercury on the 4th.

YOUR BONUS CONTENT Planetary observing forms

August
Using a small scope you’ll be able to spot Saturn’s biggest moons.  

Their positions change dramatically during the month, as shown on  

the diagram. The line by each date on the left represents 00:00 UT. 

SAT U R N ’S  M O O NS
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The Northern Hemisphere

HOW TO USE THIS CHART
1.  HOLD THE CHART so the direction you’re facing  

is at the bottom.
2.  THE LOWER HALF of the chart shows the sky  

ahead of you.
3.  THE CENTRE OF THE CHART is the point  

directly over your head.

THE SUN IN AUGUST*

*Times correct for the centre of the UK 

DATE SUNRISE SUNSET

1 Aug 2016 05:26 BST 21:05 BST

11 Aug 2016 05:43 BST   20:45 BST 

21 Aug 2016 06:00 BST   20:24 BST

31 Aug 2016 06:18 BST 20:01 BST

MOONRISE TIMES

1 Aug 2016, 03:58 BST 17 Aug 2016, 19:56 BST

5 Aug 2016, 08:33 BST 21 Aug 2016, 21:51 BST

9 Aug 2016, 12:56 BST 25 Aug 2016, ––:–– BST

13 Aug 2016, 16:59 BST 29 Aug 2016, 02:53 BST

THE MOON IN AUGUST*

1 AUGUST AT 01:00 BST 

15 AUGUST AT 00:00 BST

31 AUGUST AT 23:00 BST
On other dates, stars will be in slightly different places 
due to Earth’s orbital motion. Stars that cross the sky  
will set in the west four minutes earlier each night. 

WHEN TO USE THIS CHART

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY
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NGC 6905

Our next target, planetary nebula NGC 6905, 
is known as the Blue Flash Nebula because of its 

striking colour. It can be found 2.25º to the east of 
NGC 6886 and like that nebula also sits within a 
triangle of faint stars. It measures 40 arcseconds across 
and shines at mag. +11.1. This means that it can be 
seen relatively easily with small scopes. To really 
appreciate the nebula a 10-inch or larger instrument 
is required and at 100x magnification it stands out 
well against the surrounding stars. Pile on the power 
and the nebula appears more like an unevenly 
illuminated elongated oval, the long axis orientated 
north-south. A 12-inch instrument should be enough to 
show the mag. +14.2 central star clearly. � SEEN IT

IC 4997

Planetary nebula IC 4997 is challenging 
because of its tiny size. Measuring slightly less 

than 2 arcseconds across, it appears star-like through 
amateur scopes. It is a little under 3.5º south of NGC 
6905. This is 12th-magnitude object with hidden 
appeal because of what we know about it rather than 
what it looks like. Its gas is estimated to be very hot at 
around 20,000K; double that of most nebulae. It also 
has a very high density, estimated up to 100,000 
atoms per cubic centimetre. Age estimates suggest this 
is a very young object, and may have formed only 
700 years ago. � SEEN IT

M71

We take a bit of a break from planetaries for 
our fifth target, the 8th-magnitude globular 

cluster M71 in Sagitta. This is easy to find as it lies  
just south of the mid-point of the line joining Gamma 
and Delta Sagittae. Despite how they may look  
at first glance, globular clusters do have individual 
charateristics. One of these is how condensed the 
cluster looks. In the case of M71, it is at the loose end  
of the scale and resembles a dense open cluster more 
than a typical globular. A 6-inch scope will make  
a decent start at resolving it. Larger apertures will  
fare better with the entire cluster being resolved  
in a 12-inch instrument. � SEEN IT 

MERRILL 1-1 

We end this month’s tour with a small and 
relatively faint planetary known as Merrill 1-1 

(Me 1-1). It lies in Aquila, 1.75º south of mag. +4.4 
Beta ( )̀ Sagittae. Me 1-1 has a diameter of just  
3 arcseconds and shines at mag. +11.8. An 8-inch 
scope shows it as being quite stellar in appearance. 
As ever with planetaries, once identified and centred, 
it’s a good idea to push the magnification high.  
A 10-inch instrument starts to show Me 1-1 as a  
disc rather than a point; a 12-inch or larger scope  
at 450x shows it as a more extended object:  
a blue-coloured core surrounded by a small, faint 
outer halo. � SEEN IT 
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M27

We start this month’s tour with M27, the 
Dumbbell Nebula in Vulpecula. Imagine  

a line joining mag. +4.3 Delta (b) to mag. +3.5 
Gamma (a) Sagittae, then rotate it by 120º 
counterclockwise around Gamma. The rotated  
end points at M27. This mag. +7.5, 6-arcminute 
diameter planetary nebula is easily seen with a  
small telescope, which will reveal an oblong pinched  
at the sides to give an hourglass or ‘apple core’ 
appearance. The nebula’s mag. +13.5 central  
star is relatively bright and holds the accolade  
of being the largest white dwarf star on record,  
with a diameter equal to 0.055 times that of  
the Sun. This is despite it containing 56 per cent  
of the Sun’s mass. � SEEN IT

NGC 6886

Extend the line from Delta to Gamma Sagittae 
on for the same distance again. One-third of a 

degree south of this point lies the planetary nebula 
NGC 6886. The contrast with M27 couldn’t be starker: 
this mag. +11.5 planetary has an apparent diameter 
of just 9 arcseconds. A 10-inch scope at 250x 
magnification shows a star-like object sitting at the 
northwest vertex of a thin triangle of faint stars 
pointing east-northeast. A 12-inch scope at similar 
magnification starts to reveal its green hue. You’ll 
probably need to push the magnification to around 
400-450x to see any shape in the nebula; if you do 
so it’s possible to see that it looks slightly elongated  
with a brighter central region. � SEEN IT 
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We seek out a slew of planetary nebulae  

in the skies surrounding the arrow of Sagitta

��Tick the box when you’ve seen each one �

Deep-sky tour 

THIS DEEP-SKY TOUR HAS BEEN AUTOMATED

ASCOM-enabled Go-To mounts can now take you to this 
month’s targets at the touch of a button, with our Deep-Sky 
Tour file for the EQTOUR app. Find it online.

It is NGC 6905’s strong  

colour that gives it its common  

name – the Blue Flash Nebula
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YOUR BONUS CONTENT
Print out this chart and take 

an automated Go-To tour 

1
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1 KAPPA DRACONIS GROUP
We start this month’s tour with a very 
pretty group of coloured stars that span 

just over 1°. The blue-white, mag. +3.9 Kappa 
(g) Draconis itself is a hot B-type star that is 
over 500 times more luminous than the Sun. To 
the north are a pair of orange K-type stars, the 
brighter of which is the mag. +4.9 6 Draconis. 
By comparison, it is only about 300 times as 
luminous as the Sun. To the south we have the 
long-period pulsating variable 4 Draconis 
(mag. +4.9 to +5.0), a cool red M-type star 
with a similar luminosity. � SEEN IT 
 

2 THE ENGAGEMENT RING
Polaris (Alpha (_) Ursae Minoris) is a 
convenient marker for the nearby north 

celestial pole but, with the help of the asterism 
of which it is part, we can get even closer. A 
pair of 10x50 binoculars will reveal this slightly 
squashed ring of mostly 8th- and 9th-magnitude 
stars. Mag. +2.1 Polaris blazes as the ‘solitaire 
diamond’. One of the stars in the ring is slightly 

displaced from Polaris, forming a kink. Polaris  
is halfway between this star and the pole, 
providing us with a very handy way of 
accurately locating the latter. � SEEN IT
 

3 U CEPHEI 
Eclipsing variable star U Cephei lies 
halfway between two white mag +5.6 

stars, 7.5° from Polaris, in the direction of 
Gamma (a) Cassiopeiae. Its magnitude range is 
+6.8 to +9.2, a nine-fold variation in brightness 
which, coupled with it being circumpolar from 
Britain, makes it a suitable subject for newcomers 
to variable star observing. Its period of 2.5 
days means that, if you observe an eclipse, you 
can repeat the observation five days later at the 
same time. Its period is slowing slightly owing to 
matter being transferred from one of the pair of 
stars to the other. � SEEN IT
 

4 THE IRIS NEBULA 
Imagine a line from mag. +3.2 Errai 
(Gamma (a) Cephei) to mag. +3.2 Alfirk 

A minute monarch, a polar ring and a  

doublet of eyes in the sky await in August

��Tick the box when you’ve seen each one �

Binocular tour 

(Beta ( )̀ Cephei) and extend it a further 3°, and 
you will find a mag. +6.8 star. Only 0.5º west of 
this is a mag. +7.4 star; centre it in your field of 
view and use averted vision. With patience you 
should notice a faint glow a few arcminutes 
across. This is the Iris Nebula, also known as 
Caldwell 4. It is a reflection nebula spanning  
six lightyears that is lit by the star. � SEEN IT

5 THE LITTLE QUEEN 
Locate mag. +3.6 Chi (r) Draconis and, 
in the same field of view, look 1° towards 

mag. + 4.7 Alsafi (Sigma (m) Draconis), you will 
find a little triangle of 7th-magnitude stars. Either 
side of the star at the apex nearest mag. +4.5 
Tau (o) Draconis, you should see a pair of fainter 
stars that create a trapezium of which the triangle 
is a part, creating a W shape with the fainter stars 
at the tips. Its common name of the Little Queen 
comes from its similarity to the shape of the 
brighter stars of Cassiopeia. � SEEN IT

6 THE CAT’S EYE NEBULA
The Cat’s Eye Nebula, or NGC 6543, lies 
just over halfway along a line joining mag. 

+3.1 Nodus Secundus and mag. +3.2 Aldibah 
(Delta (b) and Zeta (c) Draconis). It’s also less 
than 10 arcminutes from the north ecliptic pole, 
the centre of the circle the north celestial pole 
makes in its 25,770-year precessionary journey. 
At mag. +8.1 it is one of the brighter planetary 
nebulae, but it can be a challenge in binoculars. 
It looks like a slightly green-tinged star but, unlike 
the stars around it, it ‘blinks’ as you change 
from direct to averted vision. � SEEN IT
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plays a big part in their visibility 
too. If you can, choose a  
night when the seeing is 
particularly steady for a  
more realistic outcome.

As the lunar morning  
breaks over the beautiful arc of 
Montes Jura, which define the 
edge of the Sinus Iridum, many 

Moonwatch

HELICON IS A small crater with 
a diameter of 25km located in 
the Imbrium Basin southeast of 
the semi-circular Sinus Iridum, 
the Bay of Rainbows. Helicon 
shares this location with an almost 
twin in the form of 20km Le 
Verrier. Just 60km apart centre 
to centre, they are really quite 
similar in appearance. Helicon 
is circular in shape with a curving 
rim reaching a relatively flat 
crater floor. It is 1.9km in depth 
and has a tiny craterlet on its 
southwest rim wall. A small 
crater also sits at the centre of 
Helicon’s floor along with some 
low hills close to the base of the 
northeast rim. Under oblique 
illumination, as the morning 
terminator rises across the 
region, a faint ridge can be seen 
running through the crater, 
across its walls and down 
towards the small crater Le 
Verrier T (4km), which sits  
just south of Le Verrier. 

There are a lot of subtle 
features in the surrounding 
area, mainly consisting of 
lumps and bumps in the 
surface of the Mare Imbrium 
and a smattering of small 
craterlets. One of these, located 
91km southeast of Helicon, is 
6km Helicon B. Despite its size, 
Helicon B is one of several 
craters listed on the Association 
of Lunar and Planetary Observers’ 
list of bright ray craters. 

As Helicon is relatively easy 
to identify and lies in a part of 
the Moon free from the 
confusion of other interfering 
features, the crater and its 
surroundings are useful for 
testing a telescope’s optics. 
Helicon B should be visible in a 
4-inch scope. The 4km crater 
Le Verrier T, which lies just off 
the south of Le Verrier, is a 
reasonable test for an 8-inch 
scope. If you can see both of 
these, look slightly to the east 

of the mid-point between  
both craters and see if you  
can make out 3km Le Verrier S 
– a more challenging test for  
an 8-inch instrument. A bigger 
challenge still is Helicon E,  
a small (2.4km) crater 
immediately west of Helicon. 
For larger apertures try 
identifying Helicon G (2km), 
45km northwest of Helicon E. 
This will probably require a 
10- to 12-inch telescope to see 
convincingly. Don’t worry 
unduly if you can’t see all of 
these small craters because the 
stability of the atmosphere 

wrinkle ridges can be seen in 
the lava that forms the surface 
of the Mare Imbrium. These 
look like waves heading into 
the bay. Heading out from 
Sinus Iridum, the waves appear 
to stop just after crater Laplace A 
(9km), leaving Helicon and  
Le Verrier in calmer ‘waters’.

STATISTICS
TYPE: Crater

SIZE: 25km 

AGE: 3.2-3.9 billion years

LOCATION: Latitude 40.4°N, 

longitude 23.1°W  

BEST TIME TO OBSERVE:  
Two days after first quarter 

or one day after last quarter 

(evening of 12 Aug and 

mornings of 26-27 Aug)

MINIMUM EQUIPMENT:  
2-inch telescope

Helicon

“There are a lot of subtle features in the 

area, mainly bumps in the surface of the 

Mare Imbrium and small craterlets”

N

E

Þ Also look for the wrinkle ridges extending from the Sinus Iridum – waves washing in the lunar sea beyond

LAPLACE A

HELICON E

HELICON G

HELICON

LE VERRIER

LE VERRIER T 

LE VERRIER S 

HELICON B 

SINUS IRIDUM

MARE IMBRIUM
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IMAGING OBJECTS IN twilight is 
something that most astrophotographers 
have to deal with on a fairly regular basis. 
Whether it’s a Sun-hugging comet, a 
crescent Moon with earthshine, or simply 
an arrangement of bright planets against 
the vignetted sky of dusk or dawn, this type 
of photography can be quite challenging. 

Get it right, however, and the results can 
be spectacular, combining a rich blend of 
astronomical objects with striking 
atmospheric colours. There’s potential to 
produce a picture to be truly proud of. In 
August there’s an evening grouping of the 
planets Mercury, Venus and Jupiter, and 
early on in the month the Moon joins them. 

The planets and the Moon aren’t 
optimally positioned at this time of year 
because of the shallow angle the ecliptic 
makes with the western horizon at sunset. 
In the morning sky, the ecliptic now starts 
to make a steep angle with the eastern 
horizon before dawn, but of course, there 
aren’t any bright planets in this part of 
the sky at present. On a more positive 

Astrophotography

Photographing twilight planets
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note, one benefit of an evening shoot is 
that you don’t have to get up early in 
order to do it.

The two ‘reliable’ planets in the mix  
are Jupiter and Venus. Being bright and 
relatively slow movers at present, these 
will be our anchors. In contrast, Mercury 
is a fast mover, changing position and 
brightness relative to the other two 
noticeably each day. It reaches greatest 
eastern elongation on 16 August, when  
it will be a decent 27º from the Sun. 
However, when it reaches this position its 
appearance, from the UK at least, will be 
worsened as it dips south below the already 
low ecliptic. Consequently, the best time 
to grab a view of it is at the start of August. 

There’s a lovely conjunction between 
Mercury and a delicate waxing crescent 
Moon (4% lit) on 4 August, which will be 
one of the highlights of the meeting. 
Another occurs towards the end of 

�Send your image to: hotshots@skyatnightmagazine.com
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August when Venus and Jupiter will appear 
to converge. The closest approach occurs 
on 27 August when both planets will be 
around 8 arcminutes apart. Although not 
that rare, close approaches between Venus 
and Jupiter are always crowd pleasers. 

There are a number of different skills 
that you need in order to get the right 
shot. Composition is important because 
it’s all too easy to solely concentrate on 
your main targets and only end up with a 
picture of dots against a colourful sky. 
Pretty though this can be, the shot can be 
elevated further by including an 
interesting foreground. A good choice, 
such as a still lake or even a city skyline 
can really help to bring the shot alive.

It’s always recommended that you look 
at what your camera is telling you about a 
particular shot, and this becomes even 
more relevant in twilight because the sky 
colour and illumination is constantly 
changing as the Sun’s distance below the 
horizon varies. Weather conditions such 
as the amount of high cloud or presence 
of middle cloud can also have a marked 
effect on the end result. Consequently, 
what may have worked for past twilight 
sessions may not work for subsequent ones. 

Finally, there are the tricks of the trade 
to consider – see our step-by-step. These 
can help elevate a photo beyond what you 
were expecting. Here, a trained eye can 
turn a naturally hazy sky into a dramatic 
photo opportunity using nature’s very 
own filter set. 

RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT
DLSR camera, lens (around 40mm for a non full-frame camera, around 65mm  

for full-frame), tripod, remote shutter release

KEY TECHNIQUE
USE THE HISTOGRAM
Pay attention to what your camera is 

telling you as at twilight sky brightness 

can vary considerably over a short time. 

Understanding a histogram display and 

interpreting what to change is vital for 

good results. Also make sure your review 

screen’s brightness is set correctly. If you 

have it set dim, say for night shooting, a 

quick glance may give the wrong impression 

of what has actually been recorded. 

Composition adds interest to 
wide sky shots; even clouds 

can help, providing they 
don’t mask your targets
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STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE

STEP 6 Haze low down in the sky can produce interesting effects by 
creating a light halo around a bright object such as a planet. The effect 
will improve in visibility as the sky darkens. Similarly, broken cloud can 
produce drama when the planets appear close to a sharp cloud edge. 
The problem here is making sure that all planets are visible.

STEP 3 An interesting horizon can elevate a shot but beware of  
high features such as tall buildings, as planets can be lost behind them. 
Once in position and having spotted Venus and Jupiter, make sure both 
are in the frame and that the frame is level with the horizon. Some 
camera models may offer a level meter function for this purpose. 

STEP 5 An ‘enhanced’ effect can be achieved by stopping the lens 
down, and upping the ISO and exposure time to compensate. Avoid 
trailing by keeping your exposure less than 500 divided by the effective 
focal length of the lens. Stopping the lens down to f/16 or higher may, 
depending on your lens, produce dramatic diffraction spikes.

STEP 4 Set the camera focus to manual and file format to RAW or 
RAW+Jpeg. Set ISO low (say 100), and aperture to f/8-f/5.6. Adjust 
shutter speed monitoring the camera’s internal meter for optimal 
exposure. Shoot and examine the histogram: you want the main 
graph to be contained between the histogram extremes. 

STEP 1
As ever it’s important 
to choose the right 
lens for the job. On 
1 August, Venus  
and Jupiter have  
an azimuthal 
(horizon parallel) 
separation of 26º. 
For a non-full frame 
DSLR this means 
using a lens with  
a focal length close 
to 40mm. For  
a full-frame camera 
this should be 
around 65mm. A 
zoom lens covering 
these values is even 
better. A tripod  
and cable release  
is also recommended. 

STEP 2
Venus is the  
critical planet 
because it is the  
first to set. Despite 
being very low, its 
brilliance should 
make it the first  
to be found. Once 
you have it, point 
your camera at it 
and use it as a  
focus target. Turn 
your lens to manual 
focus (normally M or 
MF on the lens body) 
and focus by hand.  
If your camera  
has a live view 
screen, use this to 
help you to focus  
on the planet.
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ith smartphones in almost 

everyone’s pocket, it’s never  

been easier to quickly capture  

high-quality digital images of the 

Moon’s surface with a telescope. It may seem odd, 

then, that we’re devoting the following pages 

to sketching our nearest neighbour using 

just pencils and paper. But sketching 

still has a role to play in the world of 

amateur astronomy today. 

Not only can it be an 

enjoyable and relaxing 

process in itself but, as  

we’ll explore in a bit, 

drawing at the eyepiece  

of your telescope can 

really enhance your 

observing experience 

and, we think, make  

you a better lunar 

observer. In this piece 

we’ll look at drawing 

techniques, what mediums 

and materials work well, 

and guide you step by step 

through the sketching process. 

Soon, we hope, you’ll be  

picking up that sketchpad to  

put pencil to paper. 

Perhaps the greatest benefit of sketching 

the Moon is that it forces you to become a more 

careful lunar observer. As you’ll see from the  

step-by-step guide that follows, the sketching 

process requires frequent glances through the 

eyepiece, each time checking to see that what  

you’ve just put down on paper is the correct size 

and is accurately placed relative to other features. 

Sketching’s demand for such attention to detail 

doesn’t just hone your observing skills either. As W
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� Crater Gassendi offers 

a lot of detail: central 

mountain peaks, rilles 

within and an adjoining 

satellite crater

Astronomer Will Gater 

reveals the secrets  

of sketching our 

nearest neighbour 

you come back to draw certain features again and 

again over the years, you’ll become familiar 

with them and their surroundings as well 

as what they look like under a variety 

of illumination conditions. This is 

especially true if you take the 

time after you’re done drawing 

to identify, with a decent 

lunar atlas, the various 

regions and features 

you’ve sketched; even if 

you do already know 

what the mountain or 

crater you’ve drawn is, 

this can still be a 

worthwhile exercise as 

you may learn to 

recognise some of the 

subtler topographic 

features of the area.

Start simple

If you already have a telescope then 

your first lunar sketch can be as 

simple as grabbing a piece of scrap 

paper, something to rest it on and the nearest 

pencil, and drawing what you can see. If you want 

to take things further, there are a variety of different 

media and methods that you can explore.

Regular graphite pencils are perhaps the most 

familiar. Some lunar sketchers use an extremely 

skilled ‘stippling’ technique – using different 

densities of tiny dots to represent the various shades 

of the lunar surface – with these pencils. We’ve 

found that just a simple 3B artist’s pencil and an 

draw

Moon’s

Embracing

the

>



We’d recommend using pastel 

pencils and black paper; a 

combination that makes it 

easy to record gradients
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artists’ sketchpad can produce good results using 

a somewhat simpler method of drawing only the 

darker elements of the image, leaving the fresh, 

white paper to represent brighter parts. The sketch 

of the crater Gassendi on the first page was made 

this way, though note 

that rendering large 

areas of total darkness 

and smooth lunar plains 

can be a little tricky; a 

good rubber eraser is 

also an absolute must 

for restoring any lighter areas that get dulled or 

smudged during the sketching.

Another method of lunar sketching that works 

particularly well is to use pastel pencils along  

with thick black paper, of the kind found in some 

artists’ sketchbooks. Although we don’t intend to  

be prescriptive, that’s the medium we’re going 

to focus on here, as it’s our favourite due to its 

versatility and the way it really helps convey the 

dramatic relief and contrasts of the lunar surface.

Know your goals

Whichever method and medium you decide to  

use to sketch the Moon, there are a few things  

to consider before you start drawing. The first  

thing to think about is what it is you actually  

want to show. Do you, for example, want to  

depict everything that’s visible in the field of  

view of the eyepiece you’re using? Or do you  

instead want to select just one portion of the  

view, or a major crater or feature within it, to 

concentrate on? In most cases – and especially  

if you’re just starting out with lunar sketching  

– we’d recommend the latter. If you attempt to  

draw too wide an area, then you risk rushing, 

missing subtle and small details and, worse, 

producing an inaccurate drawing. As a rough  

point of reference, each of the sketches in this article 

typically took two hours to complete. Areas of 

smooth lunar sea  

with a few isolated 

craters generally take  

less time to sketch  

than more complex 

terrain with many 

features and intricate 

STEP BY STEP LUNAR SKETCHING WITH PASTEL PENCILS

STEP 1 SETTING UP
Naturally your first task is to prepare the equipment that you want to 

sketch through. For most people that’ll likely be a telescope, so begin 

by getting it mounted and set up for visual observing. Although by no 

means essential, using a motorised tracking mount will make keeping 

your target in the eyepiece less of a hassle, especially if you choose to 

use a high magnification. Some computerised mounts also have a lunar 

tracking rate, so it’s worth selecting that if it’s available.

STEP 2 GETTING COMFORTABLE 
Sketching the Moon at the eyepiece can be a long business so it’s 

important that you make yourself comfortable before you start. As in 

any practical astronomy endeavour, it pays to wrap up warm and 

have a drink to hand. Make sure that you have a supportive chair  

and, ideally, a sturdy table to rest your pencils and sketchbook on. 

Fingerless gloves are also useful for keeping your hands warm as you 

are drawing while not limiting dexterity.

“As a reference, each of the 

sketches in this article took 

two hours to complete”

� Schröter’s Valley, a 

snaking 140km sinuous 

rille that extends from 

crater Aristarchus
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shadows, and this may well have some bearing on 

what you choose to sketch. 

Below we’ve outlined in more detail  

how to go about lunar sketching, specifically  

with pastel pencils. The beauty of using pastels  

on black paper, we’ve found, is that it allows  

you to gradually build up the light regions of 

an image. You start by placing in the smoother, 

typically darker, grey background terrain (such  

STEP 3 EYEPIECE & SUBJECT SELECTION
Once you’re satisfied that you’re in a comfortable position to observe 
it’s time to start thinking about eyepiece and subject selection. Choose 
an eyepiece with a field of view and eye relief that you’ll be happy to 
work with for long periods. There are several computer programs and 
smartphone apps available that can tell you in advance what lunar 
surface features will be visible at any given time, but it can sometimes 
be more interesting to just see what catches your eye on the night. 

STEP 4 OUTLINING 
When you’ve settled on your target area, start adding the larger 
surface features. Use a grey pastel pencil to lightly mark out the rough 
outlines and positions of large craters, mountains and other prominent 
bits of topography. It’s also worth very faintly marking in the location 
of the terminator if you’re sketching that area. Pay careful attention to 
the relative positions of different features, moving back and forth to 
the eyepiece to verify that you have them in the right place. STEPS X

SKETCHING EQUIPMENT
Everything you need to start drawing the Moon

PAPER/SKETCHBOOK
You can sketch on any paper, though be 
aware that thin types can be wrinkled 
and warped by dew. Thick, black artists’ 
paper works well with pastel pencils. Using 
a sketchbook or having a folder ready 
will help protect your finished sketch. 

PENCILS/PASTELS
If you opt for graphite pencils it’s a good 
idea to have a few softer grades to make 
shading and blending large areas a bit 
easier and smoother. With pastel 
pencils, you’ll need white, black and 
grey to reproduce the various shades.

LIGHTING
A head torch or battery-powered LED 
panel light is essential. Sketching under 
good, even lighting will help you discern 
the subtle tones of the lunar surface more 
easily, and in this case you don’t need to 
worry about your night vision. 

SHARPENER AND RUBBER
Keeping your pencils sharp will help you 
to draw the fine detail, but don’t overdo 
it as their relatively soft nibs can snap off 
easily. If you’re using regular graphite 
pencils, keep a high-quality rubber 
eraser to hand too. 

Part of the 
Oceanus 
Procellarum 
region, containing 
craters Kepler  
and Encke

>
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STEP 5 SURFACE SHADING
Holding the pastel pencil on its side to create a wide stroke, carefully 
shade in the surface. Look through the eyepiece and take note of any 
surface brightness variations that may need to be represented by 
changing to a lighter or darker colour. Every now and then, gently 
blow any excess chalk off the paper and use the soft pad of your 
fingertip to smooth the surface into an even tone. If any feature 
outlines get lost during this process, lightly add them back in now. 

STEP 6 TOPOGRAPHIC DETAILS 
Now the surface is in place, add detail and shading to the features you 
outlined earlier. Start with lighter tones and use a rolled up piece of paper 
to blend small areas if needed, slowly building up the relief with darker 
colours as necessary. As before, keep looking through the eyepiece to 
confirm you haven’t misjudged the orientation, position or scale of a 
feature. For hard-edged features like mountains and craters use the 
pencil tip and regularly blow away any dust – it may cause smudging. 

as a lunar sea) then slowly add in the brighter 

features of the landscape with a light grey or  

white. A black pastel can then be used to add  

in any sharply delineated shadows, like those  

cast by tall mountains, crater rims or,  

occasionally, rille walls. 

With careful blending using your fingertip it’s 

also possible to create smooth gradients from light 

areas to the dark black of the plain paper; this is 

absolutely essential for realistically depicting the 

A rolled up nub of paper 
can be used for blending if 
you need something more 

delicate than your finger

“Pastels are fairly 

forgiving of 

mistakes, so long 

as you don’t only 

use hard strokes”

The Serpentine Ridge is one 
of the best known wrinkle 
ridge systems, stretching 
along the eastern shore  
of the Mare Serenitatis
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region along the lunar terminator where the light 

tends to fall off gradually.

Tricks with pastels
Pastels are also fairly forgiving if you make a 

mistake. So long as you don’t constantly use hard, 

sharp strokes, and build up your image gradually, 

as we suggest, it is generally quite simple to correct 

a drawing error. If you’ve added in a bright mark 

where there shouldn’t be one, for example, first 

try to blend it back into the background with your 

fingertip or a rolled-up nub of paper. Sometimes 

this will do the trick and you can start sketching 

again, but if it still stands out then very gently add 

a little colour from a darker pastel and blend that 

in as well. And of course the reverse works for dark 

marks on a lighter surface. Be warned though that 

deep black shadows and bright white highlights, 

which you’ll almost always draw in with harder 

strokes of the pastel pencil, are tough to remove  

so take real care when adding them.

Once you’ve finished your sketch, it’s a good  

idea to remove it from your sketchbook and  

scan the picture at 300dpi. That way you’ll have  

a high-quality digital copy preserved that won’t  

get smudged and loose definition. Plus, you’ll  

then be able to begin a collection of lunar  

sketches that you can look back on and enjoy  

for years to come. 

STEP 7 HIGHLIGHTS & SHADOW DETAIL
As you draw in mountains and craters don’t forget to include the 
numerous shadows and bright spots in and around them. Even the 
tiniest black pastel stroke for a shadow can make a feature look 
three-dimensional. Where crater rims and lofty peaks catch the sunlight, 
use a brilliant white pastel to add highlights. Blending the white highlight 
with its surroundings can be effective for showing brightly illuminated 
terrain in a way that cannot be achieved with grey pastels alone. 

STEP 8 FINALISING 
Once you’ve finished your sketch, record the times at which you started 
and finished, along with details of the date, observing conditions, your 
location and what equipment you used; if you’re using thick, black 
paper, a white or silver gel pen shows up well. It can also be nice to 
include – for posterity and your own future reference – some comments 
on the back of the sketch about any features or phenomena that 
particularly stood out to you. 

ABOUT THE WRITER
Will Gater is an astronomy 

journalist, author of several 

popular books and an 

astrophotographer. Follow  

him on Twitter: @willgater

� Crater Schickard sits 
near the lunar limb, so it 
appears foreshortened

< Aristoteles is a young 
crater with pronounced 
terraces on its rim

S
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VENUS
RETURNING TO 

Space probes have helped us build a good picture of 

Mars, yet Earth’s inner neighbour Venus is still very much 

a mystery. But, writes Paul Sutherland, a host of new 

missions are being planned to help us learn more about it

Venus looks calm from afar, 

a veneer that fell away as 

more and more spacecraft 

were sent to study the planet C
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NASA’s director of 

planetary science 

discusses the 

past, present and 

future of Venus 

exploration.
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� The view of  

Venus delivered by 

Mariner 10 in 1974 

N

othing was known about the surface of 

Venus before the Space Age because it is 

completely obscured by clouds. Scientists 

once speculated that it might be a raging 

ocean, or a Sahara-like desert. 

The first probe to provide answers was NASA’s 

Mariner 2, which flew past Venus in December 

1962, discovering that surface temperatures must 

be extremely high and that, like Uranus, it rotates 

in the opposite direction to the rest of the planets 

in the Solar System. Since then, orbiting probes 

with cloud-piercing radar have produced maps of 

Venus’s surface and Soviet landers have confirmed 

that conditions are completely inhospitable on the 

ground. There is neither sea nor desert, but rather  

a landscape resembling a vision of hell.

Fire and brimstone

The surface temperature is twice the maximum 

found in a kitchen oven and the pressure of the 

poisonous atmosphere is 90 times that at sea level 

on Earth, which crushed probes making early 

landing attempts. The first Soviet probe to reach 

the surface and send back signals was Venera 7 in 

1970, which survived for 23 minutes. It was followed 

by the more successful Venera 8 in 1972, which 

returned data on the surface temperature and 

pressure, wind speed and illumination, before being 

destroyed after 63 minutes. The probes had to be 

built like submersibles to withstand the air pressure, 

but their electronics quickly failed in the extreme 

The 1980s saw Vega 

balloon probes study  

the planet’s atmosphere

� The Venera probes 

helped us build a better 

picture of the Venusian 

surface; this one was  

sent back by Venera 13
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heat. Subsequent Soviet landers in 

the 1970s and 1980s sent back crude 

photos of a rocky landscape. 

Helium balloons were released  

into Venus’s higher, cooler 

atmosphere in June 1985 by two 

Soviet Vega probes that were 

on their way to Halley’s Comet. 

They gathered data for 47 hours 

each as they floated 50km high 

in the cooler clouds.

NASA’s Mariner 10 flew past 

Venus in 1974 en route to Mercury 

and managed to image wind patterns 

in the clouds. This was followed by a 

dedicated US mission, Pioneer Venus, made 

up of two spacecraft that arrived in December 

1978. An orbiter studied the atmosphere and made 

radar maps of the surface. The other component 

was a multiprobe made up of a transporter and four 

separate probes that were fired into the atmosphere, 

returning data for an hour.

NASA’s next mission, Magellan, carried out 

extensive radar imaging of Venus from a polar  

orbit in the early 1990s. Its imaging of almost 

the entire surface revealed it was covered with 

volcanoes. Scientists suspect many are still  

active, but still no one can say for certain.

ESA’s first envoy, Venus Express, was launched 

in November 2005. During the eight-year mission, 

the spacecraft’s swooping orbit 

brought it low over the cloud tops 

and revealed big variations in 

the sulphur dioxide content, 

suggesting that the volcanoes 

were still active. Its fuel 

exhausted, Venus Express was 

purposefully destroyed in the 

atmosphere in early 2015.

A Japanese space probe called 

Akatsuki, launched towards 

Venus in 2010, looked lost after a 

fault caused it to fly past the planet. 

But five years later, mission controllers 

managed to rescue it and put it into a 

new, more elongated orbit where it began  

to survey the atmosphere.

Two NASA missions to the outer planets also 

gathered data on Venus as they flew past to get a 

“Possibly its most 

intriguing legacy is  

the hints about active 

volcanism. Venus is 

covered in volcanoes 

– we know that from 

Magellan – but no one 

knew if they were 

active or not. Venus 

Express has provided three tantalising clues. 

First, it found that some volcanoes are 

surrounded by unusually black terrain, 

interpreted as unweathered volcanic flows. 

Second, it found tenfold changes in 

atmospheric sulphur dioxide from year to 

year, which might be linked to eruptions. 

Thirdly, infrared imaging of the surface 

appears to show spots that get very hot,  

then cool off again, which look a lot like  

hot lava flows. The search for active volcanism 

will be a priority for future mission proposals.

We would expect Venus to be the most 

Earth-like of the other planets. Mars is about 

half the diameter so cooled off more rapidly 

and became geologically inactive. But Venus 

is about the same size as Earth and formed 

out of the same materials, as far as we can 

tell, so is a much closer twin. Learning how 

and why its climate diverged from that of 

Earth will really help us understand our  

own place in the Universe and how  

unusual and special we are.”

THE LEGACY OF VENUS EXPRESS
Dr Colin Wilson was science operations coordinator for the Venus Express satellite

� Data from Magellan 

and Pioneer Venus 

provided us with this  

map, coloured based  

on the images sent back 

by the Venera probes 

> Venus Express dived 

low over the clouds, 

revealing phenomena 

such as this swirling 

vortex at the south pole

>

Venus is similar to Earth  

in size, but its weather  

and conditions are as 

alien as they come
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gravitational boost on their long journeys. Galileo 

shot past on its way to Jupiter in February 1990, 

taking pictures, measuring dust, charged particles 

and magnetism, and making infrared studies of the 

lower atmosphere. Saturn probe Cassini made two 

flybys in April 1998 and April 1999 when it looked 

for, but failed to spot, lightning in the clouds.

The trouble with landers

Current proposals for future Venus missions 

are focusing on orbiters and a new generation 

of balloons and aerial vehicles. Experts see too 

many difficulties in sending a lander to explore 

the surface like the Martian rovers. As planetary 

scientist and Venus expert Dr Colin Wilson of 

the University of Oxford explains: “The issue is 

the heat, because silicon electronics simply don’t 

Two proposals to explore Venus are on a  

shortlist of five Solar System projects currently 

being considered for the next round of NASA’s 

Discovery Program, missions that could launch  

in the early 2020s. One, called DAVINCI  

(Deep Atmosphere Venus Investigation of Noble 

Gases, Chemistry and Imaging) is being  

studied by NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center. 

It is an entry probe designed to study conditions 

between the dense cloud tops and the surface.

“It will have much more modern and accurate 

instrumentation than previous probes,” says 

Wilson. “All their temperature sensors failed in  

the lower atmosphere so we have hardly any data 

about atmospheric processes 

near the surface. DAVINCI  

is really going to give us a 

much better understanding  

of the deep atmosphere of 

Venus, in particular of  

its chemistry.”

The other proposal, from 

NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 

work at these temperatures. There are studies into 

building a new kind of electronics using silicon 

carbide – this is of interest also for use inside car 

engines and jet engines – but even if you sort that 

out, you still have the problem of how you are going 

to power a probe on the surface. Although Venus 

is closer to the Sun, only one or two per cent of the 

sunlight at the cloud tops reaches the surface and so 

solar panels are completely impractical. Radioactive 

power sources have been suggested, but this would 

make the mission both expensive and difficult.”

� EnVision would look 

for lava flows or similar 

disturbances on the ground

VERITAS would 

be used to deliver 

enhanced maps  

of the planet

DAVINCI is intended 

to study conditions 

between the dense 

cloud tops and  

the surface

>
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is for a new orbiter called VERITAS (Venus 

Emissivity, Radio Science, InSAR, Topography  

and Spectroscopy) that aims to produce radar  

maps of the planet in much higher resolution  

than before. It has strong European support, 

including for a French-German infrared  

camera that will look for hot volcanic material  

on the surface.

Looking further ahead

But a further attempt to get a new spacecraft  

to Venus will come with a UK-led proposal to  

ESA for a mission called EnVision. The probe  

will be another orbiter with advanced radar  

to detect tiny changes in surface features,  

at centimetre scale, that could confirm  

lava flows or similar  

surface deformation.

Looking farther  

ahead, Venus  

scientists are keen  

to see a new 

generation of 

balloons or 

airships to taste 

the planet’s 

atmosphere.  

It has been 

suggested that 

simple microbial  

life might exist in  

the cloud tops, though 

this is pure speculation.

One advanced  

concept being  

prepared in the  

US is for a delta-

winged aircraft 

called VAMP  

(the Venus 

Atmospheric 

Maneuverable 

Platform) to be 

dropped by an 

orbiter into the clouds. 

Once in the atmosphere 

it would switch to  

flight phase, spending  

up to a year manoeuvring between the upper  

and mid cloud layers, gathering data to send  

back to Earth. During the Venusian day, it  

would fly in the higher atmosphere, charging  

its batteries from the sunlight, before dipping  

to lower regions again at night.

A robotic airship exploring Venus’s clouds is just one imaginative idea  
for future study of the Solar System. Another being considered under 

NASA’s Innovative Advanced Concepts (NIAC) programme is a new 
type of probe called a ‘windbot’ [1] that could enter the atmospheres 

of gas giants Jupiter and Saturn and make prolonged studies  
as it is buffeted about by the powerful winds. Energy from  

the turbulence could keep it powered up.
Or how about a nuclear-

powered probe called Triton 
Hopper [2], which would 

literally jump around the 
surface of Neptune’s 

largest moon? Triton 
is thought to be  

an icy world 
captured from 

the Kuiper Belt, 
and may 

resemble Pluto. 
It has only been 

visited once, by 
NASA’s Voyager 2 in 

1989. The Hopper 
would gather data on  

its thin atmosphere and 
an icy surface that may 

have active geysers.
Scientists have been fascinated by Saturn’s largest satellite, 

Titan, because Cassini showed it has a dense atmosphere, 
weather, and surface features resembling Earth’s, but shaped  

by methane and not water. NASA is being urged to send a fully 
autonomous submarine [3] to explore Titan’s biggest sea, the  

Kraken Mare. Similar probes might explore the underground  
oceans of moons such as Jupiter’s Europa.

OUT OF THIS 

WORLD

skyatnightmagazine.com 2016

The innovative spacecraft that could help us 

explore elsewhere in the Solar System

1

2

3

ABOUT THE WRITER
Paul Sutherland is a space journalist, 

and the author of Where Did Pluto 

Go? Each month he reports on the 

latest space research in What I Really 

Want to Know on page 106.

View clips of Patrick Moore discussing Venus and its 
exploration at http://bbc.in/24yC45a

Þ VAMP could glide 
through the Venusian 
cloud, gathering data  
for a year or more
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Building large telescopes such as  

the VLT requires an enormous 

collaborative effort to blend scientific 

dreams with engineering realities
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W

hen the team at LIGO 
announced, in February 
2016, that they had 
detected ripples in the 

fabric of space-time – aka gravitational 
waves – it was final confirmation of a 
theory which physicists and astronomers 
had been discussing ever since the 
publication of Albert Einstein’s general 
theory of relativity back in 1915. 

The fact that it took decades to design 
and build a detector sensitive enough to 
do so, though, seems proof that advances 
in astronomy are intimately linked with 
technological advances. Yet, as mechanical 
engineer Dr David Pearson – from the 
STFC’s UK Astronomy Technology Centre 
(UK-ATC) in Edinburgh, which designs 
and builds instruments for the world’s 
major telescopes – points out, astronomers 
and engineers were often one and the 
same. “You often read stories about the 

scientists who were building their own 
telescopes – William Herschel polishing 
his own mirrors, for example,” he says. “As 
the years have gone by, in order to make 
the new discoveries, to see farther into 
the night sky, to see fainter objects, the 
equipment has grown in scale. It got to the 
point where it was no longer practical for 
scientists to do it themselves; designing the 
equipment became a skill in its own right.”

Dwarves of tomorrow

As time has gone on, the projects have 
become even bigger. Pearson is currently 
designing for the Very Large Telescope, 
which is made up of four separate 8m 
telescopes. Each of these is a colossal  
scope by itself, requiring the work of 
thousands, but even these will be  
dwarfed by the next generation.

“The European Extremely Large  
Telescope will be a segmented mirror 39m 

in diameter,” says Pearson. “Not only do 
you require engineers to do this, it’s now 
getting to the point where it’s pushing the 
engineers to the absolute forefront of their 
field too – a strange combination of things 
being incredibly large but still needing to 
be incredibly precise.”

Pearson’s colleague Dr William Taylor 
comes from a more academic background 
but agrees that scientists and engineers are 
actually two sides of the same coin. “The 
gravitational wave detection was the result 

� Construction is well underway on  

the foundations of the E-ELT and  

its 39 mirror cells are being tested
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To Dr David Pearson, 

astronomers and 

engineers are often  

one and the same

Paul F Cockburn explores how the line between 
astronomer and engineer is not always clean cut

OF THE
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of decades of engineering,” he points out. 
“When you’re building the most sensitive 
detector that humanity has ever seen, the 
line where engineering stops and science 
begins gets blurred. All that separates the 
scientist who does engineering and the 
engineer who does science is whether you 
have a preference for theoretical postulation 
or you enjoy the practical side.”

The boring constraints

Astronomers are, for the most part, still 
wedded to the idea of getting experimental 
verification of their theories, but with the 
‘low-hanging fruit’ discoveries already 
made, this isn’t getting any easier. 

“Finding the point at which the 
scientists are able to achieve something 
genuinely unique and worthwhile, and 
where the engineers think it’s feasible 
within the boring constraints of money 
and time, is not an easy thing to pin 

down,” says Pearson, though he admits  
to enjoying the process.

“The way it usually works is that you 
start off by looking at what you would like 
to achieve, and then try to calculate what 
seems possible,” explains Edinburgh-born 

Alastair Heptonstall, associate scientist 
at the California Institute of Technology 
(Caltech), whose main role was developing 
the extremely fine silica fibres that hold 
LIGO’s mirrors in position.

“Then you go back to see how that 
effects your overall system. For example, 
with the silica fibres, you might have some 
constraint on how accurately you can 
produce the diameter that you want. So, 
you might start off with what you would 
like to have, but then very quickly you 
soon have to figure out what is achievable, 
and whether that’s acceptable. If it’s not 
acceptable, that’s kind of the point at 
which you really have to start attacking the 
problem and see what you can achieve.”

The result of this negotiation is ‘the 
Spec’, the document that outlines the 
specifications of what the astronomer 
hopes to achieve and what the engineer’s 
work will be measured against. “All the 
haggling happens at the time when the 

JAMES SHORT (1710-1768)
Short produced more 
than 1,300 telescopes 
– mostly of Gregorian 
design – which he sold 
to observatories 
(including St Petersburg 
and Paris) and individuals 
across Europe. Two of 
his telescopes 
accompanied Captain 

James Cook on his voyages to observe the 
transits of Venus in 1761 and 1769. He used 
only metal specula and his skill – largely 
self-taught – lay in the extremely complicated 
polishing process of these mirrors.

WILLIAM HERSCHEL (1738-1822)
“I have looked further 
into space than any 
human being did 
before me,” Herschel 
once said. That was 
thanks to the quality  
of the telescopes he 
designed and built 
with the help of his 
brother Alexander. 

According to his sister Caroline, “almost every 
room in the house (was) turned into a 
workshop” to build his equipment, including 
the seven-foot reflecting telescope with which 
he discovered the planet Uranus.

WILLIAM LASSELL (1799-1880)
Lassell is best known 
for discovering Triton, 
just 17 days after 
Johann Gottfried Galle 
discovered Neptune. 
He built three telescopes 
– one 24-inch and two 
48-inch. “Lassell linked 
up with local engineers 
in the city,” says Gerard 

Gilligan of the Society for the History of Astronomy. 
“He used steam-driven polishing machines to 
produce large astronomical mirrors. Not only 
was Lassell an accomplished observer, he 
became experienced in engineering.”

ENGINEERING PIONEERS
The history of British astronomy is filled with great engineers

 
 
One of the LIGO mirrors, 
which are held in place 
by silica fibres

For Alastair Heptonstall 
it‘s all about working 

within your constraints

>
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specification is drafted,” insists Pearson. 

“People won’t sign off on it if they don’t 

think it can be done, from both sides.” 

The sheer scale of cutting-edge astronomy 

– and the fact that few countries can now 

afford professional telescopes on their own 

– means that astronomers don’t just need 

the help of mechanical, electrical and software 

engineers. They require systems engineers 

to manage the projects as well. “The idea 

that you need engineers has been around 

for a while,” says Taylor, “but the additional 

thing is that you need to have a management 

structure. Things can be so complicated 

now. Actually, that’s one of the things 

which we do quite well here; UK-ATC is 

particularly good at its project management.”

The challenge of JWST

Engineering know-how is a must when 

it comes to putting any equipment into 

space “Space brings a very difficult set of 

requirements for engineers because there’s 

no atmosphere,” says Pearson. As well as 

having to physically withstand the vacuum 

of space, the lack of atmosphere can cause 

materials to react in unusual ways.

“The temperatures can fluctuate a lot, from 

very hot to very cold – depending on how 

much the Sun is heating your instrument,” 

says Pearson. “It can also be subject to quite 

large amounts of radiation, depending on 

where you are, and that can effect optical 

surfaces. There are severe weight constraints 

and limitations because it’s very expensive 

to launch anything heavy. At the same 

time, it also has to be strong enough to 

withstand the launch, which can introduce 

a large amount of vibration into the system. 

It’s a real conflicting set of requirements.”

The latest feat of astro-engineering, the 

James Webb Space Telescope, is expected 

to provide astronomers and cosmologists 

with incredible new insights thanks to its 

unprecedented resolution and sensitivity 

from long-wavelength (orange-red) visible 

light, through near-infrared to mid-infrared. 

But, given that it will be some 1.5 million km 

from Earth, it has to be reliable.

“The fact that they managed to fix 

Hubble was remarkable,” says Taylor, “but 

they won’t have any opportunity to do that 

with the James Webb Space Telescope. Part 

of the reason why it is taking so long and 

costing so much is that the engineers are 

testing it for so long.”

Decades of work went into the 

gravitational wave detection, but it is not 

the end of the story. There are still countless 

unanswered questions in the Universe, but 

engineers are definitely up for any new 

challenges astronomers bring them. 

THE UK’S BIGGEST PROJECTS
The greatest astro-engineering problems of today are being worked on by the UK-ATC

MIRI (Mid Infrared 
Instrument)
The beauty of this infrared 
spectrometer for the James  
Webb Space Telescope is  
that it allows us to see right  
back to early galaxies, using 
wavelengths blocked by  
Earth’s atmosphere. The  
challenge for engineers is 
ensuring its reliability.

SQUARE KILOMETRE 
ARRAY (SKA)
UK-ATC plays a key role in systems 
engineering and software design 
for what will be the world’s 
largest and most sensitive radio 
telescope by linking thousands of 
receptors located in Australia and 
South Africa. The SKA will enable 
us to explore the Universe over a 
range of frequencies.

EUROPEAN EXTREMELY 
LARGE TELESCOPE (E-ELT)
Located in northern Chile, this 
large telescope – consisting of an 
array of almost 1,000 sections 
forming a 39m mirror – is again 
being designed in part by UK-ATC 
in Edinburgh. The team will also 
start work on the Harmony 
spectrograph for the E-ELT in 
around 2024. 

VISTA
A relatively rare instance of 
UK-ATC staff managing the 
building of a telescope, with 
parent agency STFC responsible 
for overall project management. 
The 4m mirror – installed at the 
Cerro Paranal Observatory in 
Chile – has been providing 
“fantastic” data in infrared and 
visible light since December 2009. 

ABOUT THE WRITER
Paul F Cockburn is a 
freelance journalist who 
has been writing about 
science and technology  
– past, present and  
future – since 1996.

There will be no way to repair 
JWST once it’s in space,  

so engineers have to  
get it right first time
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Summer is the time to discover 
daytime astronomy and the wealth of 
detail visible on our nearest star with 
certi�ed solar equipment
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365Astronomy 
365Astronomy offers possibly the widest range of products for solar observation 
& photography in the UK: purpose built solar telescopes from Lunt, Coronado, 
Daystar, Primaluce Lab; Herschel wedges from Lunt, Baader, Lacerta; Quark solar 
eyepieces from Daystar and a wide range of accessories for solar observations and 
photography: Astro Solar Safety Films, telecentric accessories, solar continuum filters, 
energy rejection filters. We are the sole distributor of Lacerta’s unique Brewster-angle 
Hershcel-wedges. We also use many of these products ourselves in our observatory 
and at star parties.
www.365astronomy.com

+44 20 33 845 187

Astrophotography Courses
Astromount has teamed up with some leading astro-imaging figures to run a 
series of courses, all of which are designed for the experienced, as well as the 
beginner photographer. The courses aim to inspire both practicing, and armchair 
astronomers. Join us and find out the tips and tricks to make your imaging easier 
and better. Our Solar Astronomy: Observing and Imaging our Sun course 
incorporates telescopes types and setups used for solar imaging including white 
light, Ha, and CaK, and use of double stack systems, types of cameras, collimation, 
focusing, image size, capturing the data, pre-processing, stacking videos and still 
images, final processing, base use popular software.
www.astrophotographycourses.co.uk 

07950894203
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Green Witch 
Green Witch sells Solar Telescopes from Coronado, Lunt 
and Solarscope backed up by friendly expert advice. Let 
us help you choose the model that is right for you. We 
also supply solar filters, solar film and solar projectors 
suitable for families, youth groups and schools.
www.green-witch.com 

01924 477 719

Tring Astronomy Centre
Tring Astronomy Centre are the UK’s friendly astronomy experts – they stock a huge 
range of solar telescopes, filters, cameras and accessories from leading brands 
such as Lunt, Coronado, Baader, Altair and more. With one of the largest specialist 
showrooms you can visit in the UK, as well as an excellent online webshop, there is 
no better place to find everything needed for solar observation and imaging. Call 
in-store or check website now for all the latest offers! 
www.tringastro.co.uk

01442 822 997

Essex Astro
Essex Astro offer a wide variety of solar viewing equipment/accessories to enable 
safe solar observing. We are dealers for Lunt Solar systems who have a vast range of 
popular products for solar viewing including the H-Alpha telescopes, Herschel Wedges 
and Calcium K filters to name a few. We are also Baader and Coronado dealers and 
we would be happy to discuss any requirements you may have, so why not pop along 
to see us in our showroom in Burnham-on-Crouch for some friendly advice. 
www.essexastro.com

01621 730 533

F1 Telescopes 
If you are interested in observing or imaging the Sun then why not pay us a visit. 
We hold regular solar observing sessions outside our shop in Sittingbourne, weather 
permitting, using both white light and Ha. Everyone is welcome to join in, just call 
us for details. Check out our Facebook page for images already taken. This image 
was taken using Lunt LS80 B1800 solar scope and Celestron Skyris 274M mono CCD 
during one of our regular public imaging and viewing sessions held at our shop. We 
can supply scopes and accessories from Lunt, Coronado etc for those wishing to take 
things further! 
Visit our website at www.f1telescopes.co.uk for more details or call us on 
01795 432702
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Understanding astronomical filters

Brush up on your 

astronomy prowess with 

our team of experts

I
f there is one seriously neglected  

and underused tool in your 

astronomical toolbox, then it 

surely has to be the filter. 

These often-colourful discs are 

available in 1.25-inch or 2-inch 

sizes and screw into the barrel 

of an eyepiece, the end that 

attaches to a telescope. The 

point of filters is that they 

alter how astronomical 

targets appear. They work 

by stopping – filtering out 

– some wavelengths of  

light from passing through 

your telescope’s tube, 

changing what you see 

through the eyepiece.

This flies in the face of 

conventional astronomical 

wisdom that every photon counts, 

that more light means better views. But 

this is precisely the point of filters: they 

remove the light you don’t need and only 

deliver the wavelengths you do need 

for a given situation. It’s for this 

reason that there are so many 

filters out there. Some are 

coloured, some are clear, but 

each has a slightly different 

effect and is designed  

with a slightly different 

purpose in mind. 

Sometimes the effects 

can be remarkable: there 

are, for instance, filters 

that can enhance the polar 

caps of Mars and reveal the 

subtle shadings of clouds 

The Guide
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These tiny accessories can make a huge difference to what you can see
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< A neutral density filter 
reduces glare from bright 

objects, which has the effect  
of improving contrast

� Filters come in many guises and their effects are just as varied; some can help give you better views of planets, others galaxies and nebulae
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bear in mind that stacking them in this 

manner will further dim the view. 

If, once you have read up on all the 

different types, you decide filters might  

be of use to you, where should you begin? 

Many suggest a neutral density filter  

– otherwise known as the Moon filter. This 

one simply dims the view, and as such it is 

great for observing our close companion 

when it is in its dazzling fuller phases. 

As always, if you can try before you buy, 

then do so – astronomical society events 

and the larger star parties around the 

country are both good opportunities to  

get some hands-on insight into the kinds 

of changes filters can deliver. 

Once you’re committed to making a 

purchase, be aware that you don’t always 

have to buy filters individually: coloured 

filters in particular are often sold in sets. If 

you get to the point that you are using a lot 

on the otherwise bland disc of Venus. It 

has to be said, though, that filters can’t 

perform feats of magic. There is still no 

filter in existence that acts as a cure-all  

for poor seeing or poor sky transparency. 

Where to begin

Most astronomers, whether budding or 

experienced, are aware of colour filters, 

which are used for planetary work to tease 

out hidden details like the ones already 

described. But there are many more types,  

and they can cut down on lunar glare,  

help to reduce the insipid orange glow of 

streetlighting and even block out all light 

bar one specific wavelength, which can 

work wonders if you are keen on 

examining the denizens of the deep sky. 

We cover all of these in a bit more detail in 

the box above. Some filters can even be 

used together for an enhanced effect, but 

of filters, you may wish to consider 

another accessory, the filter wheel. Some 

are motorised, some are manually 

operated, but the basic premise is the same 

– they allow you to swap filters without 

having to remove your eyepiece each time. 

Do be aware that all of the filters 

discussed here are intended for night-time 

use only. Under no circumstances should 

they be used to view the Sun, as they will 

do nothing to mitigate the dangerous 

intensity of its light. But, just as with any 

other object in the sky, the Sun’s 

appearance changes once viewed through 

different (certified) filters. For a run-down 

on the three most common – white light, 

hydrogen-alpha and calcium K – check out 

our feature on page 32.

Paul Money is BBC Sky at Night 
Magazine’s reviews editor

S

AT A GLANCE: THE MOST COMMON FILTER TYPES

COLOUR FILTERS
Colour filters are designed for planetary work. They often referred to by their Wratten  
number, written in the style ‘#1’. This is based on the original Eastman Kodak filter range,  
which had 100 shades, although for most astronomical purposes only a few are required. 
Among the most useful are: 
f #8 (Yellow) – For cloud bands on Jupiter and Saturn
f #25 (Red) – For picking out surface detail on Mars and cloud details on Venus
f #47 Violet – Useful for Venus and enhances the Schröter effect
f #58 (Green) – For improving red features such as Jupiter’s Great Red Spot
f #80A (Blue) – For Martian dust storms and clouds, and the belts of Jupiter

ANTI-FRINGING 
These filters can help you to combat the 
chromatic effects often seen through 
achromatic refractors, which most commonly 
take the form of noticeable blue or violet 
halos around bright stars. Hence these filters 
are also sometimes referred to as ‘minus 
violet’ filters. They can be used on any target. 

LIGHT POLLUTION 

REDUCTION 
These are designed to suppress the specific 
wavelengths giving the orange glow from 
sodium streetlights, with the result that they 
darken the background sky. This can help 
you see deep-sky objects better, particularly 
nebulae and galaxies, as they are more 

easily washed out than the planets are. 

NARROWBAND
As the name suggests, narrowband filters  
cut all but a few select wavelengths of light 
– typically the ones emitted by bright emission 
and planetary nebulae. By blocking the rest, 
they help to improve contrast and so bring 
out subtle detail. Typical narrowband filters 
include hydrogen-beta and oxygen III.

ULTRA-HIGH 

CONTRAST 
Like narrowband filters, ultra-high contrast 
filters improve contrast, making the background 
sky darker and helping deep-sky targets  
to stand out better. They pass both 
hydrogen-beta and oxygen III light, so will 
improve your view of a wider range of 

nebulae than any single narrowband filter.

NEUTRAL DENSITY/POLARISING
Both of these filter types reduce the glare of 
bright targets – the Moon, Venus, Mars, Saturn 
and Jupiter. Neutral density filters reduce the 
intensity of all wavelengths, but are particularly 
favoured for lunar use. Polarising filters can 
often be tuned to control the amount of 
dimming they deliver.
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S
everal planetary imaging 
cameras are now packaged with 
wide-field lenses as well as 
standard ones. Providing you 

wrap the lens in a dew heater and can be 
sure of a rain-free night, they allow you 
capture timelapses of the stars wheeling 
across the night sky. However, if there is 
any risk of inclement weather then the 
camera and lens are at risk of damage. The 
solution is to protect the camera with a 
suitable waterproof enclosure, and that’s 
the subject of this month’s project.

How to

Capture timelapses without worrying about wet weather and dew
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The versatile all-sky enclosure discussed 
here was built around our own ZWO 
ASI120MM planetary imaging camera, but 
the enclosure will accommodate a range of 
other models – all you need to do is 
construct a suitable mount for attaching 
the camera to the base. The design is also 
compatible with fisheye lenses, should you 
want an even wider field of view. The 
domed section must be heated to keep dew 
at bay on both the lens and the inner and 
outer surfaces of the dome so our design 
includes a variable power heater that 
provides up to 6W of heat output.

Start by printing out the dome template 
from this month’s Bonus Content section. 
Cut out and fix the template to the top of 
the enclosure – in this case an IP56-rated 
junction box – using masking tape. Drill  
a 2mm hole through the centre mark as a 
guide for cutting the 2-inch camera aperture.

The plastic dome must be handled very 
carefully to avoid scratches; use a wad of 
clingfilm to protect it. Place the dome over 
the template, holding it in place with 

Build an all-sky camera enclosure

With Steve Richards 

TOOLS AND 

MATERIALS

 
COMPONENTS
Clear 100mm acrylic dome with 
20mm flange, IP56-rated PVC junction 
box (190x140x70mm), 32 SWG 
nichrome resistance wire (130cm 
length), two-way terminal block, 
12V LED dimmer controller, two-core 
speaker cable, heat shrink tubing.

TOOLS
Hand drill, 2mm and 4mm bits, 2-inch 
hole-cutter, Allen keys, crosshead 
screwdriver, 7mm metric spanner, 
small square file.

SUNDRIES
Sandpaper, black flocking material, 
silicone sealant, marker pen,  
masking tape, tape measure, bolts, 
washers and nuts.

OPTIONAL
Rubber feet, small dovetail bar,  
22mm overflow pipe, pipe clips,  
pipe T connector and 1/4-20 bolt.

skyatnightmagazine.com 2016

masking tape. Carefully drill the six 4mm 
mounting holes through the dome flange 
and the lid of the junction box. We found 
that placing a 4mm bolt through each 
drilled hole in turn ensured alignment.

Remove the dome. In the lid, drill the 4mm 
holes needed for the heater element, then 
use a hole cutter to create the 2-inch hole 
in the centre. Cut a 110mm diameter piece 
of flock material and affix it centrally on 
the lid to keep unwanted reflections to a 
minimum. Cut out the centre hole and the 
heater holes in the flock using a craft knife.

� Your biggest concern during construction is keeping the dome clean and scratch free

� The finished enclosure can be mounted on  
a permanent post like this, or a regular tripod
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STEP 1
Attach the ‘Dome’ template from this month’s 
Bonus Content to the lid of the junction box. 
Drill a 2mm pilot hole through the centre mark. 
Place the dome accurately on top of the dome 
template and drill six 4mm holes through the 
dome and box lid.

STEP 2
Remove the dome, then drill the seven  
4mm holes for the heater element stand-off 
bolts and the wire exit point. Using the  
centre 2mm pilot hole drilled in Step 1  
as a guide, use a 2-inch hole-cutter to cut  
out the hole for the lens.

STEP 3
Cut a 130cm length of nichrome wire and 
thread it through the 1.6mm heat-shrink tube 
and shrink it using a hair dryer or heat gun. 
Cut three 6cm lengths of 5mm-diameter 
heat-shrink tubing and thread the wire 
through them four times to form a circle.

STEP 4
Attach the M4x16mm heater stand-off bolts 
to the lid with nuts, washers and locknuts. Heat- 
shrink the heater ring and clip it over the 
stand-offs. Push the wire ends through the 
seventh hole and connect them to the terminal 
block using the two-core speaker cable. 

STEP 5
Run a bead of silicone around the 
underneath of the dome flange – do this as 
close to the middle of the flange as possible 
to ensure an accurate spread. Place the 
dome on the lid and affix it with the six 
M4x20mm bolts, washers and nuts. 

STEP 6
Cut a rectangular hole in the base and push 
the USB and heater cables though. Drill suitable 
holes in the base and attach the rubber feet 
and dovetail bar, if required. Make a mounting 
for your camera and lens and mount them at 
the centre of the base to complete the project.

STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE

Push a 130cm length of nichrome wire 

through the 1.6mm heat-shrink tubing 

leaving 10mm exposed at each end and 

heat-shrink the tubing. Make a circular 

heating element that just clips over the 

heater stand-offs by passing the wire through 

three pieces of 5mm heat-shrink four 

times and then shrink the outer tubing. 

Attach the six M4x16mm bolts to the lid 

with a nut either side of the lid to form stand- 

offs for the heater element. Clip the heating 

element over the stand-offs with the wire 

ends exiting through the seventh hole in the 

lid. Connect the heater element to one end 

of the speaker cable using a terminal block.

Carefully apply a bead of clear silicon to 

the underneath of the dome flange, place it 

on the lid and attach it firmly using 

M4x20mm bolts, washers and nuts.

Drill and file a hole in the box base  

such that the USB cable just fits though. 

Decide on your box mounting method  

– rubber feet for tabletop use, a dovetail 

bar with a 1/4-20 mounting hole for tripod 

use, or permanent installation using waste 

pipe and a 0.25-inch bolt through a pipe  

T piece – and attach the necessary 

components to the base. Make up a 

suitable mounting for your particular 

camera and lens combination and install 

the camera in the centre of the base. If you 

are using a ZWO ASI camera like ours, use 

the hole template included in the Bonus 

Content and attach the camera with four 

spacers, nuts and washers. 

Attach the lid to the box base with the 

supplied screws, connect the speaker cable 

to the LED light dimmer and connect the 

dimmer to a 12V power source. You are 

now ready to capture some stunning wide 

field vistas of the night sky.

Steve Richards is a keen astro imager 
and astronomy equipment expert

S

Þ A single frame from a timelapse video 

recorded through the acrylic dome

YOUR BONUS 

CONTENT

Printable templates to 

help you to complete  

this project

HOW TO AUGUST 83
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An IAPY winner’s approach to the Moon
With András Papp
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Image
PROCESSING

How to edit your lunar close-ups into a high-resolution mosaic

W
hen creating high-
resolution lunar mosaics 
you need to plan your 
imaging session. It takes a 

long time to capture the required number 
of AVI movie files, so the position of the 
Moon in the sky changes significantly. 
Taking into account the field of view  
of your camera and the ability of your 
telescope, it’s always a good idea to capture 
more panes with greater overlap rather 
than miss one part of the Moon. 

Our starting AVI movie  
files were captured through  
a 5-inch telescope with a  
DMK 41 CCD camera. For the  
panes of the sunlit side of the 
Moon’s disc you should ideally 
take thousands of frames, but 
hundreds of frames are enough 
for panes of the darker portion 
along the terminator.

For pre-processing, we’re 
going to use IRIS, a small but 
powerful freeware program 
(www.astrosurf.com/buil/us/
iris/iris.htm). Click File > AVI 

Conversion to open a dialog 
box and select the AVI movie 

� One of our starting frames after alignment, stacking and sharpening

Expert advice from  
2015’s Our Moon 
category winner

file you would like to process, then load  
it into the program. Next, you need to do  
a quality analysis and grade the single 
frames in a decreasing order. Use the Best 

Of and Select commands for this activity. 
Once done, select Processing > 

Planetary Registration (1) from the top 
navigation menu. In this menu, you can 
align the frames to the sharpest one. The 
next step is to stack the aligned frames by 
using the Add_Norm command. At this 
point, only the sharpening is missing.  

Here a Van-Cittert deconvolution can be a 
useful technique. To apply that, use the 
Van-Cittert command. 

You need to define two values in order to 
run it. The first value is the FWHM radius 
of the stacked image, the second value is 
the number of iterations. The values of the 
Van-Cittert deconvolution are dependent 
on the sky conditions, therefore each time 
you apply it you need to find the best 
combination. Save your work by using the 
Save TIFF command; this will create a 16-bit 

TIFF image in your working 
directory, which can be loaded 
in many programs for post-
processing. Process all of the 
panes with this same workflow 
for consistency. 

You can use Photoshop to stitch 
the pre-processed panes together. 
First create a high-resolution base 
image with a black background. 
Define its size based upon the 
scale of your captured panes. It 
is practical to start the stitching 
along the terminator where the 
most detail lies. 

Open the first pre-processed 
pane, copy it as a new layer to 

� The Difference blending mode helps you to align the panes

� Create a smooth transition between the two panes with the brush tool
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the base image. Load another pane which 

is directly next to the previously opened 

one, and paste it to the same place as a new 

layer. If you adjust the top layer blending 

mode to Difference, you can easily align  

the two panes by using the move 

tool. Once done, set the 

blending mode back to Normal. 

Then create a mask on the top 

layer by clicking Layer > Layer 
Mask > Reveal All. On this 

mask, paint a gentle transition 

on the overlap area with the 

brush tool. Edit the brightness 

and contrast as necessary  

using Levels or Curves, both  

of which can be found by first 

clicking Image > Adjustments. 

Follow this stitching process 

until the daylight portion of  

the Moon’s disc is completed, 

then click Layer > Flatten A
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Image. Now centre a different file and 

using the same process, stitch together  

the dark side as well. You’ll end up with 

two files, one of the night portion and one 

of the daylight portion of the lunar disc. 

� Once you’ve made your two halves, align them to complete the image

Copy the two halves into the same 

image but on different layers. The night 

portion needs to be the lowest layer. Adjust 

the brightness of the dark side with Levels 

or Curves until you get a natural view of 

the Moon. Now, hover your 

mouse over the sunlit side layer 

and generate a layer mask as 

described above. Finally, use 

brush tool to create the silky 

transition on the layer mask 

along the terminator. 

When you are happy with 

your result, click Layer > 
Flatten Image to merge  

the two layers.

András Papp won the  
Our Moon category of  
2015’s Insight Astronomy 
Photographer of the Year 
competition with this image

 
The final image, which  

won the Our Moon category 
of the IAPY 2015 competition



2nd-4th 
September

Now in its twelfth year, our popular festival will 

welcome the following confirmed speakers;

Ian Ridpath (Astronomy author & broadcaster)
Dr Robin Catchpole (University of Cambridge)
Dr Marek Kukula (Royal Observatory Greenwich) 
Dr Stuart Clark (Astronomy author & journalist)
Dr Sarah Matthews (MSSL, UCL)

All this plus a full programme of events.  

(other speakers to be confirmed) See website for details. 
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< The Sky-Watcher 

Evostar 90 and  

a standard 2x 

Barlow lens
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Our resident equipment specialist cures your 
optical ailments and technical maladies
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Email your queries to scopedoctor@skyatnightmagazine.com

Calculating the magnification of  

your setup is straightforward: 

divide the focal length of your 

telescope by the focal length 

of your eyepiece and that is 

your magnification. Your 

telescope has a focal length of 

900mm so a low magnification  

of 36x could be achieved with the 

25mm eyepiece, while the 10mm 

eyepiece would give a high 

magnification of 90x. From this,  

you can see that the shorter the  

focal length of the eyepiece (the  

lower its number), the greater the 

magnification you can achieve  

with a given telescope.

A Barlow lens is not an eyepiece  

and cannot be used on its own, but  

it is an image magnifier. The lenses 

within a Barlow lens diverge the  

light collected by the telescope’s 

primary lens (or mirror in the case  

of a reflector telescope) just before  

it enters the eyepiece. This 

divergence increases the  

effective focal length of the 

telescope, which in turn 

increases the magnification. 

To use your Barlow lens, 

you would attach a star 

diagonal to the focus tube, 

insert the Barlow lens into 

the star diagonal and then 

insert your eyepiece into  

the Barlow lens. Because  

a typical Barlow lens doubles  

the magnification of any eyepiece,  

it is a cost-effective way of increasing 

the usefulness of your  

eyepiece collection.

Can you suggest what software I could  

use to stitch my lunar images into a mosaic?

SAM DOWLING

The best images of the lunar landscape are captured 

at high magnification so you can zoom right into 

the fine detail; however, this means that each image 

only covers a small area of the surface. But you can 

create a larger astrophoto by taking several sets of 

images and combining them into a mosaic.

The various images can be thought of as the ‘tiles’ 

of a mosaic and overlapping them produces wide but 

detailed views of the Moon. You can overlay and align 

images manually using an image processing program 

like Photoshop or GIMP, but this is time consuming 

and fiddly, especially if any image rotation is required. 

However, iMerge (http://jaggedplanet.com/imerge.

asp; free) and Image Composite Editor (http://

research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/redmond/

projects/ice; free) can do the job for you quickly 

and simply by automatically analysing the features 

in the overlap regions and then shifting and 

rotating the images to achieve perfect alignment.

With Steve Richards

Scope
DOCTOR
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Stopping down refers to narrowing the aperture, 

or front opening, of a camera lens. Whereas  

a telescope has a fixed aperture, a camera lens 

has a means of reducing the aperture through 

which the light passes to reduce the amount of 

light collected. This change in aperture is made  

by an adjustable diaphragm that changes the 

diameter of the lens opening. The process of 

stopping down gets its name from the various 

‘f-stops’ on a camera’s lens, which are a range  

of standard focal ratios marked on lenses that 

users can set the lens to – commonly these range 

from f/1.4 to f/22.

How do I calculate the magnification of my 
Sky-Watcher Evostar 90 when using 25mm 
and 10mm eyepieces? What difference 
would a 2x Barlow lens make?
STAN THACKSTONE

Steve Richards is a keen astro imager  
and an astronomy equipment expert

Finished mosaics often 

have jagged edges – this 

is common, not an error

SCOPE DOCTOR AUGUST 87





HOW WE RATE

Each category is given a mark 
out of five stars according to how 
well it performs. The ratings are:

+++++�Outstanding 
+++++�Very good 
+++++�Good
+++++�Average 
+++++�Poor/Avoid
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Bringing you the best in equipment and accessories 

each month, as reviewed by our team of astro experts

Bresser’s Messier 
MC-152 could be a 

tempting proposition  
for beginners
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This month’s 

reviews

Books

Gear

SEE INTERACTIVE 360° MODELS OF 
ALL OUR FIRST LIGHT REVIEWS AT 
WWW.SKYATNIGHTMAGAZINE.COM

Find out more about how  
we review equipment at:  
www.skyatnightmagazine.com/
scoring-categories

First light

90Bresser 
Messier 

MC-152 Maksutov-
Cassegrain

94Altair Astro 
Starwave 

152 V2 achromat 
refractor

102Four of 
the latest 

astronomy titles 
rated and reviewed

104Including  
this 

8x50 illuminated 
finderscope

98Astrel 
Instruments 

AST8300-A-M-FW 
standalone CCD 
camera



Albireo, stacked  
from four 90-second 
exposures captured  

at ISO 2500

90

FIRST light

B

resser’s latest telescope is  
a 6-inch, f/12.5 Maksutov-
Cassegrain, the Messier 
MC-152. This compound 

telescope (meaning its optics employ  
a mix of lenses and mirrors) is sold  
as a complete system, including  
the EXOS-2 Go-To mount and a 
stainless steel tripod. 

The scope attaches to the mount via 
supplied tube rings and a Vixen-style dovetail 
mounting bar. Also included is a Hex-Focus 
2.5-inch focuser with 35mm of travel, a star 
diagonal, a 26mm eyepiece (1.25-inch fit), a  
6x30 finderscope, two 40mm focus extension  
tubes, a StarTracker handset, a 4.5kg counterweight 
and a battery pack (though the batteries themselves 
are extra). The package is rounded off with an 
instruction manual, planisphere and the 
planetarium program Stellarium on a CD.   

The EXOS-2 mount is well-made and easy to  
set up. There is an in-built polarscope to help  
you align to the pole star; a polarscope illuminator 
is available as an optional extra and we would 
recommend getting one. If you don’t want to  
power the mount using the supplied battery pack, 
you could use a 12V mains power adaptor or a 
compatible ‘cigar lighter’ power lead, both sold 
separately. We used the battery pack, which  
requires eight D batteries, for several hours  
over several nights without problems.

•  Price £1,089
•  Optics Maksutov-

Cassegrain
•  Aperture 152mm  

(6 inches)
•  Focal length 1,900mm 

(f/12.5)
•  Mount EXOS-2 Go-To 
•  Controller StarTracker 

handset (100,000+ 
object database)

•  Tripod Stainless steel 
with adjustable legs

•  Weight Telscope 6.5kg, 
mount and tripod 17kg

•  Power Eight  
D batteries; 12V  
mains adaptor  
sold separately

•  Extras Tube rings with 
carry handle, 4.5kg 
counterweight, 26mm 
eyepiece (1.25-inch 
fit), star diagonal, 
6x30 finderscope, 
planisphere, Stellarium

•  Supplier Telescope 
House

•  www.telescopehouse.
com

•  Tel 01342 83709
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Maksutov-Cassegrain 

Bresser Messier MC-152

A rounded package that includes an EXOS-2 Go-To mount and steel tripod

TRACKING THE PATHS OF THE STARS 

For our Go-To and tracking tests we chose 
the three-star alignment option to get the best 
possible results, then selected a range of 
objects to slew to and track including named 
stars and popular deep-sky objects. With the 
26mm eyepiece giving a magnification of 
73x, all of our tests gave reasonable results, 
with our targets usually in the field of view 
although not always centred. Using the 
‘synchronise’ selection in the ‘star alignment’ 
submenu we were able to improve the 

accuracy by selecting suitable stars near to 
our targets. We placed Vega in the centre  
of the FOV and left the system tracking it for 
30 minutes with only the slightest drift from 
the centre. Attaching our Canon EOS 50D 
DSLR for prime focus astrophotography,  
we were able to take exposures between  
60 and 90 seconds with little or no trailing, 
so budding astrophotographers would also 
find this system quite useful as an entry  
into imaging the cosmos.

The StarTracker hand controller  
has a large and easy to read LCD 
screen with an eight-line display.  
Its object database contains over 
100,000 targets; we did notice at least 
one oddity in that the bright double 
star Algieba in Leo was not listed.  
It was easy to navigate the menus, 
although we would have preferred the 
alignment menu to come after the 

navigation menu, as the latter is the one most used 
once the alignment routine has been completed.

Martian marvels

The front corrector lens is multicoated and free of 
blemishes; we attached the 1.25-inch star diagonal 
and 26mm eyepiece for our initial optical tests but 
did find we needed one of the focuser extension 
tubes to get to focus; this also allowed us to achieve 
prime focus later in our tests. We started with the 
bright star Vega in Lyra and found it was sharp 
across almost 85 per cent of the view. We then 
pointed the scope at Jupiter and were rewarded with 
a good view of the planet’s main belts, including 
lots of hints of subtle detail as the seeing conditions 
fluctuated, and the four Galilean moons. 

We changed to our own 9mm eyepiece, which 
confirmed the finer detail on the planet, before 
switching to Mars, which was almost at its best  
for the current apparition at the time of review. 
Normally difficult to view due to its small disc, 

SKY SAYS… 
Although better 
for planetary 
objects, this  
scope performed 
well on deep- 
sky targets

>
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See an interactive 360° model of this telescope at  
www.skyatnightmagazine.com/messiermc152
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HAND CONTROLLER

The StarTracker hand controller has  
a red eight-line LED display, and  
a 100,000-object database that 
includes the Messier, NGC/IC 
catalogues, major planets and 
more. It also has an aux port 
for connection to a computer.

COMPACT TUBE

The Maksutov-Cassegrain design 
enables a long focal length optical 

system to be incorporated into a short 
tube of 490mm that only weighs  

6.5kg. The tube is accessorised with  
a Hex-Focus focuser, tube rings with a 
carry handle and a 6x30 finderscope. 

MOUNT & TRIPOD 

The EXOS-2 mount is an EQ5-style 
Go-To German equatorial mount. It 

has a 13kg payload capacity for 
visual use, and a suggested load 

limit of up to 10kg when any 
imaging and guiding equipment 

is used. The supplied stainless 
steel, height adjustable tripod 

provides sturdy support.
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Mars was almost at  

its closest and largest, 

and although quite  

low we enjoyed catching 

glimpses of detail  

– including the Mare 

Erythraeum, the 

Mare Acidalium and  

the Sinus Sabaeus, along 

with a lighter patch that 

had to be the south polar 

cap. The views of Saturn 

were similarly affected 

by low altitude, but we 

were able to make out 

the Cassini Division 

separating the A and  

B rings, and witnessed  

a dusky band on the gas giant’s golden disc.

Our Moon was hidden by clouds for the review 

period, but we had much better luck with the late 

spring and early summer deep-sky objects. We 

enjoyed crisp views of the Ring Nebula in Lyra,  

the Dumbbell Nebula in Vulpecula, the Cigar 

Galaxy in Ursa Major, and a selection of double 

stars including Albireo and Epsilon Lyrae. Although 

we found this telescope to be better for planetary 

objects, it did perform well on all these deep-sky 

targets. Certainly, it has value for beginners and 

intermediate users alike.

� M13, the Great Globular in Hercules, captured with a Canon EOS 
50D DSLR; this shot is a stack of 19 60-second exposures at ISO 2500

SKY SAYS… 
Now add these: 

1. Meade-Bresser 
12V mains supply 

2. Revelation 
2-inch to Schmidt-
Cassegrain 
diagonal

3. Explore 
Scientific 70º 
eyepiece set

VERDICT

BUILD & DESIGN +++++

EASE OF USE +++++

FEATURES +++++

GO-TO/TRACKING ACCURACY +++++

OPTICS +++++

OVERALL +++++

� M27, the Dumbbell Nebula in Vulpecula, taken with the same camera; 
this shot is also a stack of 19 60-second exposures at ISO 2500

OPTICS

The MC-152 has a 152mm (6-inch) 
aperture and a long focal length of 
1,900mm, giving a focal ratio of 
f/12.5. This is ideal for Solar 
System objects, yet the scope  
still gave good views of 
popular deep-sky objects 
and double stars  
with the supplied 
26mm eyepiece. 

PORTS

The body of the RA axis 
houses a range of ports 

for connectivity: 
hand controller 
(HBX), 12V power 
cable, Dec. cable 
and aux, the 
latter so you can 
connect a 
computer for 
remote control or 

autoguiding. The 
on-off switch is also 

located here. The 
spare port on the dec. 

axis body is not used.

S
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Astronomy Binoculars

For more information and stockists of Vixen and 

Opticron astronomy products please call 

01582 726522 quoting reference SN816.

D     istributed in the UK by Opticron, Unit 21, Titan Court, Laporte Way, 

Luton, LU4 8EF

www.vixenoptics.co.uk

BT81S-A with 
HF2 Mount & 
Tripod Package 

This 81mm astronomy 

binocular delivers crystal clear, 

sharp views through its new 

optical design. Its lightweight 

body ensures that you can take 

it to any observing location.

Package includes 2x SLV eyepieces, 

tripod, swing bracket, red dot finder 

and fork mount.

Special Offer Price 
£1349 
SRP £1516 SAVE £167
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O
ne condition that seems to afflict all 

astronomers at one time or another is 

‘aperture fever’, the craving for a bigger 

and better telescope. The latest version 

of the Starwave 152 could be just the antidote; this 

6-inch, f/5.9 achromat reflector is a premium 

instrument that will appeal to many observers as  

an upgrade of their existing equipment. Newcomers 

to astronomy should find the scope simple to set  

up and use, but would need to take advice 

concerning the necessary eyepieces and  

accessories they need, as these are not supplied.

One of the improvements to this version of the 

telescope is the Crayford focuser, upgraded from a 

2-inch model to a hefty 3-inch affair. The action is 

very smooth throughout the entire 100mm range of 

travel. Adjusting the focus lock knob barely moved 

the viewing target off centre, yet it held our heaviest 

equipment firmly without slipping. There is a single 

thumbscrew, which allows the eyepiece or camera to 

be rotated, and another thumbscrew that allows the 

whole focuser to rotate, a useful feature that does 

away with the need to rotate the tube in its rings.

The telescope arrived for review just in time for 

May’s Mercury transit event. The 6-inch doublet 

lens is well suited for high-resolution viewing of the 

Sun (and also the Moon) and using a white light 

filter, we enjoyed sharp, well-contrasted views of 

Mercury mid-transit, as well as some sunspots. For 

these we used our own 10mm eyepiece and a 2x 

Barlow lens, giving 180x magnification. When the 

•  Price £829

•  Aperture 152mm  
(6 inches)

•  Focal Length  
897mm (f/5.9)

•  Optics Achromatic 
doublet design

•  Focuser 3-inch 
dual-speed Crayford

•  Extras Tube rings and 
carry handle

•  Weight 11.2kg

•  Supplier Altair Astro

•  www.altairastro.com

•  Tel 01263 731505

VITAL STATS
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achromat refractor
Altair Astro Starwave 152 V2

SKY SAYS… 
The lens design 
enables the 
Starwave 152 to 
be shorter, lighter, 
and easier to 
move than many 
6-inch refractors 

A compact scope that offers good optics and control of chromatic aberration

THE DELIGHTS OF A DOUBLET

Aside from flashy red bodywork, the 
element of this scope that really catches 
the eye is the 6-inch multicoated lens. It’s 
made up of two elements of Japanese 
Ohara glass and German Schott glass. 
Using two lenses together in this way 
enables more of the colour spectrum of 
light to be brought to the same point of 
focus than a single lens allows, limiting 
the effects of chromatic aberration, hence 
the term ‘achromat’. The Starwave 152 
brings yellow and green wavelengths of 

light into best focus, in line with the 
nature of the human eye. Viewing bright 
objects with achromatic telescopes causes 
a diffuse bluish halo around the object, 
and a bright pink-violet fringe around the 
edges. Several filters are available to 
reduce these colour artefacts. With a 
focal ratio of just f/5.9, this lens design 
enables the Starwave tube to be shorter, 
lighter, and easier to transport than many 
6-inch refractors, whilst keeping chromatic 
aberration under acceptable control.

patchy clouds briefly dissipated, we switched the 

eyepiece for a CMOS planetary camera, and enjoyed 

using the smooth precise action of the new focuser, 

and the pin-sharp focus of the multicoated lenses.

Ronchi revelation
With the excitement of the transit over, we set about 

a more detailed examination of the optics. Our 

Ronchi grating test demonstrated that there were  

no glaring aberrations to worry about. In fact, the 

returned pattern displayed textbook parallel lines. 

Using a full frame CCD camera we could see that 

the collimatable lens cell had been perfectly set up 

in the factory. The central two-thirds of the image 

returned tight round stars, the outer corners 

displaying some expected coma, which was uniform 

across the diagonal corners. We used long exposures 

around bright stars to check for unwelcome reflection 

artefacts, and found none. Focus tests with colour 

filters revealed that red and green light is closely 

brought together, with the expected variance from 

this achromatic lens in blue wavelengths. 

The scope has a distinct appeal as a narrowband 

imaging telescope, but despite several attempts at 

taking some images with narrowband filters, the 

weather and limited darkness of the summer nights 

thwarted our efforts. Of course, you could take 

images with a colour camera such as a DSLR, but >

skyatnightmagazine.com 2016

See an interactive 360° model of this scope at  
www.skyatnightmagazine.com/starwave152
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TUBE

If something works well, how it looks  
is not so important. However, the 
Starwave 152 is a beauty to behold. 
With its stylish red metallic tube and 
aluminium trim, it really is very nice 
to look at and through.

TUBE RINGS AND MOUNTING BAR

The supplied tube rings are nicely machined and finished, and are 
also supplied with a carrying bar and Vixen dovetail. The bar makes 
it much easier to handle the telescope when mounting it, a helpful 
touch, as the majority of the weight is at the lens end of the tube.

COMPACT SYSTEM

The fast objective lens (f/5.9) allows for a relatively short, lightweight 
design. Weighing in at 11.2kg, the Starwave 152 is suitable for a 

wide range of mounts, and with the dew shield and focuser retracted, 
it is only 760mm in length, making it easy to transport and store.

DEW SHIELD

The dew shield extends by 200mm, helping not only  
to reduce dew problems but also prevent stray light  

entering the tube and spoiling the view. Inside the tube, 
low-reflection surfaces and graduated baffles combine  
to further reduce unwanted reflections, maintaining the  

high contrast capability when viewing or imaging.



� Sunspot AR1546 in false colour, captured with a DMK618AU mono 
camera using a 2x Powermate lens; this is a stack of 200 frames

� The Tycho and Clavius region of the Moon, stacked from 200 frames 
captured with a DMK618AU mono camera using a 2x Powermate lens
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the usual 

blue haloes 

around 

brighter stars 

should be expected.

Switching back to our 

eyepieces we were treated to 

impressive lunar views. The 

high contrast that refracting 

telescopes offer, thanks to having no 

central obstruction, allowed us to view 

tiny craterlets, the jagged shadows of lunar 

peaks, and crater walls in sharp, crisp detail. 

With Jupiter in view at 90x magnification,  

we did find that the expected colour fringing  

made it a little tricky to observe any real detail  

or colour in the disc, but at 180x we were able  

to pick out features within the equatorial  

bands, shadows of passing moons, and the  

Great Red Spot. Finally, we put the 6-inch  

lens to use with our 23mm, 82° eyepiece and 

enjoyed sharp views of several globular and  

open clusters, the stars being pin points right  

to the edge of the view.

SKY SAYS… 
Now add these: 

1. Lightwave 
Hyper Wide 
Angle 20mm 
100° eyepiece 

2. Lightwave 
premium 2-inch 
diagonal 
3. Starwave 
red-dot finder

FOCUSER

The 3-inch dual-speed Crayford focuser offers 
smooth and precise focusing. We particularly 
appreciated the slightly longer than average 

thumbscrews, which are easy to access, along 
with the ability to rotate eyepieces or 

cameras – or indeed the whole 
focuser. It also has a 

finderscope shoe.

S
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‘If you are a space fan, fascinated by the kind of venture  

the ISS represents, this book is an absolute must, full of juicy 

details and intriguing insights.’ — Popular Science

International Space Station

Architecture beyond Earth

David Nixon

ISBN 978�0�9930721�7�8   £65.00

The ultimate account of  

the International Space Station’s 

conception, development  

and assembly in space�…

www.circapress.net
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T

he AST8300-A-M-FW is a standalone 

CCD camera from Astrel Instruments.  

It endeavours to combine the convenience 

of a DSLR with the superior imaging 

quality of a cooled astronomical CCD. Although 

you don’t get the clean, evolved lines of a modern 

DSLR, you do get a more or less self-contained 

astronomical CCD capable of taking impressive 

deep-sky images. With an optional touchscreen 

display fitted, all you need is a 12V power source 

and you’re mobile.

The camera uses a Truesense KAF-8300 CCD 

sensor which has a peak quantum efficiency (QE)  

of around 55 per cent at 550nm and 45 per cent at 

the hydrogen-alpha wavelength. QE measures how 

many incoming photons are converted to signal. 

Noise control is excellent, with the already low 

readout noise of the chip further augmented by 

active cooling. This can reduce sensor temperature 

to 42°C below ambient to an accuracy of 0.1°C. 

With this accuracy it’s possible to build a library of 

calibration dark frames indexed by temperature.

Such a large temperature reduction can promote 

frosting: water vapour in the air surrounding the 

sensor may freeze onto its surface. Astrel addresses 

this by providing a manual vacuum pump for 

evacuating the sensor chamber. Once evacuated, 

frosting can be avoided as long as the chamber 

remains at low pressure, which it should for at  

least a couple of days. As we discovered, the  

pump does require a strong grip action to achieve 

the recommended pressure.

Experiment with your setup

Various ports are presented on the camera’s body, 

including two USB connections. External storage or 

an optional Wi-Fi dongle can be inserted here. The 

latter can be used to create a hotspot for wireless 

connection from a phone or computer. A third-

party virtual network computing (VNC) program 

can then connect to and control the camera. This 

generally works well, but we did find that different 

VNC programs gave different experiences, so it pays 

to experiment. A mention is made in the manual 

about correctly shutting the camera down after each 

use. If the connection corrupts and you can’t get 

•  Price £2,030

•  Sensor KAF-8300 
(monochrome), 
3,326x2,504 pixels 
(8.3 megapixels)

•  Readout noise 6e-

•  Pixels 5.4µm square

•  Mounting T-thread, 
M42x0.75

•  Extras Foam-filled 
protective case, 
vacuum pump, battery 
power cable, power 
cable extension with 
car lighter plug 

•  Dimensions 126mm 
diameter, 70mm depth

•  Weight 880g without 
filters or display 

•  Supplier Ian King 
Imaging

•  www.iankingimaging.
com

•  Tel 01580 212356
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standalone CCD camera

Astrel Instruments AST8300-A-M-FW

SKY SAYS… 

Noise control is 
excellent, with 
the already low 
readout noise of 
the chip further 
augmented by 
active cooling 

A great camera if you don’t want to have to take a laptop out observing

CONTROL SOFTWARE

The AST8300 is controlled via a set of internal 
applications running under Linux. These provide an 
interface to various aspects of the camera’s hardware 
such as the cooling circuit and filter wheel. Imaging is 
carried out by selecting a filter and defining the number 
and length of exposures required. Once defined, the 
camera will carry out the exposure sequence by filter  
in order, although it is possible to alter this too.

Functions to assist in object framing and focus are 
provided as well as a routine to display your results. 
Various housekeeping functions are also provided to 
cover routines such as USB removal and camera  
shutdown. Extended functionality can be achieved by 
connecting the camera to a suitable mount to provide 
Go-To or autoguiding facilities. It’s even possible for 
you to experiment with software applications of your 
own by tweaking an available copy of the open-source 
camera processor code. For most imagers, the supplied 
applications will be more than sufficient to allow some 
excellent images to be achieved. The flexibility and 
potential expandability of the system should also help 
keep even the most ardent tinkerer happy.

back in, this becomes impossible to do. A 

connection can also be made over a physical 

ethernet link if one is available. 

An optional touchscreen can be plugged in and 

physically attached to the camera body via an 

articulating mount. We found the display adequate, 

but on occasion the buttons were too small for our 

fingers. In addition, the screen’s bevel sometimes 

prevented us from reaching controls. Being a 

resistive touch screen, a thin stylus would have  >

� The camera is controlled by a set of internal applications 

– these cover everything from cooling to image capture

See an interactive 360° model of this camera at  
www.skyatnightmagazine.com/ast8300

skyatnightmagazine.com 2016
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INTERFACES

The AST8300 has numerous interfaces 
including 12V (3A) power, ethernet, LCD 
connector for the optional screen, and USB 
full-speed host (12Mb/second) for dongles, 
hubs, mouse, keyboard and so on. In addition 
there is a USB high-speed host (480Mb/
second) for devices such as guide cameras. 
Two general purpose I/O interfaces are present 
for external console connections or to trigger 
the camera from an external device. 

INTEGRATED  

FILTER WHEEL

The AST8300 has an integrated, 
motorised filter wheel with seven 
positions. The 27mm unmounted 
filters are sold separately. The wheel 
is controlled via the camera’s 
onboard microprocessor. Filters can 
be self-installed, but we would 
recommend having them fitted  
by Astrel Instruments, for free,  
at the point of purchase.

SENSOR

The AST8300 uses a Truesense 
KAF-8300 monochrome sensor, with 

3,326x2,504 pixels in a 
17.96x13.52mm array. The CCD is 
housed in a sealed chamber which 

needs to be maintained at low 
pressure to reduce the risk of 

frosting. A mechanical shutter covers 
the CCD when not imaging. 



A 60-second  
image of M13 
taken with the 
camera coupled to 
a 4-inch refractor
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been useful here. We also found the display a little 
unrepresentative when reviewing our shots. 

An onboard microprocessor running Linux keeps 
everything under control. The software runs from 
an internal 8GB storage card with free space 
available for image storage. It’s pretty easy to pull 
any images off the camera via a remote third-party 
application running on a separate computer.

When we first powered up, there was a slightly 
disconcerting minute where you’re shown a blank 
screen. Eventually the camera’s readiness is 
announced by the appearance of control application 
tiles along with a beep sequence reminiscent of 
something an 1980s home computer would produce.

Camera operation via the control applications 
was pretty straightforward. The AST8300 contains  

SKY SAYS… 
Now add these: 

1. Astronomik 

deep-sky RGB 

and L filter set

2. Starlight 

Xpress Lodestar 

X2 autouider 

3. Altair 60mm 

guidescope kit

a motorised filterwheel and in order to define a 
shooting sequence, a filter position needs to be 
selected along with number of exposures, exposure 
length and binning mode. We used globular cluster 
M13 in Hercules as our first target and were able to 
see it clearly through our 4-inch, f/9 scope, using the 
AST8300’s Find and Focus application. The live view 
focus assist program also worked really well for us. 
Our results did show a lighter region towards one 
frame edge and two thin vertical lines down each 
image, each terminating with a hot-pixel. Calibration 
using a minimum of dark and flat frames would 
remove these. The general level of image quality  
was very good and the AST8300 certainly has the 
capability to produce some excellent results. 

This is a great camera if you want to get into CCD 
imaging but don’t want to lug around a laptop each 
time. The inclusion of a motorised filter wheel and 
excellent number of connections means this is also 
a tidy solution for anyone wanting to upgrade from 
DSLR to full-filtered CCD imaging. 

SET POINT COOLING

The camera’s cooling system uses a 

combination of electronic cooling, a heat 

sink and a fan. The CCD’s temperature 

can be reduced by 42°C with an 

accuracy of 0.1°C. The current draw to 

achieve this is quoted at 2.2A. A vacuum 

pump is provided for the purpose of 

evacuating moisture laden air from the 

sensor chamber to avoid frosting.

SCREEN

An optional touchscreen can be 

attached to the AST8300’s body 

via a rod and clamps for articulated 

viewing. This is a resistive 

4.3-inch LCD touchscreen with 

480x272-pixel resolution and 

1,024 colour/256 greyscale 

capability. Though not intended 

for high-quality viewing, it does 

allow full functional control as 

long as you can cope with the 

occasional tiny button. 

>
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TWO MINUTES  

WITH DR LOUISA 

PRESTON

How long have you  
been interested in  

the search for alien life?
The inner workings of the Earth and its 
place in the cosmos have fascinated me 
since I was seven years old but it wasn’t 
until university that I got my first taste of 
astrobiology. I did my masters project on 
meteorites and it was through meeting 
a PhD student studying extremophiles 
in Antarctica that I finally realised the 
search for alien life was an actual subject 
and a legitimate pursuit for scientists.

Are we doing the search a disservice by 
only looking for life as we know it?
I don’t think so. There are scientists 
theorising about life built from something 
other than carbon, but the more we 
understand carbon and how we are built, 
the more we see why. Carbon is a clever 
element and the third most abundant in 
the Universe, so it seems very likely that 
if it went into building life on Earth it also 
could have been used for life elsewhere.

Why do you think the search for alien 
life has gained credibility in recent years?
Science and technology have finally 
caught up with our imaginations and 
we can prove that the search has roots 
in reality. We have sent orbiters and 
rovers to other planets and moons, 
photographed stars in other galaxies and 
found planets orbiting other suns. We 
can prove that carbon exists throughout 
the known Universe and that water in all 
its forms exists on other worlds. As such, 
most scientists now think there is a high 
probability of there being life elsewhere. 
Now we just need to find it.

DR LOUISA PRESTON is an astrobiologist, 

planetary geologist and author

Louisa Preston
Bloomsbury
£16.99 z HB 

Are we alone in the Universe? It is a 

question that many people ponder, but 

before we can truly contemplate the 

possibility of intelligent life existing 

beyond Earth, we first need to understand 

what is essential for life to exist and how 

some life forms are able  

to conquer the most inhospitable  

regions on our own planet.

In Goldilocks and the Water Bears, 

Louisa Preston describes how the hunt for 

alien life begins on Earth. The 

‘Goldilocks’ in the title refers to 

the Goldilocks zone around  

a star where it is not too 

hot, nor too cold, but 

just right for water to 

exist as a liquid. 

Preston describes 

how many other 

ingredients are also 

necessary for a planet 

to be ‘just right’ for life, 

based on what it needs to 

thrive on Earth. 

Searching for life as we 

know it may seem like a 

narrow point of view, but if 

the search is broadened to 

include microbial organisms, then a whole 

new realm of possibilities opens up. Certain 

microbes can withstand temperatures 

above 120°C, wallow in acid, or happily 

exist within a nuclear reactor. The ‘water 

bears’ of the title – micro-animals properly 

known as Tardigrades – are known to be 

able to survive in the vacuum of space.

Preston describes how resilient microbes 

might be able to survive in a surprising 

number of locations throughout the Solar 

System, and how this knowledge can be 

extended to what types of animal life 

could exist on exoplanets. The logical next 

step is to search for intelligent life that 

could be emitting radio signals, and 

Preston hypothesises over what types of 

civilisations could exist and why they 

might prefer to ignore us.

The main downside to 

Goldilocks and the Water 

Bears is the lack of 

illustrations, as some 

of the more difficult 

concepts would 

benefit from an 

explanatory diagram, 

though all things 

considered this is a 

good general overview of 

the science of astrobiology. 

While a lot of the 

information may already 

be familiar to readers who 

have delved into similar 

books, this one brings it all together nicely 

in a coherent fashion while also including 

the most up-to-date research. For readers 

who are new to astrobiology and looking 

for an information-packed, easy-to-read 

book, this is the one. 

HHHHH

AMANDA DOYLE is a freelance science 

writer and a postdoctoral researcher at 

the University of Warwick

New astronomy and space titles reviewed
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TO
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Goldilocks and 

the Water Bears

Water bears can survive in a 
vacuum. If they can do it, maybe 

other micro-animals can too
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Phillip J Stooke
Cambridge University Press 
£94.99 z HB

Reading this book  
brings back childhood 
memories of Viking 
lander images. There 
was something hypnotic 
about those rubble-
strewn Martian 
landscapes: millions  
of kilometres out of 

reach where no-one has ever walked, but 
still, there they were – as concretely 
tangible as the view out of the window.

Cartographer Philip J Stooke had a 
similar response to Apollo-era lunar 
imagery and the planetary landings that 
followed, resulting in a series of exhaustive 
exploration atlases of the Moon and then 
Mars. This is Snooke’s second volume of 
Martian exploration maps and accompanying 
records, covering NASA’s 21st-century 
rovers Spirit, Opportunity and Curiosity, 

along with a chapter on Phobos and 
Deimos, and concluding with updates to 
the first volume, most notably the possible 
discovery of 1971’s Mars 3 lander.

While fascinating, this atlas is aimed at 
an academic rather than general audience, 
relating day-by-day rover running, the 
operation of each instrument and the 
naming of every topographical feature. 
Stooke cautions readers that this is “a 
reference text, not a novel”, although there 
is indirect drama to be found within – for 
instance, the doomed effort to save the 
stranded, power-drained Spirit rover as 
Martian winter rolls in. At a time when 
SpaceX CEO Elon Musk is planning a pair 
of Mars missions every two years, Stooke’s 
documentation may one day help 
safeguard these wind-blown rover tracks 
as historical landmarks.
HHHHH

SEAN BLAIR is the web editor of the 

European Space Agency website

Andrew May
The History Press
£6.99 z PB

The Pocket Giants 

series, published  
by The History  
Press, takes the  
form of 100 
biographies of 
people who can 
truly be said to  
have ‘changed  
the world’. This 

volume, devoted to Albert Einstein, 
certainly fits the bill.

Einstein’s name is known to everyone 
and, although it could be argued that  
only a few people understand his ideas,  
he was indeed a giant of science. This  
short but nonetheless thorough biography 
gives a good and readable insight into  
his life and work.

Einstein’s theories, published over a 
century ago, still determine the way in 

which we view the Universe. As we are 
informed in the introduction, his  
“name has become a byword for genius, 
even amongst those who have only the  
vaguest idea of who he was or what he 
did”. The role played by the genius that 
was Albert Einstein continues to influence 
our concepts of light, matter, space and 
time. As the author suggests, it may  
indeed be that Einstein’s physical 
appearance – that of an archetypical 
scientist – has engendered within us  
a desire to understand the revolutionary 
concepts that he put forward.

Albert Einstein: Pocket Giants provides 
the reader with an informative and 
interesting account not only of Einstein’s 
scientific achievements, but also his  
private life, allowing us to set his work  
into its proper context. This, together  
with a comprehensive list of text notes,  
a reading list and a timeline summing  
up the main events in Einstein’s life  
and career, succeeds in bringing the 
subject across well. 
HHHHH

BRIAN JONES has written 17 books  

on astronomy and space

Mike Constantine
Moonpans
£45 z HB

It’s obvious at  
a glance that  
a great deal  
of care and 
attention has 
gone into this 

book’s production. It is packed with 
stunning images of the Apollo missions 
that the author has painstakingly pieced 
together from the original photographs.

During each moonwalk, astronauts 
were instructed to take panoramas to aid 
analysis back on Earth. After taking each 
picture, the astronaut would turn 20º and 
take another overlapping image. 
Constantine has done a wonderful job 
stitching these together and balancing the 
exposures to produce wide-angle views.

After a forward by Apollo 16 lunar 
module pilot Charlie Duke and a brief 
introduction to the imaging processes 
used, every successful landing is well 
represented. Each section covers an 
individual mission and starts with a map 
showing where the landing site was 
situated, along with a diagram showing 
the route of each lunar traverse. An 
added bonus is the inclusion of more 
recent images of the same landing sites 
taken by the Lunar Reconnaissance 
Orbiter. These show the equipment left 
behind and in several cases it is even 
possible to trace astronauts’ tracks across 
the surface as thin dark lines. Comments 
from moonwalkers Alan Bean, Edgar 
Mitchell, Charlie Duke and Harrison 
Schmitt add detail to the relevant scenes.

The vast majority of the panoramas  
are reproduced over two pages on high- 
quality paper, giving an idea of the stark 
contrast between inky black shadows and 
the bright, sunlit portions of the pictures. 
This is probably the nearest thing in print 
to actually visiting the sites yourself.
+++++

MARK BOWYER is an expert in the US 

manned space programme

Apollo: The 

Panoramas

Albert Einstein: 

Pocket Giants

BOOK 
OF THE 
MONTH

The International Atlas of Mars 

Exploration: From Spirit to Curiosity



Elizabeth Pearson rounds up the latest astronomical accessories

Gear
1 Custom Telescope Adaptors
Price Varies • Supplier PreciseParts 
+1 305 253 5707 • www.preciseparts.com

Struggling to find the right adaptor to connect 
your kit? This website allows you to design 
your own and have it machined from aluminium.

2 

Star GPS
Price $129 • Supplier Star GPS 
+1 204 885 4936 • http://stargps.ca

This StarGPS system updates your Go-To 
telescope or controlling software with your 
precise location, to keep your targeting  
spot on. Compatible with a variety of  
scopes, mounts and hand controllers.

3 Solar System Lollipops
Price £19.99 • Supplier Firebox 
0800 802 1420 • www.firebox.com

Taste the Solar System with these delightful 
lollipops. Each has a different flavour and 
features the edible image of a planet. 

4   Wooden Solar System
Price £22 • Supplier Sherwoods  
01789 488880 • www.sherwoods-photo.com

Demonstrate the movement of the planets 
around the Sun with this colourful wooden 
orrery. It’s made from rubberwood and 
measures 23cm in diameter. 

 
5  Optolong Venus-U Filter 
Price £151.80 • Supplier 365 Astronomy 
020 3384 5187 • www.365astronomy.com

Pick out the cloud structure of Venus during 
your observation sessions with this 1.25-inch 
filter, which picks out UV-A light. It transmits 
80 per cent of light in the 320-370nm  
part of the spectrum.

6  Explore Scientific 8x50 
Illuminated Finder

Price £133 • Supplier Harrison Telescopes 
01322 403407 • www.harrisontelescopes.co.uk

This illuminated finderscope has a 6º field  
of view and a prism design, meaning that  
all images are correctly orientated to make 
positioning your scope easier. The reticule 
features an open centre so there is no 
masking of the target object.
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33” equatorial in 

wine-growing region 

of rural France. 

Observing and CCD 

imaging. 17th century 

B&B �50 per person 

60 minutes to historic 

Luxembourg, 30 minutes to the battle�elds of 

Verdun. Protected dark skies in Lorraine National 

Park. Weekend breaks & holidays.

Please contact Matt: observatoryt83@gmail.com

+352 621 291849 http://observatoire.t83.free.fr

www.orionoptics.co.uk

tech enquiries: john@orionoptics.co.uk

Telephone 01782 614200
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Telescope Service
any make! any age!
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See our website
for full details

All 
mechanics
and
optics
checked

FIND THE TELESCOPE SERVICE LINK ON ALL PAGES

Telescope Service
any make! any age!

High Reflectivity
Coating

www.orionoptics.co.uk

�����������������������������
���	����������
�������

tech enquiries: john@orionoptics.co.uk

Telephone 01782 614200

Our HI-LUX coating can be applied to almost any
reflector, in virtually any condition or no matter how
old. Improves the reflective efficiency of your mirrors.

Find out more on
our website: Optics >
Mirror Recoating
or call / email

GALLOWAY ASTRONOMY CENTRE

Prices from only £26 pppn. Children and pets welcome. 

To book contact Mike Alexander: Craiglemine Cottage, Glasserton, Wigtownshire, 

Scotland DG8 8NE •  01988 500594 • enquiries@gallowayastro.com

www.gallowayastro.com

Helping people discover the Night Sky 

August sees the return of our beautiful dark skies. 

Let us be your guide to all its wonders. The planets, star clusters and galaxies 

are waiting for you. For help buying or using a telescope talk to us first.

The Stargazer Gift Voucher is a great gift at any time.

At the Centre we provide:

•  Telescopes up to 16-inch

•  Skywatcher & Celestron dealer

•  Short Astronomy Courses

•  B&B style accommodation & evening meals

NEW DISCOVERY�BLACK LIGHT

 s Get in touch and I will send you a prism, free of 
charge, so you can see the two prisms of coloured 
light around your body.

 s How to bounce your own shadow on to your chest. 
Why is there no black or white in the rainbows?

 s Read how we are all connected to the sun

Contact details:
Email: jv.moloney@btinternet.com or 

write to J V Moloney, 8 Mayflower 
Way, Farnham Common, Bucks, 

SL2 3TX



Did the giant planets form closer to the Sun?

O
ne of the mysteries of our Solar System  

is where the planets formed. Did they 

originate closer or farther away 

from the Sun and then 

migrate to their present orbits? The 

evidence suggests that at least 

Neptune started out elsewhere. 

Its orbit is in a 3:2 resonance 

with the dwarf planet Pluto, 

meaning that for every 

three orbits that Neptune 

makes of the Sun, Pluto 

makes precisely two. 

That is a pretty unlikely 

configuration to have 

happened randomly; it 

seems more likely that 

Neptune moved about  

in the early history of the 

Solar System and forced 

Pluto into its specific orbit. 

I’ve been studying another 

star system, called Kepler-223, 

which shows this effect more 

dramatically. Instead of two worlds 

with precise ‘mean motion orbital 

resonances’, as they are called, it has four. 

This is a clue to the Kepler-233 system’s  

past, indicating that these worlds actually  

moved inwards, through a gas and dust disc.  

When one encountered another planet, they  

got stuck in a new configuration and started 

moving together; they caught another planet,  

and moved together; then caught the fourth  

planet. These are worlds a few times the Earth’s 

mass and radius – planets that are very common 

around other stars, but which are not present  

in our own Solar System. 

Exquisite resonance
Kepler-223 was particularly interesting to us 

because no other system has been found to be  

in such exquisite resonance. From that complex 

dance, you can get information about their history. 

Perhaps our own Solar System’s giant planets are  

no longer in resonance because something 

happened in the past to knock them out of it, such 

as the effects of small bodies like asteroids. We 

think that most exoplanets in other systems also  

get moved out of resonance since we don’t observe 

ABOUT SEAN MILLS

Sean Mills’s detective  

work at the University of 

Chicago involves 

analysing tiny dips in 

brightness caused by 

planets transiting across 

their of stars, as observed 

by NASA’s Kepler  

space telescope.

them in resonance today. Unfortunately, it is much 

harder to see what happened in their past since we 

usually don’t have very good constraints on 

their orbits because they are so far away 

and hard to see.

But the Kepler-223 exoplanets 

escaped such a fate and so  

this is a lucky system for  

us. Its orbital architecture 

may be very unusual, but  

it is telling you something 

that most planets don’t 

about its past. Johannes 

Kepler figured out long 

ago that planets travel  

in ellipses around their 

stars, but others have 

since shown that these 

orbits are not perfect 

ellipses because the planets 

perturb each other. These 

slight perturbations can tell 

you their masses and orbital 

parameters. With Kepler-223,  

they allowed us to figure out  

exactly what configuration the  

planets were in at the present time. Then  

we followed up with some simulations to show 

that if such planets migrated through a disc  

of gas and dust then they could enter into this 

configuration that we observed via these 

gravitational perturbations.

We don’t know exactly where these planets 

formed. We just know they had to have formed 

farther away from their star than their present 

location. Their compositions include a large 

amount of hydrogen and helium, just like gases  

you find in Jupiter and Saturn. This suggests  

they did not form too close to their star because  

it would have been too hot and the gases would 

have been blown off. 

It is hard to directly infer something about our 

Solar System’s history from this. But it shows that 

migration may be more common than astronomers 

thought. Our next step is to look for related 

planetary systems, including hopefully one that  

just broke out of resonance, in order to learn more 

about how resonances are created and destroyed 

and infer how many planets have migrated far  

from their formation locations.
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WHAT I REALLY WANT TO KNOW IS…

Sean Mills is following the complex dance of a family of 
exoplanets to learn more about our own Solar System
INTERVIEWED BY PAUL SUTHERLAND

The worlds of Kepler-233 

are all thought to be 

sub-Neptunes; they are 

common throughout the 

Galaxy, but there are 

none in our Solar System 

S
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STARS AND CONSTELLATIONS

The Summer Triangle lies low in the 
northern evening sky. At the top is 

mag. +0.8 Altair (Alpha (_) Aquilae), to  
the lower left mag. +1.3 Deneb (Alpha (_) 
Cygni) and at the lower right mag. 0.0 Vega 
(Alpha (_) Lyrae). There are two fainter, 
lesser-known constellations within this 
asterism: just above Cygnus is Vulpecula, 
the Fox, and continuing upwards you 
come to Sagitta, the Arrow. Depending on 
which reference you use, this weapon may 
have belonged to Hercules or Sagittarius.
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WHEN TO USE THIS CHART
The chart accurately matches the sky on the 
dates and times shown. The sky is different at 
other times as stars crossing it set four minutes 
earlier each night. We’ve drawn the chart for 
latitude –35° south.

With Glenn Dawes

AUGUST HIGHLIGHTS

The August early evenings offer a 
great observing opportunity: all  

five naked-eye planets in the sky at once! 
Jupiter rises out of the solar glow to into a 
spectacular conjunction with Venus on the 
27th and 28th; they are 0.5° apart low in 
the west. Mercury leads Jupiter into the sky 
finishing the month 5° to the left of the 
pair. To the north, Ophiuchus continues to 
host Saturn, which is only 6° from mag. +1.1 
Antares (Alpha (_) Scorpii). Mars is not far 
away, passing between them on the 24th.

Venus, Mercury and Jupiter are low in 
the western twilight. The thin crescent 

Moon has conjunctions with each of these 
planets on the 4th, 5th and 6th respectively. 
Mercury is slightly brighter than mag. +1.0 
Spica (Alpha (_) Virginis), which also 

appears low in the west. Saturn and Mars 
are well placed to observe with them, 
culminating (due north and highest in  
the sky) around the end of twilight. 
Neptune is visible all night, but Uranus  
is best left until the morning. 

THE PLANETS

The northern evening sky holds an 
alluring open cluster, Collinder 399 

(RA 19h 25.4m, dec. +20° 11’; pictured) 
in Vulpecula. It is 8° directly 
above (south of) the famous 
double star Albireo (Beta ( )̀ 
Cygni). Through binoculars 
it is immediately apparent 
how the cluster got its 
nickname, the Coathanger. 
There are six stars in a 1.5° straight 
line forming the base with three 
prominent stars above forming the hook. 

This celestial grouping holds two 
pleasant surprises, both within the 

‘hook’ and fitting in the same 
low-power eyepiece field. The 

best and brightest star is the 
double 4 Vulpeculae. Its mag. 
+5.2 primary has a mag. +10.0 
companion 16 arcseconds to 
the east. Look east 0.2° and 

you’ll find HR 7391. This is a 
multiple with its most prominent 

stars yellow and blue, mag. +5.8 and 
+10.5, separated by 28 arcseconds.  
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